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‘The thesis is dedicated to the ‘crazy ones’. The ones who ‘believe’. The pathbreakers. The ones
who persevere and never give up. No matter what!
‘The ones who are 99.999% ultra high purity hard work, perseverance and mental strength’.

The good thing about science is that it's true whether or not you believe in it.
-Neil deGrasse Tyson.
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Abstract
Topological Insulators promise a route to develop novel electronic devices with dissipation-less
flow of electrons. Theoretical and experimental demonstration of topologically protected electronic
states in a host of different materials has resulted in an exponential increase in the research
undertaken in this field. The first experimentally verified 3-dimensional topological insulator, Bi1-xSbx
exhibits a non-trivial topological phase, within the concentration range of 0.07<x<0.22. The motivation
for this project lies in exploring and understanding the impact of miniaturization on the topologically
protected states of Bi1-xSbx alloys, when grown on a weakly interacting substrate like HOPG.
Studying the morphology of nanostructured Bi1-xSbx alloys on HOPG also provides a platform to
investigate a transition from the ordered morphologies of pure Bi (110) islands to the fractal,
disordered morphologies of Sb islands. Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy measurements are used to
characterise the morphological and electronic properties of Bi1-xSbx islands. The morphology is similar
to the wedding cake like profile of pure Bi (110) islands on HOPG, in which the formation of paired
layers with thicknesses of 3, 5, 7 Monolayers (ML) is argued to result from a black-phosphorous like
structure. Interesting outcomes include the presence of fingered 3 ML bases and irregular 5 ML
stripes. An additional monolayer structure is also observed adjacent to the irregular 5 ML stripes and
on top of large 3 ML bases in a select few islands as the Sb concentration is increased, referred to as
the (3+1) ML region.
The experimentally acquired electronic spectra for each of the paired layers show similarity to
the results obtained for pure Bi (110) islands on HOPG and are in good agreement with the
corresponding DFT calculated band structures. Surprisingly, no noticeable difference in the band
structures is observed as the Sb content is altered. The preliminary electronic spectra of the (3+1) ML
region shows similarity to that of the 3 ML base and is indicative of a low density of states.
Distinct edge states are observed along the Bi1-xSbx island edges, particularly along the straight
7 ML stripe edges. The edge states are characterised by the presence of a distinct peak in the density
of states around +0.1 V and observed as distinct, bright edges in the corresponding conductance maps
near the Fermi level. In addition to the edge states, the observation of anomalous states in close
proximity to the straight 7 ML edges and bright spots within the 5 ML regions are additional,
interesting outcomes which merit future experimental studies.
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1

Introduction
Moore's law1,2 predicts that the number of transistors incorporated inside an integrated circuit

chip double every 18 months, a trend that has been observed unfailingly for over five decades and has
been the benchmark for the semiconductor industry3. Realization of the Moore’s law has been
possible due to the continuous miniaturization of the incorporated transistor sizes. One of the key
issues identified in the miniaturization process has been the fundamental feature size limit4 of the
semiconductor transistors, in addition to the undesirable practical problems like leakage currents and
high resistance which increase with reduced dimensions. These issues have impeded the efficiency of
electronic devices considerably and has therefore motivated intensive research in physical sciences,
particularly in the field of ‘Nanotechnology’5.
Advancements in nanotechnology5 have been instrumental in addressing the issue of
fundamental feature size limits in semiconducting transistors. In addition, phenomenon like quantum
size effects6 become prominent at the nanoscale 7, allowing the possibility of tuning the material’s
electronic properties and create structures with desired electronic properties. In short,
nanotechnology promises to change the face of research in the 21 st century.
Research to look for replacements for the key component of present day transistors, has led to
the discovery of a new class of matter called the ‘Topological Insulators’ (TIs)8 in which the movement
of electrons without backscattering promises the realization of resistance free electronic devices.
Figure 1-1 illustrates the lack of backscattering in a simple TI9 by drawing an analogy with the
movement of vehicles (electrons) on a highway (surface of a material). From everyday experience, it
is well understood that movement of vehicles on narrow roads results in traffic jams and disruptions,
whereas, a complete lack of traffic enables faster movement on freeways and highways. Normal
conductors6 and insulators can be considered to be analogous to narrow roads comprising a finite
resistance, whereas TIs are like freeways in which the electrons can move without any disruption, i.e.
without any backscattering.
Considering the potential of nanotechnology and TIs, their marriage can be imagined to address
the challenges of the 21st century as well as open new vistas of research. The theme of this thesis is
primarily centred around the amalgamation of the two research fields, i.e. developing an
understanding of the morphological and electronic properties of the self-assembled, nanostructures
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Figure 1-1 A schematic demonstrating the situation in a topological insulator. Electrons are predicted
to move without any backscattering, i.e. behave like vehicles moving on a highway. Image reproduced
from9.
of the first 3-dimensional TI, i.e., Bi1-xSbx10-12. The experiments are carried out in an Ultra-High Vacuum
Scanning Tunnelling Microscope13-15 (UHV-STM).
This chapter is divided into two parts, where the first part briefly discusses the key concepts of
TIs and the second part discusses the key concepts related to ‘self-assembly’16,17.

1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Dimensions in real space
To understand how the dimensions of a material affects the corresponding surface electronic
states6, the fundamental dispersion relations of a solid material need a brief mention. The lattice
structure of a crystalline material produces a periodic potential which leads to an electronic band
structure and is understood in terms of the corresponding energy-momentum dispersion relations. By
modifying the charge carrier density or altering the spin orbit coupling (SOC), the surface electronic
states associated can be engineered to intersect the Fermi level and in the process manipulate the
material’s ability to conduct.
The impact of a material’s dimensions in real space on the corresponding surface electronic
states is understood better by drawing an analogy18 with the fictional, geometrical characters of the
famous novel: Flatland18. Figure 1-2 demonstrates this analogy by showing different dimensions
possible for a particular material in real space. Zero dimensional (0-D) materials represent the class of
materials in which an electron’s movement is restricted in all the directions (point land), a situation
characteristic of quantum dots19 and quantum corrals20. A one-dimensional material (1-D) represents
the class of materials in which an electron’s movement is possible in one dimension only, a situation
8

Figure 1-2 Schematic drawings demonstrating different dimensions possible for objects in real space.
Topologically protected states have been theoretically predicted and experimentally verified in
2-dimensional (flatland) and 3-dimensional materials (spaceland). Image reproduced from18.

characteristic of quantum wires, nanotubes21 (line land). The two-dimensional (2-D) materials in which
an electron’s movement is possible in both the dimensions (flat land) represent exotic materials like
graphene22 and two-dimensional electron gases (2DEGs)23. Three dimensional materials like bulk
crystals and fluids represent the class of materials in which an electron’s movement is possible in all
the three dimensions.
Research in the past24 has focused on understanding the surface electronic states of the
materials in isolation and their correlation with the dimensions of the materials remained missing.
Therefore, an understanding of the impact of material’s dimension (d) and the associated material
boundary (d-1) on the corresponding surface electronic states is actively sought nowadays,
particularly in the emerging field of TIs.
1.1.2 Topological Insulators
A topological insulator is a material that behaves as an insulator in its interior and has
conducting states25 on its surface. The electronic band structure of a typical topological insulator
resembles that of an ordinary band insulator, with the Fermi level falling between the conduction and
valence bands, but there are symmetry protected electronic states within the bulk energy gap that
facilitate metallic conduction on the surface.
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Figure 1-3 shows the band structure of a topological insulator, where, spin momentum locking26
differentiates it from the band structure of a normal insulator. Fermi level crossings is a key concept
that determines the topological nature of a material’s surface electronic states as described in Ref 25.
An odd number of Fermi level crossings by the surface electronic states as seen in Figure 1-3 represent
a non-trivial topological phase and an even number of Fermi level crossings represent a trivial
topological phase, with graphene24,27-37 being one such example of topologically non-trivial materials.
Figure 1-4 (a-b) demonstrates the link between the dimensions of a material and the associated
topologically interesting electronic states by means of a schematic diagram. An example of a 2-D
topological insulator (flatland) is shown in Figure 1-4 (a) showing the presence of electronic states
along the material’s edges, referred to as the 1-D edge states18. An example of a 3-D topological
insulator is shown in Figure 1-4 (b) showing the presence of electronic states on one of the surface
planes, which are called as the 2-D surface states18. Developing an in-depth understanding of the 2-D
surface states and the 1-D edge states is possible nowadays with the advancements in the
characterisation techniques like STM13,14 and Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES)38
which has led to the realization of several novel TI materials.

Figure 1-3 Band structure of a topological insulator, in which the Fermi level within the bulk band gap
is intersected by topologically protected surface states. Image reproduced from25.
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Figure 1-4 (a) A schematic drawing showing a 2-D topological insulator with 1-D edge states. (b) A
3-D topological insulator showing the presence of 2-D surface states. Image reproduced from18.
1.1.3 Realization of Topological Insulators
HgTe/CdTe hetero-structures were the first class of 2-D TI to be predicted and experimentally
verified39,40. The first material predicted12 and experimentally verified10,11 as a 3-D TI was Bi1-xSbx alloy,
which is particularly interesting as a non-trivial topological phase is realized within the Sb (x)
concentration range of 0.07<x<0.2210,12,41,42. The two parent elements of Bi1-xSbx alloys, i.e. Bi and Sb
have been observed to demonstrate topologically interesting properties as well, where pure Sb
(111)43,44 is a topological metal, in contrast to Bi45 (110) and Bi46,47 (111), both of which are 2-D TIs. The
Bi2Se348,49 family alloys are the most extensively researched TIs due to the demonstration of a large
band gap, a single Dirac surface state and a defined stoichiometry, all of which are essential
requirements for identifying exotic topological phases. In addition, exotic new materials in which
topologically protected states have been realized, include Weyl semimetals 50 indicating clearly that
the field of TIs is growing at an exponential rate.
Out of all the classes of TI materials described above, Bi1-xSbx alloys are of particular interest as
topologically protected surface states are observed within a certain (0.07<x<0.22) Sb concentration
range. Moreover, a clear demonstration of topologically protected 1-D edge states in nanostructured
Bi1-xSbx alloys is not reported till now and thus remains the motivation of the work undertaken during
the course of this project. By undertaking this research, an answer is sought to the question-do the
topologically protected states of 3-D Bi1-xSbx alloys survive at the nano-scale and manifest in the form
of 1-D edge states?
The experiments conducted over the course of this project, build upon the knowledge and
experience gained over the past few years on the growth of self-assembled nanostructures of Bi51,52
11

and Sb53,54 on Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite55-57 (HOPG), a weakly interacting substrate. The next
section therefore introduces a few key concepts related to the self-assembly processes, followed by
brief discussions on the established morphologies of Bi and Sb nanostructures on HOPG.

1.2 Self assembly
Nanotechnology uses two types of approaches, i.e. the top-down and the bottom-up
approaches3,58. The top-down approach comprises of techniques like lithography3 and chemical
etching59 which provide a precise control on the nanostructures morphologies. The bottom-up
approach comprises vapour deposition techniques like chemical vapour deposition3 (CVD), physical
vapour deposition3 (PVD). Despite the lack of control, the bottom-up approach allows for the
possibility of studying self-assembly16 of atoms and consequently explore new nanostructure growth
mechanisms.
Self-assembly of atoms on different types of substrates is known to result in the formation of
diverse morphologies such as islands17, rods17,60 etc., providing a perfect playground to understand
different growth mechanisms and thus, the basic mechanisms governing the growth of self-assembled
nanostructures are discussed briefly in the next section.
1.2.1 Growth Mechanisms
Figure 1-5 shows a schematic diagram demonstrating the basic components of a self-assembly
system, showing a substrate on which incoming atoms impinge. The impinging atom can land on
different regions of the substrate, i.e. on a wide region (terrace) or at an inherent atomic defect, i.e.
regions like a kink, step or a vacancy site. The impinging atom that gets adsorbed on the substrate

Figure 1-5 Schematic diagram demonstrating the basic componenets of a simple self-assembled
system. Image reproduced from17.
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upon landing is called an adatom (adsorbed-atom). Two such adatoms joined together are called
dimers and an aggregate of more than two adatoms is called an island.
Upon landing on the substrate, the atoms tend to move around on the substrate randomly, a
phenomenon termed as surface diffusion17, and is governed by the distance an adatom can move in
between two nearest nucleation sites and the rate of adatom diffusion, described mathematically as:
𝐷=𝑎 𝑘

where, ′𝐷′ is the surface diffusion coefficient, ‘a’ is the hopping distance between two nearest
nucleating sites and ′𝑘 ′ is the site-to site hopping rate of an adatom. During the early stage of growth,
a formation of larger structures like islands is seen due to higher adatom-adatom interaction.
Subsequently, island nucleation increases, decreasing the average distance an adatom can travel
before it encounters an existing island. At this stage of the growth, incoming adatoms tend to attach
to the existing islands and refrain from forming any new islands.
1.2.1.1 Substrate adatom interactions

Thin film growth depends on the dynamic interplay between the surface energies of adatoms
and the underlying substrate. Specifically, three different types of surface energies are identified; the
substrate surface energy i.e. 𝛾 , the deposited surface free energy i.e. 𝛾 and interface energy of the
interface between substrate and film, i.e. 𝛾 . Figure 1-6 (a-c) shows three different thin film growth
modes possible, based on different surface energy interactions. When the adatom-adatom interaction
is greater as compared to that of the adatom-substrate interaction (Figure 1-6 (a)), three dimensional
islands grow and is called the Volmer-Weber growth mode 61,62. Metals adsorbing on weakly

Figure 1-6 (a-c) Schematic diagrams showing the different thin-film growth modes. Image
reproduced from54.
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interacting substrates like HOPG63 and Mica64 are typically known to demonstrate Volmer-Weber
growth mode, expressed in the form of surface energies as:
𝛾 >𝛾 +𝛾

If the adatoms experience stronger interactions with the substrate as compared to the
interactions amongst the adatoms, flat monolayer films grow (Figure 1-6 (b)), referred to as the
Frank-van-der Merwe65,66 growth mode. It is the primary growth mode of certain rare gases on HOPG67
and expressed in terms of surface energies of the system as:
𝛾 <𝛾 +𝛾

The third type of growth mode referred to as Stranski-Krastonov68 is depicted by the schematic
diagram of Figure 1-6 (c) and is a combination of the two growth modes discussed above. It is
characterised by the growth of atomically flat films along with three-dimensional islands. During the
early stages of Stranski-Krastonov mode, Frank-der Merwe growth mode prevails and a switch to the
Volmer-Weber growth mode happens under unfavorable growth conditions like increased strain in
the system69,70, for example, lattice mismatches71. Thus in Stranski-Krastonov mode, a subtle change
is observed from film growth mode to island growth mode as the system’s equilibrium shifts and it is
expressed in surface energy terms as:
𝛾 >𝛾 +𝛾

The next two sections build upon the above discussions and discuss two methods of controlling
the island morphologies by manipulating the experimental parameters (namely atomic flux and
sample coverage)
1.2.1.2 Atomic flux

Atomic flux is defined as the rate of arrival of atoms on a substrate and expressed in Å/s. A small
change in atomic flux can significantly alter the growth dynamics as depicted by the schematic
diagrams of Figure 1-7. The argument is verified by previous54 room temperature studies on the
growth of Bi and Sb islands which demonstrate clearly that small changes in atomic flux result only in
subtle changes in the corresponding island morphologies. In contrast, previous72 temperature
dependent studies have shown considerable morphological changes with slight temperature changes.
The left panel of Figure 1-7 shows a low flux environment in which the arrival time of an adatom
is less than the time needed for the aggregate’s nucleation. In a low flux regime, few adatoms populate
the substrate meaning that the time of arrival (ta) for new atoms towards an already formed aggregate
is greater than the time required (tc) by the aggregate to incorporate the adatoms and stabilise. As a
consequence, sufficient amount of time is available for the aggregate to form a compact shape. In
14

addition, with a few adatoms diffusing around on a substrate, there is a higher probability for the
adatoms to bump into an already existing large aggregate. The dynamics are expressed in term of
arrival times as:
ta ˃ tc
The situation is different when the atomic flux is higher as depicted in the right panel of Figure
1-7. In a high flux regime, the substrate comprises greater number of adatoms, which implies that the
arrival time (ta) between adatoms is considerably reduced. The incoming adatoms are therefore, able
to reach the islands’ perimeter faster, preventing the island to acquire a smooth and compact
morphology, instead the irregularities along the perimeters keep increasing. In addition, the higher
number of adatoms allow the possibility for the formation of new islands. The dynamics are expressed
in terms of arrival times as:
ta ˂ tc
The formation of different island morphologies in the two flux regimes, thus indicates that
altering the atomic flux presents an effective way to manipulate the final geometries.
1.2.1.3 Sample coverage

The final shape of a self-assembled aggregate is expected to change when the amount of
deposited material on a substrate is altered. The growth of a self-assembled aggregate is generally
observed to proceed in three different stages as a function of sample coverage73. During the initial
growth stage, collision of incoming adatoms leads to the formation of new islands and at some stage
during the deposition process, the number of diffusing adatoms equals the number of nucleated
islands and a critical island density value Nc54 is reached. The second growth stage is characterized by

Figure 1-7 Schematic diagrams showing the growth dynamics of self assembled aggregates in low and
high flux environments. Image reproduced from54.
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growth of new islands as the new incoming adatoms compete for nucleation and aggregation. The last
stage of growth demonstrates coalescence of existing islands into larger islands, reducing the overall
island density. The implications of coverage dependent growth are briefly explained later by discussing
relevant examples of Bi island growth on HOPG as a function of material coverage (section 1.2.2.1.3).
The formation of self-assembled islands is tied to the overall free energy of a system, in particular
to the dynamic interplay between the thermodynamically limited74 and kinetically limited growth
mechanisms, as briefly described in the next two sections.
1.2.1.4 Thermodynamically limited growth

The general tendency of self-assembled nanostructures is to stabilize into energetically
favourable geometries (i.e. thermodynamically stable), consistent with the tendency of any system to
minimize the total free energy. As a rule of thumb, if the time interval between the arrival (ta) of
diffusing adatoms is higher than the time required for the island to coalesce (tc), the resulting island
will have a compact shape. In this scenario, the ample amount of time available for the island to
incorporate the incoming adatoms allows it to attain an energetically favourable configuration. The
thermodynamically limited growth is further aided by diffusion of the adatoms along the island’s edges
and is most prevalent in low flux environments, as evidenced by the formation of compact
nanostructures54.
The increased diffusion helps in smoothing out the island’s perimeter, a process termed as edge
diffusion75,76 and is shown in Figure 1-8. The diagram in the left panel of Figure 1-8 shows an example
of isotropic edge diffusion75,77, resulting in the formation of a compact and hexagonal island shape.

Figure 1-8 An illustration of anisotropic edge diffusion along edges of an island. A difference in the
diffusion barriers along a specific island edge can alter the geometry. A hexagonal island can
transform into an elongated island as a result of anisotropic edge dffusion. Image reproduced from54.
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The diagram on the right side of Figure 1-8 demonstrates the elongation of the same hexagonal island
due to higher adatom diffusion along one edge (anisotropic). The discussion therefore, shows that in
a thermodynamically limited growth regime, the relative rate of diffusion of adatoms along an island’s
edge and their diffusion across the substrate determines the final geometry of the aggregate.
1.2.1.5 Kinetically limited growth process

During self-assembly processes16,17, landing of atoms on a substrate leads to their consequent
diffusion and the time of arrival of adatoms, (ta), becomes the rate limiting step which determines the
final island geometry. To account for this rate limiting step, Witten and Sanders put forward the
diffusion limited aggregation (DLA)78,79 model, which incorporates Eden’s biological model of diffusion
limited growth80 and utilizes it to explain the fractal geometries observed in structures formed during
thin film growth. In recent works63,81, the DLA model is used to explain the formation of fractal
geometries of Sb nanostructures on HOPG.
In a kinetically limited growth, the adatoms make random walks around on the substrate until
encountered by an island and attach irreversibly to it. The process of adatom-island attachment
continues further as more incoming adatoms approach from all the directions, particularly in a high
local flux environment. As a consequence, an extension of the island’s arms in a dendritic manner 82 is
observed; a process comprising an irreversible attachment of adatoms to the island’s outer
boundaries. The extended island arms restrict any further movement of adatoms inside, eventually
allowing the island to acquire a stable geometry.
Complementing the DLA growth model, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations 78,79 further aid
in understanding the formation of extremely large and fractal structures80. In these simulations,
individual adatoms are allowed to perform random walks around large aggregates and the dynamics
of the final aggregate’s formation are observed. The simulations make it easy to observe the structural
instabilities in a high local flux growth environment81 and in the process enable a precise explanation
of dendritic fingered patterns.
Mullins and Sekerka83 explained the morphology evolution of large yet simple, circular islands
into more complex, fingered islands under the presence of an external perturbation by simple
schematic models, which are based on the impact of an external heat flow and diffusion of adatoms
around circular aggregates. According to the schematic models, shapes of initial aggregates become
irregular beyond a certain critical radius, causing a pronounced irregularity (Mullins-Sekerka
instabilities) on the growth front. The demonstration of circular Sb islands’ conversion into fingered
islands63,81 as a function of increasing adatom flux is explained primarily on the basis of
Mullins-Sekerka type instabilities. In short, the discussion implies that both, the thermodynamic and
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Figure 1-9 A schematic diagram demonstrating the Ehrlich-Schwoebel (E-S) barrier at a substrate step
edge. Image reproduced from84.
the kinetic growth models are intrinsic to a self-assembled system and the dynamic interplay between
the two processes determines the final aggregate geometry.
The final morphology of the self-assembled aggregate is also governed by the nature of the
underlying substrate as the substrates commonly used for the synthesis of self-assembled
nanostructures often comprise of naturally occurring defects that disrupt the smooth diffusion of
adatoms. An example of such defects are the step edges encountered on HOPG. The next section
briefly discusses the implication of such substrate-defects on the movement of adatoms.
1.2.1.6 Ehrlich-Shwoebel (E-S) barrier

The upper part of Figure 1-9 shows a schematic diagram depicting an adatom diffusing across
the lower terrace of a substrate and encountering a naturally occurring step edge. The lower part of
Figure 1-9 shows the higher energy barrier that the adatom experiences near the step edge, due to
the stronger bonding of the adatom with the lower terrace. This higher energy barrier is referred to
as the Ehrlich-Shwoebel (E-S) barrier84,85.
The adatoms have to overcome the E-S barrier when climbing down from an upper terrace or
while climbing up to an upper terrace of the substrate. There are two possible scenarios during an
adatom’s encounter with a step edge, i.e., the adatom can either replace an existing adatom on the
adjoining terrace or occupy a vacant lattice space. The two scenarios differ depending on the nature
of the substrate being studied as well as the nature of the adatoms. Precise knowledge of E-S barriers
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Figure 1-10 Atomic force microscope (AFM) images of (a) Pure Bi (110) island on HOPG, showing a
star like shape. (b) Pure Sb islands on HOPG showing fingered growth. Images reproduced from54.

prevalent in a self-assembled system can enable the synthesis of different morphologies of
nanostructures with a precise control over the final nanostructure geometry.
1.2.2 Self-assembled Bi and Sb nanostructures
This section reviews the morphologies of self-assembled Bi and Sb nanostructures, which are
the main focus of this thesis. It is well understood51,52,86,87 that weak interaction forces on substrates
like HOPG allow for high mobility of adatoms that enables the formation of variety of different
nanostructure morphologies51,52,54 such as islands and nanorods. An example is shown in Figure 1-10
(a-b), where (a) is the representative AFM image of pure Bi (110) island on HOPG and (b) is the
representative AFM image of pure Sb islands on HOPG. A brief discussion on the morphology of Bi
(110) islands on HOPG is presented first and is followed by brief discussions on the morphologies of
Sb islands on HOPG.
1.2.2.1 Bi (110) island growth on HOPG

Low coverage growth of pure Bi nanostructures on HOPG reveals51,52,86,87 that growth of islands
and nanorods (via homogeneous nucleation52,77) dominates in low coverage regimes. Two distinct
types of morphologies are observed depending on the location of islands on HOPG, where small,
compact islands are observed to form along the step edges and large islands are observed to form on
wide terraces52. The mechanisms governing the step edge nucleated island morphologies are
discussed first, followed by a discussion on terrace nucleated islands.
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Figure 1-11 (a) Representative AFM image of step edge nucleated Bi islands at a low sample
coverage (b) Schematic diagram showing the capture zones along HOPG step edges highlighting the
diffusion fields. (c) Schematic diagram showing final island geometries. Images reproduced from 51.
1.2.2.1.1 Step edge growth

Step edges on HOPG formed as a result of cleaving the top-most surface51,54 act as naturally
occurring traps (nucleation centres) for the adatoms and as a consequence show a higher island
density51,54. A combination of mechanisms like the local adatom flux and competitive adatom
capture88 determine the final island geometries.
Figure 1-11 (a) shows a representative AFM image of step edge nucleated Bi islands on HOPG51,
characterised by a high density of rod like islands. The white arrow indicates the presence of a small,
round Bi island, representing the smaller, compact Bi island geometries. The high density of rod like
islands in the AFM image indicate that the diffusion of adatoms in between HOPG step edges is
restricted and results in a competition amongst the islands for incoming adatoms, referred as
competitive adatom capture88. It is illustrated in the schematic diagrams of Figure 1-11 (b-c), where
(b) shows a decrease in the diffusion field around the initial islands and the black lines demarcate the
capture zones for the incoming adatoms. The ‘diffusion field’ above refers to areas of different adatom
density on a substrate. The movement of adatoms takes place from a high (large substrate terrace) to
a low (island edges) diffusion field region, analogous to the charge movement in an electric field.
The decrease in the diffusion field in each of the capture zones in Figure 1-11 (b), thus, results
in the number of adatoms attaching along the perimeter of aggregates to reduce, preventing any
lateral expansion. The probability of adatoms attaching at the tip of the aggregate, therefore,
increases in such a scenario and the final island geometries are more elongated as shown in Figure
1-11 (c).
1.2.2.1.2 Growth on wide substrate terraces

Defect free regions i.e. wide terraces on HOPG offer a perfect playground to study the impact
of homogeneous77 nucleation of adatoms. Terrace nucleated islands have an isotropic diffusion field
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Figure 1-12 (a-c) Representative SEM images of terrace nucleated Bi (110) aggregates showing the
evolution in morphology with flux (indicated on the images); coverage is fixed at 1 ML. Image
reproduced from52.
around them which tends to increase the average size of the islands as adatoms approach islands from
all the directions. The formation of terrace nucleated islands is explained primarily on the basis of
established models of DLA79. In addition, extension of the island’s perimeters into the diffusion field
leads to the formation of small protrusions which extend as more adatoms arrive and eventually start
forming ordered shapes, as evidenced by the star shaped Bi islands (Figure 1-12 (a-c)) on large HOPG
terraces52.
Figure 1-12 (a-c) demonstrates the impact of increasing sample coverage on the Bi (110) island
shapes on wide HOPG terraces by representative Scanning Electron Microscopy89 (SEM) micrographs.
Figure 1-12 (a) is an SEM micrograph of a large, six-pointed star shaped Bi island grown in a low atomic
flux regime. As the atomic flux is gradually increased, the mean size of the Bi islands decreases as
evidenced by the SEM micrograph of Figure 1-12 (b) and the SEM micrograph of Figure 1-12 (c) shows
that as the atomic flux is increased further, irregularity along the island’s perimeter increases with a
simultaneous decrease in the island’s mean size. The irregularities (dendritic features) along the island
perimeters are explained as a result of the higher local adatom flux prevalent on the wide substrate
terraces.
Building on this knowledge, the next two sections discuss how the Bi (110) island morphologies
on HOPG evolve when the experimental parameters (atomic flux and the sample coverage) are
manipulated.
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Figure 1-13 Representative SEM images showing the variation in Bi (110) island morphology with
increasing coverage for (a) The low flux (F=0.005Å/s) regime and (b) The high flux (0.2Å/s) regime.
The coverage is indicated on each SEM image. The insets are higher resolution AFM images. Image
reproduced from52.

1.2.2.1.3 Coverage dependence

This section presents the coverage dependent growth characteristics of Bi along the step edges
and large terraces (discussed first) of HOPG. Figure 1-13 (a-b) shows the evolution in morphology of
Bi (110) islands as a function of sample coverage, where, Figure 1-13 (a) is representative of the low
flux regime (F=0.005 Å/s) growth dynamics. The presence of small and isolated Bi islands, devoid of
stripes at an average coverage of 0.2 ML are seen first and as the average coverage is increased to 0.5
ML, star shaped Bi islands start to appear. Eventually, an increase in the average coverage up to 1.5
ML causes the star shaped islands to develop irregularities along the island perimeters along with a
simultaneous increase in the stripe density.
Figure 1-13 (b) is representative of the high flux regime (0.2 Å/s) growth dynamics showing the
presence of small Bi islands (~90 nm) at a low sample coverage of 0.2 ML first. An increase in the
coverage up to 0.5 ML causes the Bi islands to develop irregular perimeters and an increase in the
stripe density. The trend continues and the irregularities along the island perimeters increase
significantly with coverage increase up to 1.5 ML. Overall, the size of Bi islands tends to increase as
the coverage is increased in both the flux regimes. The only noticeable difference being that the
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shapes of the Bi islands are more defined in the low coverage regime as compared to that in the high
flux regime.
The growth of Bi (110) islands along the step edges of HOPG51 show a similar growth pattern
(i.e. increase in the mean area) with increasing sample coverage. Figure 1-14 shows representative
SEM micrographs of step edge nucleated Bi (110) islands as a function of sample coverage, where, at
low sample coverages (0.2 ML), small islands are observed but as the sample coverage is gradually
increased to 0.7 ML, needle like island morphologies are observed more frequently, which is a result
of competitive adatom capture. The needle like morphologies develop into larger islands as the
average coverage is increased to 1.5 ML, consistent with the general impact of increasing coverage on
island morphologies.
1.2.2.1.4 Flux dependence

This section discusses the evolution in the morphology of Bi islands on HOPG as a function of
incoming atomic flux on large HOPG terraces as well as on the HOPG step edges. The morphologies
on wide HOPG terraces are discussed first, followed by a discussion on the step edge nucleated
morphologies.
Figure 1-15 (a-b) shows representative SEM images of Bi (110) islands on large HOPG terraces,
grown in different flux regimes. Figure 1-15 (a) shows a compact island morphology which is
representative of the island shapes in low flux regimes and Figure 1-15 (b) shows a star shaped Bi

Figure 1-14 Representative SEM images showing the evolution in the morphology of Bi (110) islands
as a function of coverage in the low flux regime. The sample coverage is indicated on the SEM images,
with the flux held constant at 0.005 Å/s. Image reproduced from51.
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Figure 1-15 Representative SEM images showing the evolution in island morphology with increasing
flux at a constant coverage. (a) Shows compact, hexagonal Bi islands at F=7×10-4 Å/s. (b) Star shaped
Bi island at F= 0.2Å/s (c) Histogram of island base heights for the 7×10-4 Å/s flux (black bars), where
the Bi island types (starlike or hexagonal) are indicated in the plot. Image reproduced from52.
island which is representative of island shapes in the higher flux regimes. An increased irregularity
along the island perimeters can be easily identified in Figure 1-15 (b). These two island morphologies
show different height distributions for the bases as evidenced by the histogram in Figure 1-15 (c).
Star-like Bi island bases (high flux regime) are characterized by an average height of ~2 nm, while the
compact and hexagonal island bases (low flux regime) are characterized by an average height of ~2.5
nm.
Figure 1-16 shows the flux dependent evolution in the morphologies of Bi (110) islands along
the HOPG step edges by means of representative SEM images (coverage is kept constant at 1.5 ML).
The low flux regime (7×10-4 Å/s) is characterised by the growth of elongated nanorods which sparsely
populate the substrate surface. A slight increase in the atomic flux up to approximately 0.03 Å/s causes
the width of nanorods to increase and an increase in the flux to approximately 0.2 Å/s causes the
length of the nanorods to decrease with an overall increase in the island density.
The next section builds on the above discussion on the morphology of Bi islands on HOPG and
discusses the morphology of Bi islands on other substrates.
1.2.2.2 Growth of Bi on other substrates

Growth of Bi islands on different substrates like Mica90, Molybdenum disulphide90 (MoS2), Si91
(111) is being undertaken actively nowadays to look for interesting, new physics and also to draw
parallels with the growth pattern of Bi islands on HOPG. The key difference in all these cases is the
nature of interaction of the substrate with Bi adatoms, where growth on Mica is characterized by the
presence of oblong Bi nanostructures90(low flux) whose elongation decreases as the flux is increased.
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In addition to the different island shapes, a lack of stripes characterises Bi nanostructures on Mica as
compared to the typically observed striped Bi54 (110) islands on HOPG. Bi island growth on Si91 (111)
on the other hand, shows the presence of large islands with stripes, similar to the growth on HOPG.
Bi on MoS290 also reveals a growth pattern similar to that observed for Bi/HOPG system, but
with a comparatively higher density of 2-dimensional islands. One of the key results emerging out of
the investigations of Bi islands on MoS2 is the average thickness at which the transition of Bi (110) to
Bi (111) oriented islands takes place. The transition occurs between average sample coverage of 7 and
15 ML for Bi (110) islands on MoS2 as compared to approximately 12 ML as reported in Ref54 for Bi
(110) islands on HOPG. A stronger substrate-island interaction for Bi/MoS2 system as compared to
Bi/HOPG system is speculated to be the reason for different transition thicknesses for both the cases92.
Having discussed the morphology of Bi islands in considerable detail, the morphology of
self-assembled Sb81 nanostructures on HOPG ,which are observed to form fractal 80 islands are briefly
discussed next.
1.2.2.3 Sb nanostructures on HOPG

Growth of Sb nanostructures on HOPG93 at room temperature reveals a growth pattern that is
similar to that of naturally occurring structures like snowflakes94. The tendency of Sb is to form
branched and fractal islands81 on HOPG which lack a defined and compact geometry. The
measurement of taller heights54 by AFM95 confirms the 3-dimensional nature (Volmer-Weber growth
mode) of Sb islands on HOPG in contrast to the 2-dimensional growth mode of Bi (110) islands on
HOPG52,54,87. The morphology study of Sb islands on HOPG54,63,81 as a function of incoming atomic flux

Figure 1-16 Representative SEM images showing the evolution in the shape of step-edge nucleated Bi
(110) islands as a function of flux. The flux is indicated on the images, the coverage is held constant
at 1.5 ML. Image reproduced from51.
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and the average sample coverage reveals a dynamic interplay between compact and branched
morphologies. The discussion in the next two sections is kept short and restricted to the Sb
morphology evolution, firstly, as a function of the atomic flux and then as a function of sample
coverage.
1.2.2.3.1 Flux Dependance

Figure 1-17 (a-c) shows representative SEM micrographs54 demonstrating the morphology
evolution of Sb islands on HOPG as a function of the incoming atomic flux. Figure 1-17 (a) shows the
growth of Sb islands in a low atomic flux regime (0.005 Å/s) where small, compact islands decorate
the HOPG step edges and larger islands occupy a small fraction of the HOPG terrace. Figure 1-17 (b)
demonstrates the evolution in the island morphology in a higher flux regime (0.03 Å/s) clearly
demonstrating increased branching along the island perimeters. Figure 1-17 (c) is representative of
the highest flux regime (2 Å/s) studied and reveals a marked increase in the island density. In addition,
two different types of island morphologies can be identified here, i.e. small and compact island
morphologies along the step edges and branched island morphologies on the wide terraces.
The transition of smaller, compact Sb islands into larger and branched islands as a function of
increasing flux is understood in terms of the dynamic interplay between the arrival time of atoms, i.e.
ta and the time required for their subsequent incorporation into the aggregate, i.e. t c. In a low flux
regime few Sb adatoms populate the substrate which means that ta of new atoms towards any island
is greater than tc required by the island to incorporate the atoms and stabilize the final island shape.
As a consequence, sufficient time is available for the island to stabilize into a compact shape as
observed near the step edges in Figure 1-17 (c).
The situation is opposite in higher flux regimes as the substrate comprises of higher number of
atoms diffusing on HOPG, which means that the arrival time (ta) of Sb atoms is considerably reduced.
The incoming Sb atoms are therefore able to reach the islands’ perimeter faster and in the process
modify the perimeters and the island is unable to develop a smooth and compact morphology. The
irregularities along the island perimeters, instead keep increasing as evidenced by the branched Sb
island morphologies of Figure 1-17 (c).
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Figure 1-17 (a-c) Representative SEM micrographs of Sb on HOPG as a function of increasing flux
(coverage held constant at 10 ML). Image reproduced from54.
1.2.2.3.2 Coverage dependant growth

Figure 1-18 (a-c) shows the evolution in the morphology of Sb islands on HOPG as a function of
the average sample coverage. Figure 1-18 (a) shows the growth of small Sb islands at a low sample
coverage of 5 ML, clearly showing that the Sb islands occupy only a small fraction of the substrate
surface. Figure 1-18 (b) demonstrates an increased branching on the terrace nucleated Sb islands as
the sample coverage is increased slightly to 10 ML. The step edge nucleated Sb islands, although, are
again relatively compact and devoid of branching. Figure 1-18 (c) demonstrates a noticeable increase
in the mean size of the terrace nucleated Sb islands as the sample coverage in increased to 40 ML and
as a consequence a large fraction of the substrate gets occupied by islands. In addition, step edge
nucleated and terrace nucleated islands show pronounced irregularity around the islands’ perimeters.
Overall an increase in the mean Sb island size and island branching is observed as a function of average
sample coverage, consistent with other studies of Sb islands on HOPG63,81.

Figure 1-18 (a-c) Representative SEM images of Sb islands on HOPG as a function of increasing
coverage. The flux is kept constant at 0.03 Å/s. Image reproduced from54.
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Figure 1-19 The statistical height distribution of paired layers of Bi (110) islands on HOPG. The heights
do not change as a function of island area as demonstrated by the area dependant chart shown
alongside. Image reproduced from99.
The information presented on the discussion of self-assembled morphologies of pure Bi (110)
and pure Sb islands on HOPG enables an understanding of the STM results96-99 reported for pure Bi
(110) islands on HOPG (next section).
1.2.3 STM on pure Bi (110) islands on HOPG
Investigations96-99 of the morphology of Bi islands (section 1.2.2.1) on HOPG by STM reveals
several interesting phenomena. Firstly, the height measurements (Figure 1-19) of the stripes 99 reveal
a paired layer growth pattern along with the presence of an unusually taller island base, speculated
to be a result of an additional 1 ML (3.3 Å) high wetting layer. Figure 1-19 shows that the average
heights of 3 ML bases is 0.97 nm and the subsequent layers increases in paired layer manner,

Figure 1-20 A schematic diagram showing the wedding cake like morphology for Bi (110) islands on
HOPG.
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Figure 1-21 The left panel shows a side view of Bi (110) phase with an unrelaxed bulk structure,
comprising of four monolayers. The right panel shows the calculated atomic structure of the same Bi
(110) phase after structural optimization. The optimized structure is analogous to the ‘puckered layer
structure’ of black phosphorus. Image reproduced from91.

evidenced by distinct histogram peaks at 1.65 nm (5 ML), 2.30 nm (7 ML), 2.96 nm (9ML). Figure 1-20
demonstrates the paired layer geometry for a typical Bi (110) island on HOPG by means of a schematic
diagram in which the wetting layer (yellow) and the consequent paired layers (light red) demonstrate
a wedding cake like geometry. The presence of wetting layer is not well understood, but it does not
alter the electronic properties of the paired layers as demonstrated in Ref 98. Paired layer formation is
argued to be a manifestation of black phosphorous (BP) like allotrope formation (Figure 1-21) and is
on the same lines of the argument given in Ref91 for Bi island growth on Si (111).
The right panel in Figure 1-21 shows the optimised BP like atomic rearrangement, which is
achieved by the rotation of every second bond, resulting in the saturation of the dangling bonds from
the (110) surface of the bulk structure (left panel). This configuration, therefore, results in the
formation of ‘paired layers’ which are 2 ML thick and results in Bi (110) islands with a bilayer
increment.
The other key result to have emerged out of the STM investigations is the demonstration98 of
lateral quantum size effects6,100 (QSE) in the [001] lattice direction. Figure 1-22 shows the statistical
width distribution on different thicknesses of Bi (110) islands on HOPG. The periodicity in the
measured widths is evidenced by distinct, regularly occurring histogram peaks at 15 nm (3 ML), 6 nm
(5 ML) and 4 nm (7 ML) in Figure 1-22. The periodicity in the measured widths is used to estimate the
associated Fermi wavelengths for 3, 5 and 7 ML high thicknesses. A statistical measurement of island
widths enables the calculation of the associated Fermi wavelengths by the equation:
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Figure 1-22 Statistical width analysis on paired layers of pure Bi (110) islands on HOPG. Periodicity in
the widths of different island thicknesses is understood to manifest due to quantum size effects. The
Fermi wavelength λF and λF/2 are indicated by solid and dashed vertical lines respectively. Measured
λF are 8 nm, 12 nm and 30 nm for 7, 5 and 3 ML thick islands respectively. Inset shows the typical Bi
islands on HOPG. Image reproduced from98.

w=

nλ
2

Where, w denotes the width of the corresponding island region and λ denotes the corresponding
Fermi wavelength. Figure 1-23 shows a schematic diagram which demonstrates the presence of
quantized values of Fermi wavelengths6 of the paired layers on Bi98 (110) islands. This quantized
expression of Fermi wavelengths is argued to arise due to a periodicity in the widths of a specific paired
layer, analogous to the standing wave formation in a simple closed organ pipe6,101. The associated
Fermi wave vector6 can therefore, be estimated from the calculated widths and used98 to correlate
the experimental results to the theoretical calculations.
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Figure 1-23 A schematic diagram showing quantized Fermi wavelength values estimated for Bi (110)
islands on HOPG, due to an observed periodicity in the island widths.The figure shows the calculated
Fermi wavelength values for 3 ML, 5 ML and 7 ML.

1.3 Questions addressed in this thesis
There are three major questions, addressed by STM investigations carried during this project:


How does the morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG evolve as a function of Sb
concentration?



How does the local density of states (LDOS) of the paired layers of Bi1-xSbx islands evolve
as a function of Sb concentration?



Do Bi1-xSbx islands demonstrate the presence of edge states?

1.4 Structure of thesis
Chapter 2 describes the crystal structure of the key materials (Bi, Sb and HOPG) along with the
description of the experimental setup and the characterisation technique used during the project.
Chapter 3 describes the morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands by analysing the RT-STM images with an
emphasis on the island morphology evolution as a function of Sb concentration.
Chapter 4 describes the 50 K Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy (STS) results acquired on the
paired layers of Bi1-xSbx islands with an emphasis on understanding the reproducibility of dI/dV
features by spectral histograms.
Chapter 5 describes the conductance maps acquired on the edges of the paired layers of Bi1-xSbx
islands along with the analysis of the corresponding edge dI/dV spectra.
Chapter 6 The major conclusions of the project and the outlook for future experiments is briefly
discussed.
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2

Experimental Description
The chapter describes the materials, experimental setup and techniques used during the

project. The crystal structures of the two key elements, pure Bi, Sb and the substrate (HOPG) used in
the project are discussed first, followed by a description of the experimental setup, i.e. the Ultra-High
Vacuum Variable Temperature Atomic Force Microscope (UHV-VT AFM) 102 setup. The setup
description includes a brief description of the methodology adopted for HOPG surface cleaning. After
setup description, the chapter discusses the key characterisation technique used in the project, i.e.
STM and is concluded with a brief demonstration of the data processing and analysis methodology.

2.1 Materials
This section briefly describes the bulk crystallographic structure of Bi, Sb (evaporant materials)
followed by that of the substrate (HOPG).
2.1.1 Bismuth and Antimony
Bi and Sb are group V semimetals6 with a rhombohedral (A7) crystal structure103, out of which
Bi is especially interesting for studying quantum size effects6 due to the low concentrations of charge
carriers, small effective masses, large Fermi wavelengths up to 40 nm and large mean free paths 103,104.
The unit cells of both the materials (Bi and Sb) comprise of two atoms per unit cell with the
corresponding lattice parameters in the rhombohedral system:

Figure 2-1. A rhombohedral unit cell comprising of a two atom basis, inscribed inside a hexagonal
system. The central atom is shaded dark and the [111] direction is denoted. Image reproduced from54.
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Bi: ar= 4.75 Å, αr=57.14°



Sb: ar= 4.51 Å,αr=57.7°

Figure 2-1 shows a rhombohedral unit cell, used for describing the crystal structures for both Bi
and Sb. Each unit cell comprises two atoms, which are bonded to three nearest atoms within the same
layer by strong covalent bonds and to the atoms in the adjacent layers by weak bonds. The central
atom inside the unit cell of Figure 2-1 is shaded dark to show clear distinction from the atoms at the
edges of the unit cell. It is emphasized that all the key crystallographic notations used in the project
are described by the rhombohedral indexing system6.
2.1.2 HOPG
HOPG comprises stacked carbon-carbon sheets, bonded by Van-der Vaal forces, causing it to be
a weakly joined material. Figure 2-2 (a) shows the hexagonal crystal structure of HOPG105 in which the
stacking sequence of the C-C layers is observed to repeat after every two layers. The accepted value
of the average distance between two adjacent C-C layers is approximately 3.4 Å (denoted in Figure 2-2
(a)).
Figure 2-2 (b) shows the top surface of the HOPG crystal structure along the vertical trigonal-axis
in which dashed lines denote the interlayer weak bonds and dark lines denote the intralayer strong
bonds (1.42 Å). Upon cleaving (section 2.2.5), the weak interlayer bonds of HOPG break first and leave
a smooth and flat HOPG surface in the process. HOPG is available in different grades, like the SPI-1 or
ZYA (calibration quality) grade which exhibits a low mosaic angle (a measure of the ordered nature of

Figure 2-2 (a) Shows the crystal structure of graphite, in which the broken lines indicate weak bonds
between successive graphite sheets and the solid lines indicate the strong bonds within a layer (b)
Shows the top surface of a single graphite sheet, viewed along the trigonal-axis. Images reproduced
from105.
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HOPG), whereas, grades like the SPI-2 (ZYB) and SPI-3 (ZYH) comprise of considerably high mosaic
angles and are not suitable for experiments in which the requirement of high-quality substrates is
essential. All the experiments performed during this project are performed on the SPI-1 grade of HOPG
to prevent any substrate induced contamination. In addition, the HOPG surface is manually cleaved in
atmospheric conditions (section 2.2.5) to further remove contaminants prior to deposition.

2.2 Experimental setup: UHV VT AFM
The UHV VT-AFM setup consists of two main chambers, i.e. the main Scanning Probe
Microscopy (SPM) chamber, and the Fast Entry Lock (FEL) chamber. The key components of both the
chambers are explained in this section, with the key components of the main SPM chamber explained
first, followed by a description of the FEL. The description is followed by discussion of UHV pumping
in the VT-AFM.
2.2.1 Main SPM chamber
Figure 2-3 shows the front view (photograph) of Omicron UHV-STM/AFM setup in which the key
components are labelled using black arrows. The region labelled as the SPM vacuum chamber
essentially comprises two regions, the vapour deposition region (Knudsen Cells (section 2.2.1.3)) and
the characterisation region (microscope assembly (section 2.2.1.1)). The main microscope assembly is
housed on the SPM base plate (section 2.2.1.1) and is capable of operating at extremely low-pressure
values (~10-11 mbar). Such low-pressure values are attained by continuous pumping by an Ion getter
pump (I-G pump) and three titanium sublimation pumps106,107 (TSPs) operating in tandem, all of which
are explained in section 2.2.3.
The part labelled as the manipulator in Figure 2-3 refers to an extended, movable arm consisting
of a place holder used for holding samples and tip holders during sample preparation and deposition
processes (section 2.2.1.4). The part labelled as the wobble stick is a UHV compatible arm with a pincer
at the front which is used for clamping and moving the sample and tip holders inside the setup. The
view ports have glass shields that enable observation of all the internal components of the setup. A
continuous flow cryostat102 for low temperature (50 K) experiments is housed at the backside of the
SPM base plate (next section).
In addition, the setup comprises of a quartz crystal microbalance (section 2.2.1.6) used for the
estimation of the vapour atomic flux from the Knudsen cells. A carousel for parking 6 sample
plates/tips at a given point of time is located inside the setup, increasing the setup’s efficiency. The
back side (not shown in Figure 2-3) of the UHV AFM setup comprises of a Fast Entry Lock (FEL) used
for exchange of samples. The FEL is discussed in more detail later in section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2-3 Photograph of the Omicron VT AFM setup used during the project. Image reproduced
from102.
2.2.1.1 SPM Base plate-microscope assembly

Figure 2-4 shows front view of the schematic diagram of SPM microscope assembly housed on
the SPM base plate, surrounded by four spring columns. Copper plates used for intercepting vibrations
of the suspension system by means of a current damping mechanism surround the whole SPM base
plate. The exchange of sample and tip holders on the microscope assembly is enabled by locking the
whole spring suspension system using a push-pull motion (PPM) feedthrough. The LHe flow cryostat
(section 2.2.1.2) indicated in the schematic diagram is attached to the sample stage by means of a
copper braid to establish a thermal connection between the sample stage and cryostat.
The most important component of the SPM assembly, i.e. the piezoelectric scanner is housed
inside the SPM base plate (shown in Figure 2-5) as well. The scanner is primarily responsible for
controlling the movement of a sharp metallic tip on the surface of a sample by adjusting the feedback
loop. The schematic diagram of the piezoelectric scanner in Figure 2-5, shows that the scanner
comprises an additional inner electrode inside the main scanner tube, where the inner surface of the
tube allows for the vertical displacement (z) of the scanner and the lateral motion (x and y) is enabled
by the outer electrode. The loading head of the scanner is protected by a radiation shield and
comprises of tiny magnets that hold the AFM and STM tip holders together.
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Figure 2-4 A schematic diagram of the scanning probe microscope assembly housed inside the
Omicron VT AFM setup. Image reproduced from102.
The piezoelectric scanner design102 allows precise and controlled movement of the attached
STM tips/AFM cantilevers in x, y and z directions by expansion and contraction in response to an
externally applied bias voltage. The scanner has a maximum scan range of about 10 µm in the two
lateral directions (x and y) and a limit up to ~1.5 µm in the vertical direction (z). The key concept
governing the motion of the piezoelectric scanner is the natural response of piezoelectric materials108
to externally applied voltages. A net z-displacement due to the contraction and expansion of the
piezoelectric scanner’s tube takes place as different bias voltage is applied. In principle, different
feedback loop settings can be used for a precise control over the movement of the scanner. The
piezoelectric scanner can be operated either in constant height or constant current setting mode
during the image acquisition process, both of which are explained later in section 2.3.2.
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Figure 2-5 A schematic diagram of the piezoelectric scanner. Image reproduced from102.

2.2.1.2 Flow Cryostat: 50 K temperature measurements

STM measurements, in particular, tunnelling spectroscopy experiments, are more stable at low
temperatures as thermal drift and fluctuations in the movement of the STM tip are considerably
reduced. The use of liquid nitrogen (LN2) and liquid helium (LHe) through the continuous flow cryostat
enables the stabilization of the VT-AFM setup at cryogenic temperatures. Cooling down of the setup
by using LN2 makes it possible to achieve working temperatures of approximately 100 K, whereas
cooling down of the setup by LHe allows the working temperatures to be stabilized at much lower
(~50 K) values.
Figure 2-6 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup arrangement during the low
temperature LHe measurements. As can be seen in the schematic diagram, the inlet of the flow
cryostat is connected to LHe Dewar via a cryogenic liquid transfer tube (siphon) that consists of a
needle valve (A) to monitor LHe flow through the whole system. The outlet of the cryostat is connected
to the LHe rotary pump via a pressure control block that consists of a fine needle valve (B) and coarse
valve (bypass) for controlling the flow of LHe within the setup arrangement. The whole setup
arrangement allows steady maintenance of cryogenic temperature values (~50 K) as a result of
continuous pumping of LHe through the flow cryostat. The next two sections describe flushing of He
line prior and one of the cooling down protocols.
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2.2.1.2.1 Flushing of the He line

In order to make sure that there are no leaks within the LHe setup, flushing of the line is initiated
by keeping valve A, B and the bypass closed initially. To start the flushing process, the helium pump
(rotary) is switched on, simultaneously with the opening of the bypass valve located on the pressure
control block. During this time, the pressure display at the control block is closely monitored and as
the pressure reaches a value below 150 mb, the bypass valve is closed.
A good estimation of leakage in the He line is done by monitoring the control block pressure for
about one minute. A steady value of the pressure on the control block indicates that the He line is
devoid of any leakages. After this step, valve A is opened until the pressure reaches approximately a
value of 1 bar and thereafter observed again for about a minute. On the attainment of a steady
pressure value, valve A is closed. The bypass valve is opened again to allow the pressure on the control
block to reach approximately 50 mB and closed again. The steps described above are repeated about
6-8 times to ensure no leaks are present in the He line. Thereafter, preparations are initiated for
cooling down of the whole setup.

Figure 2-6 A schematic diagram showing the experimental arrangement for the low temperature (50
K) measurements in the Omicron VT-AFM setup. Image reproduced from102.
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2.2.1.2.2 Cooling down and warming up protocols

On completion of the flushing process, one of the standard102 (slow and fast) cool down
procedures can be initiated. The slow cool down protocol is described in this section as it is the
protocol used for LHe measurements during the project. The protocol involves closing down of the
bypass valve first and setting the fine valve ‘B’ to approximately 8 mm, which allows attainment of
steady temperatures up to ~50 K. Lastly, valve ‘A’ is opened partly to allow a sufficient flow of LHe
through the setup.
On completion of LHe experiments, a simple warming up procedure is followed in which the
rotary pump is switched off first and the valve ‘B’ is closed thereafter to allow the pressure in control
block to reach approximately 1000 mB. Valve ‘A’ is closed after this step to prevent any flow of LHe
from the dewar. The siphon is then lifted out of the dewar and the cryostat opening is closed by a plug
to avoid any unwanted ice formation.
2.2.1.3 Knudsen Cells

Standard vapour evaporation techniques like chemical vapour deposition3 (CVD), physical
vapour deposition3 (PVD) and molecular beam epitaxy3 (MBE) make use of crucibles which can be
heated up to extremely high temperatures (~1500° C) and in the process, enable evaporation of
materials with a high melting point materials conveniently. The standard Knudsen cell (Figure 2-7)
used in the VT-AFM setup is designed for evaporation of materials at operating temperatures up to
approximately 1000° C. Such high temperatures are attained by thermal radiation of the PBN (Pyrolytic
Boron Nitride) crucible (labelled in Figure 2-7) placed inside the Knudsen cell. The temperature of the

Figure 2-7 A photograph of a standard Knudsen cell used in an Omicron VT AFM setup. Image
reproduced from102.
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PBN crucible is measured by the direct contact of the crucible head by a chromel/alumel (type K)
thermocouple109.
A reliable measurement of the crucible’s temperature and consequently the atomic flux of the
evaporated material is possible only when a stable temperature is maintained throughout the whole
length of the crucible. The stability in the temperature of the crucible is achieved by allowing
continuous movement of water in an integrated water cooling shroud around the crucibles (indicated
in Figure 2-7). The flux of the water through the shrouds is usually greater than 30L/hr to allow a quick
dissipation of heat developed as a result of high crucible temperatures.
To avoid any impurity contamination of the crucible materials, it is important that certain
precautions are followed. First and foremost, filling up of the crucibles should always be performed in
an extremely clean environment, preferably under a laminar airflow110 chamber. Secondly, lint-free
gloves and grease free tweezers are considered essential while holding the crucible during the filling
up process.
2.2.1.4 Manipulator

The preparation of samples by vapour deposition in the VT-AFM setup is enabled by placing
substrates inside a vacant holding space at the tip of a long UHV compatible arm called the
manipulator. The presence of an internally integrated heater unit inside the manipulator's head is
used to control the temperature of the sample placed on the manipulator head. The effective
temperature of the manipulator's head can be varied from 25° C to 900° C by ramping power of the
integrated sample heater. The manipulator head can be heated up in two different ways, i.e. resistive
(used for samples like HOPG) and direct heating (used for samples like Silicon) methods.
In addition to this inbuilt heating facility, the manipulator can be moved in x, y, z directions and
rotated by ±180° (Θ). The capture of incoming vapour beams from the Knudsen cells is facilitated by
this four-dimensional rotation facility of the manipulator. The standard settings of the manipulator
used during deposition of the different elements (Bi and Sb) simultaneously during the preparation of
an alloy, the settings shown in Table 2-1 are used.
2.2.1.5 Wobble Stick

Figure 2-8 shows a schematic diagram of the UHV compatible wobble stick housed inside the
setup, primarily used for moving samples and tip holders inside the main SPM chamber. The wobble
x
13 cm

y

z

Θ

14.4 cm

45.8 cm

150°

Table 2-1 Standard settings of the manipulator during a typical material deposition process.
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Figure 2-8 A schematic diagram of the wobble stick fitted inside the UHV-VT AFM setup, primarily
used for moving samples and tip holders insde the main SPM chamber. Image reproduced from102.

stick has a double action pincer at the front, which means that both the jaws at the front are movable
and can be used to grab hold of a different sample and tip holders. The knob fitted on the extreme
right is pressed tightly against the handle to open the jaws and grab the sample plates and tip holders.
The whole wobble stick assembly allows efficient movement inside the system as it can be moved in
three different directions, i.e. linear motion in the z-plane, angular motion in the x-y plane along with
the pincer grip motion.
2.2.1.6 Quartz monitor: Flux measurement

The development of high-quality thin films requires precise estimation of the atomic flux of the
evaporated materials. Moreover, estimating the atomic percentages of the constituent materials of
thin films is considered a good research practice. The VT-AFM comprises of a quartz crystal micro
balance111 (Sycon STM-100) housed inside the main SPM chamber used for the measurement of
atomic flux, both prior to and after the deposition process. A retractable flange holds the quartz
microbalance in its designated port. The quartz crystal is protected from any radiation damages by the
continuous circulation of water through the attached water pipes.
The Sycon STM-100 makes use of the resonant frequency of the quartz micro balance to
determine the mass of any deposited film on it. A slight change in the resonant frequency of the micro
balance due to the deposition of additional mass is utilized to estimate the deposited film’s total
thickness. A reliable interpretation of the measured atomic flux although requires a systematic
calibration of the quartz microbalance. The calibration comprises of three major factors that tend to
affect the process significantly, namely the material density, material Z factor and tooling factor. Each
of these factors is briefly explained in the next few subsections.
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2.2.1.6.1 Density Determination

The accuracy in the measurement of film thickness is accomplished routinely by using the
literature value of material’s bulk density. To estimate the density of an unknown material, a simple
protocol is followed in which a substrate is placed adjacent to the crystal sensor to align the substrate
and sensor with the incoming evaporant beam. Once, the position of the substrate and the crystal is
aligned, the instrument density is set to the bulk density value of the material. After the above
described processes, approximately 5000 Å of material is deposited both on the crystal sensor and the
substrate. The substrate is eventually removed and taken out from the main SPM chamber and the
deposited film’s thickness is measured in an ambient AFM setup.
2.2.1.6.2 Z-factor

The Z-factor includes information about the density and shear modulus of the quartz crystal and
the deposited film. A common practice is to use the accepted literature values of Z-factors. For
materials, whose Z-factor values are not available, a calibration deposition similar to that employed
for the density determination method is employed. Once the parameters are setup, a thicker film is
deposited and used for calibration purposes in an ambient AFM setup.
2.2.1.6.3 Tooling Determination

The position of quartz micro balance inside the main SPM chamber is not ideal, as it is not
positioned directly in front of either of the Knudsen cells. To account for this difference in the
microbalance’s position w.r.t the Knudsen cells, a suitable calibration method referred to as tooling
determination can be followed. The substrate is placed in the sample holder position of the
manipulator and a thicker film (~5000 Å) is deposited using either the bulk or the calibrated density
and Z-factor values and the tooling parameter is set to 100%. Once the film is deposited, the substrate
is taken out of the chamber and the film thickness is measured in an ambient AFM setup. The tooling
factor, thereafter can be estimated by:

𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 % = 100 ×

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

2.2.2 Fast Entry Lock: FEL
The FEL chamber is primarily used to transfer sample plates/tip holders inside the main SPM
chamber. The FEL is isolated from the main SPM chamber by means of a gate valve which prevents
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Figure 2-9 A photograph showing the side view of the VT-AFM setup, consisting of the FEL used for
transferring sample/tip holders to the main SPM chambler by means of a magnetically coupled arm.

any break in the setup’s vacuum and consists of a magnetically coupled transporter arm (Figure 2-9)
which is used for sample transfers by clamping the samples at the front. It is important to note that
the sample is loaded onto the manipulator arm in atmospheric conditions and immediately after
sample loading process, the FEL is pumped down to approximately 10-8 mbar (reached in
approximately 2 hours after starting the turbo molecular pump (section 2.2.3.3)). On reaching this
pressure value, the gate valve between the FEL and main SPM chamber is opened to transfer the
sample without breaking vacuum between the two chambers.
2.2.3 UHV Pumping
UHV conditions (~10-11mbar) in any experimental setup are achieved by continuous pumping by
an Ion-Getter Pump (IGP) and Titanium Sublimation Pumps (TSPs) operating in tandem and the
process is complemented by preliminary pumping by a Turbo Molecular Pump (TMP). The key
components of all these three different pumps are discussed briefly followed by a descriptions of their
working mechanism.
2.2.3.1 Ion-getter pump (IGP)

The IGPs form an intricate component of any UHV apparatus in which the working experimental
conditions need to have low pressures (<10-6 mbar). The IGPs are the cleanest and most efficient
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Figure 2-10 A schematic diagram of an ion-getter pump, showing the key components.
pumps used to attain UHV conditions, a fact attributed primarily to their unique mechanical
arrangement and working mechanisms.
Figure 2-10 shows a schematic diagram of an IGP, showing the presence of an anode, a cathode
within the main enclosure which is enclosed by two permanent magnets. The non-presence of any
moving parts inside the IGPs makes them an ideal candidate for vacuum sealed systems that require
a reliable and long-term operation. In addition, IGPs operate without any vibrations and agitation,
resulting in minimum power consumption. All these capabilities of the IGPs allow a diverse range of
applications to be possible and thus form an integral part of scientific apparatus such as particle
accelerators112, mass spectrometers113 and high-resolution microscopy techniques89. The IGPs work
by capturing the randomly moving residual gas particles inside the UHV chambers by converting them
into solid compounds and permanently binding within the I-G pump setup. This binding of the gas
particles inside the IGPs allows maintenance of stable vacuum conditions for longer time durations.
2.2.3.1.1 Mechanism

The external power source that controls the working of an IGP allows the application of a
positive bias on the anode, which creates an electron cloud within the setup. The applied positive bias
to the anode alters the charged particles’ velocity and density, affecting the overall pressure. The
permanent magnets around the IGP setup induce a strong magnetic field and force the residual
charged particles within the electron cloud to move in spiral orbits. During this process, neutral
particles in the electron cloud are ionised as they collide with electrons of sufficiently high energy.
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These collisions tend to free up more electrons, increasing electron cloud’s density and ionising
other gas particles in the process. Upon the collision of ions, a few of the ionized particles react with
the cathode, leaving other neutral particles in free motion. This interaction distributes the cathode
material throughout the IGP setup, thus providing fresh cathode material for interaction with the
residual particles.
The eventual removal of residual particles from the UHV chamber thus depends on the type of
gas species as well as on the type of cathode material used inside the IGP. These two factors play a
vital role in the overall pressure maintained by the IGP.
2.2.3.2 Titanium Sublimation Pumps (TSPs)

Titanium (Ti) is a common getter material, which forms a key component of the Titanium
Sublimation Pumps (TSPs) commonly used in UHV setups. TSPs work by chemisorption of residual
charged particles in a UHV chamber on the evaporated titanium metal surface. A standard TSP
evaporates Ti, which condenses on the colder internal surface of the IGP, forming a chemically active
Ti layer. The residual gas molecules which are in perpetual motion due to the action of the I-G pump
are captured as they collide with the titanium film surface. After consecutive cycles of Ti filament
evaporation, the initially adsorbed gas molecules get covered (buried) by a fresh layer of evaporated
Ti and this burial process contributes to the removal of residual charged particles.
The TSP assembly installed in the Omicron VT-AFM setup is shown in Figure 2-11. The main TSP
assembly comprises a UHV compatible flange housed inside the IGP within the main SPM chamber. At

Figure 2-11 Photograph of titanium sublimation pumps used in the UHV AFM system.
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any given point of time, the TSP assembly is capable of holding together three different Ti filaments.
Individual Ti filaments are shown alongside the main TSP assembly in Figure 2-11. Efficient pumping
by a TSP pump is possible only when sufficiently high pumping speeds and low interval times between
subsequent evaporation cycles are used.
Importantly, the pumping speed of TSPs is directly proportional to the chemically active surface
of the filaments, where the typical time intervals of Ti filament evaporation can be tuned anywhere
between 8 to 32 hours. A common practice is to operate the TSPs in conjunction with the IGPs and
evaporate Ti for short bursts, with each evaporation cycle lasting for approximately one minute.
2.2.3.3 Turbo Molecular Pump

A Turbo Molecular Pump (TMP) works on the same working principle as that of an airplane’s
turbine. A standard TMP comprises rotor and stator disks. Stators are fixed discs that contain the same
blades as that of the rotors, but both of them are oriented in opposite directions. Figure 2-12 shows a
lateral view of a standard TMP which demonstrates the presence of a rotor-stator combination. Once
the blades of the TMP start to spin at an approximate RPM (revolutions/minute) of 20000-90000, then
the residual charged particles present inside the setup are imparted a slight momentum on collision
with rotating blades. This continuous rotation of rotor-stator pair drives the gas particles towards the
pump exhaust and eventually removed from the setup.
A TMP usually works in tandem with a rotary pump. A rotary pump aids in attaining pressures
up to approximately 10-3 mbar and once, the overall pressure reaches approximately 10-3 mbar, the
TMP is switched on and allowed to pump away the residual charged particles. At such high pressures
(~10-3 mbar), the gas flow is generally referred to as molecular flow, which means that the gas particles

Figure 2-12 Schematic diagram of a turbo-molecular pump (TMP).
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are relatively free to move around within the SPM chamber and to a good approximation demonstrate
a regime of minimum interaction. During this minimum interaction regime, TMP imparts enough
momentum to each of the charged particles independently and propels them towards the pump
exhaust. This propulsion mechanism creates an efficient pumping environment within the setup.
Once turned on, the TMP can work for long durations of time and reduce the system pressures
until saturation is reached. Saturation of the pumping mechanism takes place between the pressure
range (10-6-10-8) mbar and is attributed to two major reasons. The first reason is desorption of residual
gas particles from the high vacuum seals and bearings, a phenomenon which increases significantly at
lower pressure values. The gas desorption effect thus increases the overall setup pressure by
counteracting the pumping effect of the TMP. The other reason causing the saturation of pressure is
the presence of any unwanted leaks around the vacuum seals. Such leaks become increasingly
significant at lower pressure values, due to the pressure difference between the outside and inside of
the setup.
The TMP incorporated within the VT-AFM is primarily used for pumping down of the FEL
(section 2.2.2) chamber, apart from creating high vacuum conditions before a bake out session. In
spite of the efficient pumping capabilities of all the pumps described in this section, UHV experimental
setups are prone to contamination as a result of unwanted charged particles and therefore, require
high-temperature bake outs after few months of continuous operation.
2.2.4 Baking of VT-AFM
To remove contaminants from UHV chambers, regular baking at sufficiently high temperatures
(~150° C) is considered important. The standard protocols followed before, during and after a standard
bake-out session on the VT-AFM setup are outlined in the next two sections.
2.2.4.1 Pre-bake out protocol

Before a high-temperature bake-out is initiated on the VT-AFM setup, the vent valve is checked
and tightly closed to avoid any unwanted leaks. The turbo molecular pump attached to the FEL is
switched on and allowed to pump the whole chamber to low pressures preferably to the order of low
10-5 mbar. This step is performed with the gate valve completely open to allow effective pumping of
the whole SPM chamber. In the meantime, all the magnetic parts (three) attached to the setup are
removed to prevent any temperature induced damage to the magnets. Thereafter, the remaining
cables are carefully removed except the cable connecting the Ion gauge to the SPM controller unit.
The fibre optic cable attaching the laser unit of the AFM preamplifier requires special attention,
due to the cable’s fragility, therefore, all efforts should be made to not apply any undue and extra
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pressure while removing it. The components of the UHV chamber that contain any rubber inlets, like
the cryostat inlet valve, are inspected and any rubber components are carefully removed.
Once, all the cables are removed, the attached water pipes used for maintaining equilibrium
temperatures around the two Knudsen cells and the quartz micro balance are removed. Removal of
any residual water from the vacant Knudsen cell ports and water pipe inlets is further accomplished
by blowing a jet of compressed air.
As a last precautionary measure, the STM bench table is inspected for the presence of any
plastic or rubber remnants lying around, which are consequently removed, if found. After a careful
inspection of the STM bench table, all the vacant pins and viewports (glass) are covered by small
aluminium foil pieces to minimize unwanted thermal expansion and charge accumulation during the
high-temperature bake out session. The final step includes covering the setup with a dedicated
bakeout frame. The IGP is then switched off, before initiating a standard bake out session at 150° C
for a duration of 24-48 hours.
2.2.4.2 Post bakeout Protocol

Once the bake out reads successful on the SPM controller unit, all the cabling is attached back
and sufficient time (~6 hours) is allowed for the setup to cool down to room temperature. Once the
system has cooled down, each of the TSP filaments is degassed at least three times for durations of 1
minute each. The degassing procedure is continued until each of the TSP filament shows a reduction
in the release of contaminants. Once all the pumps have been sufficiently degassed, the manipulator
arm in the main chamber is degassed at approximately 90 W for 16 hours (preferably overnight).
During the manipulator degassing process, an empty Tantalum (Ta) sample plate is used to cover the
integrated heater to avoid radiative damage to nearby components in the setup. The last step
comprises of closing the gate valve between the main SPM chamber and FEL to prevent a back flow
of contaminants in the main SPM chamber.
2.2.5 Substrate: HOPG preparation
The weak bonding within the interlayers of HOPG allows a simple cleaning (cleaving) method to
be followed, in which the top most layer of HOPG is removed. The cleaving process is generally not
uniform and thus results in the formation of unwanted graphite flakes and step edges. The average
height of an HOPG step edge can vary slightly although an accepted value of the step edge height is
~3.3 Å. The HOPG cleaving process comprises of pressing the HOPG sample (10×10) mm by an adhesive
tape and pulling off the adhesive tape quickly. This peel off procedure can be rather abrupt and the
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Figure 2-13 The cleaving of an HOPG sample by pulling off the top most layer by means of an adhesive
tape.
final result can vary depending upon the peel off direction. Generally, the cleaving procedure enables
removal of a thin graphite flake and the procedure is continued until a smooth and flat HOPG surface
is obtained.
Once, a smooth and flat surface is obtained, the cleaved HOPG sample is immediately loaded
into the VT AFM setup via the FEL and transferred to the main SPM chamber once low enough (10 -8
mbar) pressure is achieved. After transferring the cleaved HOPG sample into the main SPM chamber,
the wobble stick is used to hold it and place it safely in the designated holding place on the
manipulator's head and subjected to overnight (~16) hours of resistive annealing, which results in a
clean, contamination free HOPG sample.
Having described all the key components of the experimental setup, working of the STM is
discussed in the next section.

2.3 Scanning Tunnelling Microscope
Quantum tunnelling7 has been understood since the early days of quantum mechanics and was
first realized in planar junctions114. In principle, quantum tunnelling allows the movement of electrons
between two conducting samples without the samples coming in actual contact. Figure 2-14 shows a
schematic diagram demonstrating electron tunnelling between two conducting samples (i.e. a sample
and an STM tip) as they are brought within quantum tunnelling regime 6. The sample and STM tip are
assumed to be as ideal metals in which the electrons are filled up to their respective Fermi levels (E F)
and electrons can be made to tunnel through the vacuum barrier gap (eV) on the application of an
external bias voltage. The work function is denoted by Ф and on the application of an external bias,
electrons can tunnel from the occupied energy levels of the material with the higher Fermi level to
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Figure 2-14 A schematic diagram demostrating electron tunneling as two metallic samples (substrate
and STM tip) are brought within the tunnelling regime.

the unoccupied energy levels of the material with the lower Fermi level. As can be seen in Figure 2-14,
the electron wave function decays exponentially across the vacuum barrier gap during the tunnelling
process.
The practical demonstration of electron tunnelling across a vacuum barrier in a prototype STM
was used to reveal the atomic arrangement of Si (111) by Rohrer et al13-15. The STM uses a piezoelectric
scanner which monitors the precise movement of a sharp metallic tip attached to it. Figure 2-15 shows
a schematic diagram demonstrating a simple prototype of an STM that works on the principle of
quantum tunnelling between two metal electrodes (i.e. a conducting tip and a conducting sample)
placed within the tunnelling regime.
To develop an understanding of the experimental results obtained via STM, the mathematical
equations governing electron tunnelling between two conducting electrodes (sample and tip) are
described, where tunnelling current from sample to tip, and that from the tip to sample at energy ε is
explained by the following equations:

𝐼

=−2𝑒

|𝑀| 𝜌 (∈). 𝑓(∈) . (𝜌 (∈ −𝑒𝑉). [1 − 𝑓(∈ −𝑒𝑉)])

𝐼

=−2𝑒

|𝑀| 𝜌 (∈ −𝑒𝑉). 𝑓(∈ −𝑒𝑉) . (𝜌 (∈). [1 − 𝑓(∈)])

where, |M| is the tunnelling matrix element, ρ s (∈) and ρt (∈) are the DOS of the sample and the tip
respectively, and ƒ (ε) is the Fermi function. The STM measures both of these contributions, therefore
summing the above two equations and integrating over all energies gives the following:
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Figure 2-15 A schematic diagram demonstrating the interaction between a piezoelectric scanner and
a substrate. A sharp STM tip at the top of the scanner is used to measure tunnelling current.

𝐼=2

−4𝜋 𝑒
ℎ

|𝑀| 𝜌 (∈)𝜌 (∈ −𝑒𝑉)[𝑓(∈)[1 − 𝑓(∈ −𝑒𝑉)] − 𝑓(∈ −𝑒𝑉)[1 − 𝑓(∈)]]𝑑 ∈

The experiments conducted at low temperatures (~4K) do not have any thermal broadening, which
reduces the above equation to:
𝐼 ≈ −2𝑒

∫

|𝑀| 𝜌 (∈)𝜌 (∈ −𝑒𝑉)𝑑 ∈

in an ideal situation, the density of states of the STM tip, i.e. 𝜌𝑡 is considered to be energy independent,
which renders 𝜌 (∈ −𝑒𝑉)~ 𝜌 (0). Using this approximation, the equation above reduces to:
𝐼 ≈ −2𝑒

𝜌 (0) ∫

|𝑀| 𝜌 (∈)𝑑 ∈

The energy independence115 of |M| allows the rearrangement of the equation by taking it out of the
integral of the equation and written as:
𝐼≈−

|𝑀| 𝜌 (0) ∫

𝜌 (∈)𝑑 ∈

At this stage, an assumption is considered that the vacuum barrier between the sample and the tip is
a simple square barrier115, allowing the WKB115 approximation to be applied to the matrix element,
which is given by:
ɸ

|𝑀| ≈ 𝑒
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where m is the electron’s mass, s is the width of the vacuum barrier and ɸ is the local barrier height,
which comprises of the tip and sample work functions. The STM tunnelling current can, therefore, be
approximated to:
ɸ

𝐼≈−

𝑒

𝜌 (0) ∫

𝜌 (∈)𝑑 ∈

The tunnelling current is proportional to the sample’s density of states within the energy range
(0 to E) eV. The derivative of the above equation thus yields an approximate relation between the STM
tunnelling current and the sample’s density of states:
∝ 𝜌 (eV)

Where,

𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑉

refers to the sample’s differential conductance, implying that the measured differential

conductance of a sample by an STM tip effectively measures the sample’s density of states.
The process of tunnelling between an STM tip and a sample on the application of different bias
values is summarized in Figure 2-16 (a-c) by a schematic diagram, where Figure 2-16 (a) depicts the
situation without the presence of the second electrode and without the application of any external
bias. The black circles represent the electrons of a sample, which occupy the energy levels up to Ɛ F
(Fermi level) , Ѱ represents the sample’s work function and the energy level of vacuum denoted by
Ɛvac. Figure 2-16 (b) demonstrates the situation when an STM tip comes in tunnelling regime of the
sample, where the red circles represent the electrons within the STM tip up to the Fermi level. As seen
in Figure 2-16 (b), electron tunnelling is not observed without the application of an external bias
voltage. The application of a negative bias to the sample pushes the Fermi level of the sample higher

Figure 2-16 (a) Shows a schematic diagram indicating the Fermi level of a sample. (b) Demonstrates
the alignment of energy levels of the sample as it comes in contact with a sharp STM tip. (c)
demonstrates the phenomenon of electon tunnelling between the sample and the tip on the
application of a finite bias value.
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and initiates the process of electron tunnelling from the occupied states of the sample to the
unoccupied states of the STM tip (Figure 2-16 (c)).
The ability of an STM tip to effectively measure the tunnelling current highlights STM’s
versatility as a surface characterisation technique, and is further enabled by the preparation of
atomically sharp STM tips (next section).
2.3.1 STM tip preparation
Electrochemically etched tungsten (W) tips are routinely used for high-resolution STM
measurements. The preparation of extremely sharp tungsten tips by a simple electrochemical etching
procedure makes it a preferred choice for STM measurements. These tips are obtained by dipping a
small diameter of the metallic wire into an alkaline electrolyte solution alongside a counter electrode.
Once the experimental system is set up, a small voltage between the two electrodes is applied until
the wire’s tip dissolves, forming a sharp apex116. Apart from this advantage of obtaining atomically
sharp tips in a single step, one drawback of using tungsten tips is the rapid contamination of the etched
tip due to tungsten’s poor resistance to oxidation. Therefore, to avoid such tip contamination, it is
considered essential to immediately transfer the freshly etched STM tips into the FEL for continuous
pump down.
Platinum-Iridium (Pt/Ir) is another material (alloy) used for preparing STM tips as Pt is highly
resistant to oxidation and the tiny fraction (10%) of Iridium makes it a relatively hard material.
Standard Pt/Ir tips are prepared by cutting a fresh piece of Pt/Ir wire grabbed with pliers at an acute
angle with a pair of regular scissors. All the results acquired during this project are obtained by
preparing atomically sharp Pt/Ir STM tips.
2.3.2 STM Imaging
The imaging process in a typical STM experiment involves raster scanning of the STM tip on the
surface of a sample, resulting in the generation of a 3-dimensional image. There are two different STM
imaging methods are used for image acquisition, the constant height mode and the constant current
mode, both of which are explained in the next two sections.
2.3.2.1 Constant height mode

Figure 2-17 (a) shows a schematic diagram of the constant height mode employed during an
STM image acquisition process. In constant height mode, the vertical position of the piezoelectric
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Figure 2-17 Demonstrates the different STM operating modes (a) Constant height mode (b)
Corresponding line profile (c) Constant current mode (d) Corresponding line profile.

scanner is fixed, enabled by choosing a low value of the feedback loop (PID). As the distance of the
piezoelectric scanner is maintained at a constant height above the sample surface, local variations in
the tunnelling current are used to map the final image. The corresponding line profile (plotted as a
function of position) for the constant height mode is shown in Figure 2-17 (b). The line profile precisely
demonstrates the local current variations present within a sample. The constant height mode works
well for surfaces which are atomically flat because the interaction of the STM tip with an abrupt
surface can result in a tip crash.
2.3.2.2 Constant current mode

Figure 2-17 (c) shows a schematic diagram of the constant current mode routinely used during
standard STM image acquisition processes. In the constant current mode, a constant value of the
tunnelling current is maintained throughout the measurement process and is used to control the
vertical movement of the STM tip on the sample surface. Variations in the geometry and the LDOS of
a sample surface give rise to different tunnelling current values, therefore to maintain a constant value
of the current, the scanner moves vertically (±z) by a proportional amount and prevents the tip from
crashing on the sample surface.
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The corresponding line profile in Figure 2-17 (d) demonstrates the height variations in the
vertical axis, plotted as a function of the position (x). The lateral (x-y) movement of the STM tip on the
surface of the sample, therefore, enables the measurement of local height variations, which allows
measurement of LDOS of the region and generation of a 3-dimensional image.
2.3.3

Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy (STS)
Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy115,117 (STS) allows an in-depth understanding of the region’s

electronic structure by measuring tunnelling current spectra at energies up to several electron volts,
both in occupied and unoccupied sample states regions115. In a typical STS measurement, the feedback
loop (which fixes the tip-sample distance) is switched off, and the current response (I(V)) of the sample
is measured as a function of the voltage sweeps (± V). The current response provides information
about the integral of the sample’s DOS (section 2.3) and the first order differential I(V) with respect to
the applied V provides information about the surface LDOS (section 2.3). The acquired tunnelling
current response I(V) is numerically differentiated to extract LDOS of the sample in Current Imaging
Tunnelling Spectroscopy115 (CITS) mode. More advanced STS techniques involve the usage of a lock-in
amplifier118 to directly map the LDOS (dI/dV) by modulating the applied voltage (dV) and measuring
the change in current (dI). All the STS measurements performed in this project are done in the CITS
mode (next section).
2.3.3.1 Current Imaging Tunnelling Spectroscopy (CITS)

CITS is a tunnelling spectroscopy technique in which I(V) spectra are recorded at every pixel
(2-dimensional grid) of an STM image as a function of continuous voltage sweeps. The image of the
selected sample region is recorded along with the I(V) spectra at each pixel of the grid. Numerical
differentiation of I(V) spectra is done manually afterward to generate corresponding dI/dV spectra.
The CITS process, in principle, generates two different results, the first being the dI/dV spectra and
the second being the 3-dimensional LDOS (conductance) maps. Each LDOS map (slice) provides
information about the LDOS of the material at a specific bias.
It is important to note that in order to avoid any abrupt movement of the piezoelectric scanner
during the I(V) acquisition process, the feedback loop is turned off and a predefined value of the gap
voltage (Vt) and set point current (It) keeps the tip-sample distance constant throughout the
measurement. In a standard CITS measurement, the STM tip moves to the first pixel of the chosen
sampling grid and records a single I(V) spectra with the feedback loop switched off and thereafter
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Figure 2-18 A schematic drawing showing the time distributions involved during acquisition of a
single I(V) spectrum in a standard CITS measurement. The different time intervals (T1, T2, T3 and T4)
are shown here. Image reproduced from102.
scans through the sample to acquire the topography with the feedback loop switched on. The
acquisition process of a single I(V) spectra is demonstrated in Figure 2-18 by a suitable schematic
diagram. Once the region for CITS data set acquisition is selected, the STM tip waits for a time T 1 with
the feedback loop switched on. The feedback loop switches itself off after the time interval T 1 and
prepares itself for the acquisition of the I(V) spectra within the specified Bias range (±x) V. The first
step involves ramping up of the gap Voltage (Vt) to the first value of the specified bias range (i.e. Vstart).
This ramping up step is called the slew rate.
After this voltage ramping step, the STM tip stabilizes on the sample surface by waiting for an
additional time T2 (initial delay) and starts the acquisition of the first I(V) spectra. Generally, a larger
initial delay (T2) allows for the stabilization of the STM tip and measurement of stable current.
Thereafter, the I(V) acquisition process is initiated, as each data point is measured during a predefined
acquisition time (Tacq).The Tacq time interval comprises of averaged values of a number of I(V)
measurements which is defined as:

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

∑

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

Figure 2-19 demonstrates the time distribution within the Tacq i.e. the time interval, clearly
depicting that a slight change in the oversampling factor can be used to determine the final value of
the data point. The same set of parameters (oversampling) are used to acquire individual data points
until the voltage attains the final value (i.e. Vend) as shown previously in Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-19 A schematic diagram demonstrating oversampling during the acquisition of a single data
point in a CITS measurement. Image reproduced from102.
After the acquisition of the last data point in the I(V) spectra, the voltage is set back to the gap
voltage (Vt) and the feedback loop remains off for an additional short time interval, i.e. T3, allowing
the STM tip to stabilize itself. During the last time interval i.e. T4, the feedback loop is switched on
again and the tip scans over the pixel to acquire the surface topography. This complete procedure
records a single I(V) curve and used each time a CITS experiment is conducted. The typical time interval
settings used during the CITS measurements shown in this thesis are:
T1 = 100 µs
T2= 300 µs
T3= 200 µs
T4= 200 µs
The raw CITS data sets are generally noisy due to the interaction of the STM tip with the sample
surface and therefore, require post filtering in order to extract reliable information about the surface
LDOS. The CITS processing protocol and methodologies adopted on CITS data sets shown in this thesis
are outlined in the next section.

2.4 CITS processing techniques
The quality of raw I(V) spectra acquired during CITS measurements is adversely affected by the
STM equipment noise119 and tip-sample interaction97,115. Extraction of reliable information from noisy
I(V) spectra requires post processing by means of simple signal processing techniques. Primarily, two
different processes, i.e. (median and moving average) filters are used to process the raw I(V) spectra
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Figure 2-20 (a) A raw I(V) spectrum extracted from a 50 K CITS dataset (±2 V) acquired on a Bi 0.87Sb0.13
island. (b) Shows the corresponding numerically differentiated dI/dV spectrum. (c) The raw I(V)
spectrum shown in (a) is processed by using a five-point median filter. (d) Shows the corresponding
dI/dV spectrum. (e) The I(V) spectrum is further smoothened by the application of a five point moving
average filter. (f) Shows the resulting dI/dV spectrum. (g) Inconsistent points at the end of each
spectrum are manually removed. (h) Shows the final dI/dV spectrum.
acquired during CITS measurements. The filtered I(V) spectra are then numerically differentiated to
obtain the corresponding dI/dV spectra. These two signal filtering processes are briefly explained in
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the next section, followed by a demonstration of the data processing methodology employed on the
CITS datasets in this thesis.
2.4.1 Median and moving average filters
Median and moving average filters are widely120,121,122 used as image filtering techniques for the
removal of experimental noise. The median filter comprises a window that works by moving through
each data point, analysing nearby data points (depending on the window size) and replacing the values
by the median (middle) value, whereas a moving average filter is an unweighted arithmetic mean of
‘N’ data points of a signal that ‘slides’ along through the whole dataset. Median filtering is particularly
useful in the removal of anomalous spikes present in experimentally (CITS) acquired I(V) spectra,
without altering the spectra’s overall shape. The disadvantage of both the filtering techniques is the
inconsistent modification of the addition of the edge points of the filtered I(V) spectra, which have to
be manually removed.
2.4.2 Demonstration of CITS data processing methodology
This section is divided into two parts, where the first part demonstrates the impact of median
and moving average filters on a raw, individual I(V) spectrum and the second part demonstrates the
reproducibility of filtered dI/dV spectra by extracting spectral histograms123 from small, defect free
areas of 5 ML thick regions of different CITS datasets.

Figure 2-21 Four individual dI/dV spectra which have been processed in accordance with the I(V)
filtering protocol described in Figure 2-20 (a-h). Each of the spectra is vertically offset by equal
amounts (+0.2) for clarity. As can be seen, the spectra are devoid of any anomalous spikes but the
positions of the key dI/dV features (local maxima and shoulders) appears to vary.
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2.4.2.1 I(V) filtering protocol

Figure 2-20 (a) shows an individual I(V) spectrum extracted from a 50 K CITS dataset of a
Bi0.87Sb0.13 island in which low-intensity current spikes near higher bias values are noticeable. Figure
2-20 (b) shows the corresponding numerically differentiated (dI/dV) spectrum which retains the noise
due to current spikes, a result, seen in the form of anomalous, high intensity dI/dV peaks. In
accordance with the previous section’s brief explanation, a median filter (five-point window) is applied
on the raw I(V) spectrum of Figure 2-20 (a).
The impact of a five-point median filter on the raw [I(V) and dI/dV] spectra is shown in the two
plots of Figure 2-20 (c) and (d) respectively. As seen clearly, the overall shapes of I(V) and dI/dV spectra
are not affected by the application of median filter, although the anomalous current spikes are
removed, resulting in a slight reduction of the dI/dV peak intensities. A moving average filter
(five-point window) is then applied as shown in Figure 2-20 (e) and (f).

Figure 2-22 (a-c) Show plots of vertically offset dI/dV spectra extracted from three different areas (5
ML) within a CITS dataset of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island. All the dI/dV spectra in each of the plots are vertically
offset by equal amounts (+0.2) for clarity. The different colours of the spectra represent dI/dV spectra
obtained with different spatial averaging values. The spectra are shown in increasing order of spatial
averaging: (4, 8, 16, 32, 64) from bottom to top.
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At first, it is difficult to identify any noticeable difference in the I(V) spectrum of Figure 2-20 (e)
as compared to the one shown in Figure 2-20 (c), but the dI/dV spectrum in Figure 2-20 (f) clearly
demonstrates impact of the moving average filter. The last step in the filtering process comprises
manually removing points from the ends of the filtered I(V) spectrum (Figure 2-20 (g)). The final dI/dV
spectrum (Figure 2-20 (h)) therefore contains well-defined dI/dV features (local maxima and
shoulders).
Figure 2-21 demonstrates the spatial variations in the filtered CITS data set by means of four
vertically offset, individual dI/dV spectra. The dI/dV spectra are acquired from four different areas
(within 5 ML) of a CITS dataset and are pre-processed in accordance with I(V) filtering protocol
described above. As seen clearly, each of the four dI/dV spectra are devoid of any anomalous spikes,
although variations in the positions of the key features (local maxima and shoulders) are noticeable.
This variation therefore, highlights the need of implementing spatial averaging to effectively
distinguish the reproducible dI/dV features.
Figure 2-22 (a-c) demonstrates the impact of different amounts of spatial averaging on the
filtered dI/dV spectra, where (a-c) correspond to spectra taken from three different areas within one
CITS dataset. The dI/dV spectra (dark red) at the bottom of each of the three plots are a result of
spatially averaging 4 individual dI/dV spectra, followed by spatially averaged (i.e. 8, 16, 32 and 64)
dI/dV spectra from bottom to top. As, can be identified, spatial averaging of eight individual dI/dV
spectra is considered optimum for a coherent analysis of the dI/dV spectra, without compromising on
the feature’s intensities.
2.4.2.2 Spectral histograms

Spectral histograms123 are a statistical analysis tool used to analyze the distribution of local
maxima and shoulders of a large number of dI/dV spectra in CITS datasets. Spectral histograms are
representative of the local maxima and shoulders present in all the dI/dV spectra associated with the
area of interest within a CITS dataset. Analysis by a spectral histogram thus allows checking the
reproducibility of the dI/dV spectra of a specific CITS dataset, in addition to checking the
reproducibility of different CITS datasets.
Two different CITS datasets of Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands are shown in this section to demonstrate
analysis by spectral histograms. After establishing the usefulness of spectral histograms, a comparison
with the dI/dV spectra associated with the selected areas of interest is shown. The section is concluded
by comparing the spectral histograms of Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands with the spectral histograms reported124 for
pure Bi islands. All the analysis shown in this section is restricted to defect free and sufficiently large
regions within the 5 ML thick stripes and bases.
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Figure 2-23 shows the topography (explained in detail in chapter 3) of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island
acquired simultaneously during a 50 K CITS measurement. The island comprises of a flat 3 ML base
and a 5 ML region on top. The large area coverage of the 5 ML region allows comparison of spectral
histograms associated with different areas of the 5 ML region to check the reproducibility of the
dataset. Five different areas of interest (A, B, C, D and E) are marked on top of the 5 ML stripe. The
sizes of regions A, B and C are kept same which represent approximately 500 individual dI/dV spectra,
whereas regions D and E are larger and represent approximately 800 individual dI/dV spectra.
The spectral histograms corresponding to each of the five different areas along with the sum of
each of the five histograms are shown in Figure 2-23. The solid black lines drawn on top of each of the
histograms are indicative of the major histogram peaks noted for pure Bi (see Figure 3.11 in Ref 124).
The comparison between Bi1-xSbx and pure Bi CITS datasets is done primarily as the two electronic
band structures are expected to be in reasonable agreement owing to the similar electronic structures
of Bi and Sb. The position of the black lines is not altered intentionally to check the reproducibility of

Figure 2-23 Topography of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a 3 ML high base, acquired simultaneously during
a 50 K CITS measurement. The five different areas (A, B, C, D and E) marked on the 5 ML stripe
represent areas from where spectral histograms are extracted from and shown here. The labels on
each of the five histograms indicate the respective areas of analysis, with the histogram at the bottom
right corner representing the sum of all the individual five histograms. The black lines on top of each
histogram indicate positions of the major histogram peaks as observed and reported for pure Bi124
islands on HOPG. The positions of the black lines are not altered for consistency. Experimental
parameters: ±2V, 1 nA.
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the dI/dV features and eventually develop a reliable method of distinguishing real dI/dV features from
experimental artefacts.
There are five major peaks each in the positive as well as negative bias regions for all the five
chosen areas. The histogram peaks in the negative bias region are in reasonable agreement, in
particular, the first major histogram peak at -0.4 V. On the positive bias region, apart from the first
major peak at +0.5 V, agreement between rest of the histogram peaks is not straightforward and in
general highlights the spatial variations in the features of dI/dV spectra.

Figure 2-24 Topography of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a 5 ML high base, acquired during a 50 K CITS
measurement. The three different blue squares (A, B and C) marked on the 5 ML base represent areas
from where spectral histograms are extracted from and shown here. The labels on each of the three
histograms indicate the respective areas of spectral histogram analysis. The black lines indicate
positions of the major histogram peaks and their positions are kept consistent with that of the
previous dataset to demonstrate dataset reproducibility. Experimental parameters: ±2V, 1 nA.
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The last histogram at the bottom right corner of Figure 2-23 represents total of all the five areas
of interest. A good agreement, in particular, between the first two major histogram peaks at -0.4 V
and +0.5 V and the solid black lines is seen. In addition, the next two peaks on each of the regions (i.e.
positive and negative bias) also demonstrate a good agreement with the black lines. A similar analysis
of three different areas (5 ML) of a different 50 K CITS dataset is shown in Figure 2-24. The topography
image, acquired simultaneously with I(V) spectra during the 50 K CITS measurement comprises a
Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a flat 5 ML high base and two 7 ML stripes on top. Three defect free areas (A, B
and C) are marked on the 5 ML base which are chosen for analysis of the corresponding spectral
histograms. As can be seen clearly from the three spectral histograms, the major histogram peaks
show a good agreement with the black lines drawn on top. Overall, the general agreement between
the positions of the major histogram peaks of the two CITS datasets described in Figure 2-23 and
Figure 2-24 highlight the reproducibility of 5 ML dI/dV spectra features.

Figure 2-25 (a) Topography of the Bi0.87Sb0.13 island shown earlier in Figure 2-24. The areas (A, B and
C) are marked along with an additional area D on the top right corner. (b) The representative dI/dV
spectra of regions A, B, C and D are shown by vertically offseting each of the spectra by equal amounts
(+0.2). (c) The spectral histogram shown below the dI/dV spectra plot is a result of addition of eleven
different spectral histograms corresponding to three different 50 K Bi0.87Sb0.13 CITS datasets. The black
lines drawn on top of the dI/dV spectra and the spectral histogram are kept at the same positions as
described earlier for Figure 2-23 and Figure 2-24. Experimental parameters: ±2V, 1 nA.
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Having established that the spectral histograms are an effective method to demonstrate
reproducibility of the key features of the dI/dV spectra, a comparison between representative dI/dV
spectra of the three marked regions of Figure 2-24 and a spectral histogram which is a result of
addition of eleven different spectral histograms corresponding to three different CITS datasets is
shown in Figure 2-25 (a-c). As can be seen, the black lines largely align well with the shoulders and
local maxima of the dI/dV spectra shown in Figure 2-25 (b). Moreover, the alignment of black lines
with the first three peaks in Figure 2-25 (c) further reinforces the effectiveness of using spectral
histograms for CITS analysis. Having established that the spectral histograms demonstrate a good

Figure 2-26 (a) Spectral histograms demonstrating the presence of local moxima and shoulders within
a small region of a CITS dataset obtained on a 5 ML thick pure Bi island, reproduced from124. The red
histograms originate from a selected region on a 5 ML Bi stripe and the green histogram represents
the sum total counts of five different regions on the same 5 ML stripe. (b) Representative 5 ML dI/dV
spectra plotted along with the corresponding spectral histogram, reproduced from124. (c)
Representative experimental (solid green) normalized dI/dV spectra of a 5 ML thick pure Bi island and
DFT calculated spectra (dashed green), with the major STS features (local maxima and shoulders)
highlighted by corresponding spectral histograms, reproduced from98. Important to note-(b) and (c)
are shifted by approximately 60 mV to allow an agreement with the positions of the spectral
histogram peaks observed for Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands.
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agreement with the key features of the dI/dV spectra of Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands, a brief analysis of the dI/dV
results and spectral histograms reported124 for 5 ML thick regions of pure Bi islands on HOPG is shown
in Figure 2-26 (a-c). Figure 2-26 (a) is a spectral histogram corresponding to a small area within a 5 ML
region of a pure Bi island grown on HOPG (see Figure 3.11 (b) in Ref124). Figure 2-26 (b) shows a
representative 5 ML dI/dV spectra of a pure Bi island plotted along with the corresponding spectral
histogram (see Figure 3.12 (e) in Ref124). Figure 2-26 (c) shows a representative normalized dI/dV
spectra of a pure Bi island along with the corresponding spectral histogram (see Figure 3 (a) in Ref98).
The black lines drawn in Figure 2-26 (a) are the same as those in Figure 2-23, Figure 2-24 and Figure
2-25 except that they have been shifted by approximately 60 mV to the right in Figure 2-26 (b) and
Figure 2-26 (c).
The comparison between the spectral histograms of 5 ML thick regions of Bi0.87Sb0.13 and pure
Bi islands reveals that the key dI/dV features are the same, except for shifts in feature’s positions by
approximately 60 mV, which can be attributed to the doping effect of the Sb. Spatial variations in
dI/dV spectra are inherent to both Bi0.87Sb0.13 as well as Bi CITS datasets and the agreement between
the spectra for alloy islands and pure bismuth islands is surprising, a result that will be discussed in
more detail in chapter 4. Having discussed the features’ general agreement, there are instances where
the lines do not align well with the LDOS features, in particular on the positive bias. Such instances of
misalignment are difficult to understand in a CITS data set and therefore, measurements are spatially
averaged on different regions to reach a conclusion. It is important to note that a 60 mV shift is applied
to all the lines drawn on the experimental normalized dI/dV spectra of Bi1-xSbx alloys discussed in
chapter 4 as a better agreement is observed with the LDOS features.
2.4.2.3 Feenstra Normalization

Although the tunnelling transmission probability |M| is not easy to quantify as |M| increases
monotonically as a function of the tip-sample bias and affects the consistent analysis of the dI/dV
spectra features at higher bias values. Feenstra et al125,126 demonstrated that the dependency of |M|
on the tip-sample spacing and the applied bias tends to cancel out as a result of a simple normalization
procedure. The Feenstra normalization comprises division of the acquired dI/dV by the averaged I/V
values as shown here:
𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑉
𝜌 ∝
𝐼
𝑉

Equation (19) shows that the normalized conductance (ratio) is directly proportional to the
LDOS (𝜌 ) of the sample and provides an effective method for analysing the sample LDOS as the
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Figure 2-27 The green dI/dV spectra (primary vertical axis) is a result of spatially averaged 8 individual
curves and obtained after implementing the I(V) filtering protocol described earlier in Figure 2-20
(a-h). Feenstra normalization enhances the respective features (shoulders and local maxima) as seen
in the black dI/dV/[I/V] spectra (secondary vertical axis).

impact of tip-sample distance and the applied bias on the final dI/dV spectra is ruled out. Figure 2-27
shows a plot demonstrating the impact of Feenstra normalization procedure on a filtered and spatially
averaged dI/dV spectra. The green dI/dV spectra (primary vertical axis) is a filtered dI/dV spectra
(spatially averaged 8 curves) corresponding to a 5 ML region of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island. The equivalent
Feenstra normalized spectra (black) is plotted on the secondary vertical axis in which the major
features (local maxima and shoulders) are emphasized, in particular the two features at +0.5 V and -0.3
V (indicated by dashed blue lines). Importantly, the plots demonstrate that positions of the major
features of the dI/dV spectra are not altered, rather only emphasized clearly by the implementation
of the Feenstra normalization procedure.
The Feenstra normalization procedure is applied only on the dI/dV spectra acquired in higher
bias range (±2 V), which consists of all the results shown later in chapter 4. The CITS results acquired
in lower bias range of ±0.4 V and ±1 V are not Feenstra normalized and shown as dI/dV spectra, which
comprises all the results shown later in chapter 5.

2.5 Experimental details
Commercially available HOPG (SPI-1) is used as a substrate in all the experiments during the
project. HOPG is cleaved in the atmosphere, then loaded into the UHV system and annealed at 450° C
for approximately 16 hours (overnight) to remove contaminants prior to deposition. After the
substrate has cooled down to room temperature, high purity bismuth (99.999%) and antimony
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(99.999%) are evaporated from separate PBN crucibles simultaneously. 2 ML thick coverage samples
of Bi1-xSbx alloys are prepared by evaporating the two materials onto HOPG, with the Bi flux maintained
at ~0.01 Å/sec and three different flux values for Sb (8.3×10-4 Å/s, 0.0018Å/s and 0.0036 Å/s) to obtain
different concentrations of Bi1-xSbx islands. Three different Bi1-xSbx concentration (x=0.06, 0.13 and
0.24) sample series are prepared and studied during the project. The Sb flux values are much lower
than those used in section 1.2.2.3 to investigate Sb nanostructures on HOPG, therefore, it is expected
that the morphology of Bi1-xSbx alloys is governed by Bi (higher flux) and not Sb. Furthermore, to
account for the fact that the amount of evaporated material is not desorbed from the HOPG surface,
atomic flux readings as measured by the quartz monitor are calibrated by depositing higher coverages
of Bi and Sb on SiN (Silicon Nitride) substrates, and consequently measuring the average material
thickness in an ambient AFM. The flux calibration method is exactly same as employed in Refs 54,124,
which have clearly demonstrated that at room temperature, the amount of evaporated material is in
good agreement with the deposited material coverage on HOPG.
STM images of Bi1-xSbx islands (Chapter 3) are acquired at room temperature (R-T) and all the
CITS measurements are carried out at 50 K. The RT-STM images are acquired with a 256 x 256 pixels
resolution and all the CITS measurements are acquired with a 128×128 pixels resolution. The STM tips
used in these experiments are Pt-Ir tips, with the typical scanning parameters used during STM
imaging being Vt = +0.8 V and It = 10 pA.
The average scan size for CITS measurements varied between 30-100 nm 2 and island
topography images of the area of interest are recorded simultaneously with the I(V) spectra, within
the 3.3 nA/800 Hz range (preamp settings). The tunnelling current is kept constant at 1 nA during the
CITS measurements, where each I(V) spectra consists of 128 data points. These settings result in a
single CITS measurement to take approximately 45-60 minutes to complete.

2.6 Summary
The bulk crystallographic structure of the three key materials used during the course of this
project, i.e. Bismuth (Bi), Antimony (Sb) and the substrate, HOPG, which is followed by a description
of all the key components of the Omicron VT AFM setup, with a subsection describing the HOPG
cleaving procedure. Thereafter, the fundamental concepts of the characterisation technique used
during the project, i.e. STM is described in considerable detail, with emphasis laid on the two imaging
modes (constant height and constant current) and the spectroscopy mode (CITS). The chapter is
concluded by description of the CITS data filtering methodology employed for analysis of the CITS data
acquired on Bi1-xSbx islands.
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3

Morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG
This chapter discusses the growth of nanostructured Bi1-xSbx alloys on HOPG and their

subsequent morphological characterisation by SEM and STM. The preparation of Bi1-xSbx
nanostructured alloys is done by simultaneous evaporation of the two elements (Bi and Sb) in the
UHV-STM system. Presence of a small percentage of Sb in Bi1-xSbx nanostructures is expected to have
a noticeable impact on the island morphologies as compared to those of pure Bi (110)
nanostructures51,52,54,81 on HOPG.
The general morphology characteristics of Bi1-xSbx nanostructures are discussed first by
comparing with the morphologies of pure Sb and pure Bi (110) nanostructures on HOPG. The SEM
results are shown in the next section, which provide the first evidence for the large scale, general
morphology characteristics.

3.1 Morphology comparisons: Sb, Bi, Bi1-xSbx on HOPG
3.1.1 Large scale morphologies: SEM
Figure 3-1 (a-c) are SEM micrographs of pure Sb54, pure Bi52 and Bi1-xSbx nanostructures grown
on HOPG respectively. Figure 3-1 (a) shows fingered (red arrow) islands of pure Sb on HOPG. Figure
3-1 (b) shows the growth of striped (white arrow), star shaped islands of pure Bi (110) islands on HOPG.
Figure 3-1 (c) shows Bi1-xSbx alloy islands on HOPG which are characterised by fingers (red arrow) as
well as stripes (white arrow) on top of the base. The irregularity in the shape of the alloy islands is
reminiscent of the fractal and finger like growth of Sb islands54,63,81,127 on HOPG, while the striped

Figure 3-1 SEM micrographs of (a) Pure Sb islands (0.01 Å/s) on HOPG showing a fingered growth,
reproduced from54. (b) Pure Bi (110) star shaped islands on HOPG (0.005 Å/s), characterised by
ordered and striped island growth, reproduced from52. (c) Bi0.06Sb0.94 islands on HOPG, characterised
by fingered island bases with irregular stripes on top.
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morphology indicates the BP91 (section 1.2.3) like growth mode similar to that observed for pure
Bi98,99,124 (110) islands.
The SEM results of Bi1-xSbx islands, therefore, give the impression that the presence of small
amounts of Sb into Bi, alters islands’ morphology slightly, indicating that Bi1-xSbx islands have
signatures of both Bi (striped) and Sb (fingered) island growth modes. These subtle differences in the
island morphologies are understood better by higher resolution imaging by STM (next section).
3.1.2 Higher resolution images: STM
Figure 3-2 (a-c) shows representative higher resolution STM images of pure Sb, pure Bi (110)
and Bi1-xSbx islands grown on HOPG. Figure 3-2 (a) is an STM image of a terrace nucleated, fingered
pure Sb island on HOPG. Small fingered protrusions (white arrows) and a taller structure characterise
the island’s shape, complementing the previously shown, large scale SEM micrograph of Figure 3-1
(a). The morphology is in good agreement with the well-established, previously reported fingered,
morphology of 3-dimensional Sb islands54,63,81 on HOPG. Figure 3-2 (b) shows an STM image of a
terrace nucleated pure Bi (110) island on HOPG. The striped morphology of the Bi island (black arrows)
confirms the ordered and defined geometry observed previously for Bi 51,52,87,99 (110) islands and is in
general consistent with the morphology characteristics shown in the larger scale SEM micrograph of
Figure 3-1 (b).
Figure 3-2 (c) shows STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, which has characteristics of both pure Bi
and pure Sb islands. A fingered island base (white arrows) and a striped morphology (black arrows)
confirm the intuition of a hybrid (Bi and Sb) morphology for the Bi1-xSbx alloy islands. Owing to their
similarity, The morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands is compared in more detail with that of pure Bi islands in
the next section.

Figure 3-2 (a) RT-STM image showing a tall, fingered pure Sb island grown on HOPG (b) RT-STM image
showing a pure Bi (110) island on HOPG with a distinct striped morphology (c) RT-STM image of a
Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, showing morphological characteristics of pure Sb (fingered growth) as well as
morphological characteristics of pure Bi (striped growth). Imaging parameters: +0.8 V, 10 pA.
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Figure 3-3 (a-b) RT-STM image of a pure Bi island on HOPG (reproduced from124) with its
corresponding profile showing a wedding cake like structure is compared with a (c) RT-STM image
and (d) profile of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island on HOPG highlighting a similar wedding cake like structure.
Imaging parameters: +0.8V, 50 pA.
3.1.3 Detailed comparison of Bi1-xSbx with pure Bi (110) morphology: STM
Figure 3-3 (a) shows an STM image of a pure Bi (110) island124 grown on HOPG, with the
corresponding line profile drawn across the island in Figure 3-3 (b). It is compared with an STM image
of a Bi1-xSbx island grown on HOPG, shown in Figure 3-3 (c). A line profile across the Bi0.87Sb0.13 island is
shown in Figure 3-3 (d), which corresponds to the blue line drawn in Figure 3-3 (c). Both the islands
are observed to grow with a ‘wedding cake’ like structure and the striped pattern on top of the
atomically flat bases is similar as well. The line profiles indicate that the height distribution of
Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands follows the same pattern as observed for pure Bi99(110) islands. This observation is
confirmed by a statistical height analysis of the Bi1-xSbx islands, shown in Figure 3-4. Bi1-xSbx island
bases show a peak height at 1.05 nm and the stripes on top of the base lead to two peaks in the
histogram at 1.65 nm and 2.3 nm. These heights are comparable to the heights (section 1.2.3)
observed for pure Bi99 (110) islands on HOPG.
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Figure 3-5 (a) RT-STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island showing finger-like splitting at the tip of the base,
in addition to the notches at the base. (b) RT-STM image of a fingerless pure Bi (110) island on HOPG
having well defined stripes which align with the kinks at the base. Imaging parameters: (+0.8 V, 10
pA)
A monolayer of Bi (110) is 0.33 nm high, hence a height of 1.05 nm approximately corresponds
to a 3 ML high base. The 3 ML high bases comprise of paired layers on top of a dead wetting layer
(section 1.2.3) as observed for pure Bi98,99 (110) islands on HOPG. A BP91 like growth is argued as the
reason for paired layer growth for stripes on pure Bi (110) islands and the similarity in the heights for
the two systems indicates a similar, ‘BP’ like growth mode for Bi1-xSbx islands. From here on in the
thesis, 3 ML refers to a height of 1.05 nm for Bi1-xSbx islands, with subsequent paired layer growth at
1.63 nm (5 ML) and 2.3 nm (7 ML).

Figure 3-4 A plot showing the statistical height analysis for Bi1-xSbx islands. Island bases show a peak
height of 1.05 nm and a peak height of 1.63 nm and 2.3 nm is observed for the consequent stripes on
top. The height distribution is in agreement with the height distribution reported98 for pure Bi (110)
islands on HOPG.
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Although, the basic morphology of both the islands in Figure 3-3 (a-d) is similar, i.e. ‘wedding
cake like’, there are significant differences in the alloy and pure Bi (110) morphology owing to the
presence of Sb, as highlighted in Figure 3-5 (a-b). The influence of Sb is clear in the base of the Bi1-xSbx
island (Figure 3-5 (a)) in the form of fingers (white arrows) and trenches (blue arrow). The distinct
finger like patterns (white arrows) in the base of Bi1-xSbx island in Figure 3-5 (a) show an asymmetry
and a lateral expansion, which is different to the fingerless (white arrows) base of the pure Bi (110)
island shown in Figure 3-5 (b). Red arrows in Figure 3-5 (a) point towards the notches in the base of
Bi1-xSbx island, which are different to the kinks (red arrows in Figure 3-5 (b)) in the base of the pure Bi
(110) island, although, for both the islands shown in Figure 3-5 (a-b), the stripes tend to align with the
kinks and notches present in the two bases respectively (highlighted by green dashed lines).
These comparisons again reveal that the morphology characteristics of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG
is a mix of pure Bi (110) and pure Sb island growth modes. The similarities of the Bi1-xSbx islands to the
pure Bi97-99 (110) islands however, indicates a similar lattice structure and therefore, attempts to
understand the Bi1-xSbx morphology at the atomic level are discussed next.
3.1.4 Lattice structure comparisons of Bi and Bi1-xSbx
Figure 3-6 (a) shows a 50 K STM image of a Bi1-xSbx island. The black rectangle marks the region
of 5 ML stripe, where atomic resolution is obtained and shown in Figure 3-6 (b). Black arrows in Figure
3-6 (b) point towards inherent defects in the lattice structure of Bi1-xSbx and such defects are not
reported in pure Bi atomic resolution images124. The lattice constant is determined by Fourier
transforming the atomically resolved images and one such example is shown in the FFT of Figure 3-6
(c). The lattice constant is estimated to be (0.49±0.01×0.45±0.01) nm2, similar to the experimentally

Figure 3-6 (a) 50 K STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island (-0.9 V, 100 pA, LT-STM) on which atomic
resolution is obtained on the region marked by a black rectangle. (b) Shows atomically resolved STM
image (-0.9 V, 1 nA) of the region marked on 5 ML stripe in (a). (c) Shows FFT of the STM image shown
in (b).
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verified lattice constant (0.48 ± 0.03 x 0.46 ± 0.02) nm2 of pure Bi96-99,124, indicating that Bi1-xSbx islands
grow with a similar rectangular unit cell with two atoms per unit cell. The similarity in the two lattice
structures indicates a similar fast growth [110] direction as observed for pure Bi99 (110) islands. From
the preliminary results, it can be said that the presence of Sb does not alter the Bi1-xSbx lattice structure
significantly.
The discussion till now shows that Sb introduces changes in the form of fingered bases and
irregular stripes in Bi1-xSbx islands, but the lattice structure remains similar to that of pure Bi99,124 (110)
islands on HOPG. These interesting, new morphological characteristics of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG are
discussed by means of higher resolution STM imaging in the next section.

3.2 Detailed Investigations: Bi1-xSbx islands’ morphology
This section is divided into two parts, each of which discusses the heights and shapes of different
types of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG. The island heights on the basis of island’s location on HOPG are
discussed first and thereafter a discussion is pursued on the interesting and irregular Bi1-xSbx island
shapes.
3.2.1 3 ML and 5 ML high Bi1-xSbx island bases
Figure 3-7 (a-b) shows two RT-STM images acquired on different locations of HOPG on the same
Bi0.87Sb0.13 sample. The STM image shown in Figure 3-7 (a) comprises 5 step edges (white arrows) on
HOPG showing growth of smaller (~100 nm), compact islands. Figure 3-7 (b) shows a wide HOPG
terrace, devoid of the HOPG step edges, where fingered, large (~400 nm) islands are observed. Height
measurements show that the compact islands, as seen in Figure 3-7 (a) are generally 5 ML high and
the fingered islands seen in Figure 3-7 (b) are 3 ML high. A statistical height analysis for Bi1-xSbx island

Figure 3-7 (a) RT-STM image of step edge nucleated Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands, which exhibit a compact
morphology (b) RT-STM image of terrace nucleated Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands, which exhibit fingered and
irregular morphologies. Imaging parameters: +0.8 V, 10 pA.
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bases is shown in Figure 3-8 to complement the above observations. The peak at 1.1 nm characterizes
3 ML high base Bi1-xSbx islands and the peak at 1.65 nm characterizes 5 ML high base Bi1-xSbx islands.
It is well understood that for self-assembled Bi51 islands, a low local adatom flux results in a
slower growth process and the formation of taller, thermodynamically stable 51,54,90 shapes. The taller
(5 ML high) islands in Figure 3-7 (a) nucleating along the HOPG step edges are explained similarly to
the pure Bi (110) islands52,87 that nucleate at the step edges. A low local adatom flux on closely spaced
step edges means that thermodynamic effects dominate over kinetic effects and the islands have
more time to rearrange into taller structures, and is consistent with the previously reported 54 results
on Bi and Sb nanostructures.
The lower heights of larger, fingered Bi1-xSbx islands shown in Figure 3-7 (b), on the other hand,
are explained similarly to the heights of large, star shaped Bi islands growing on wide HOPG
terraces52,54,87. A high local adatom flux leads to a faster island growth which prevents the formation
of taller islands. The different shapes of the 3 ML and 5 ML base Bi1-xSbx islands are discussed in more
detail in the next section.
3.2.2 Shapes of Bi1-xSbx islands: Compact and irregular geometries
Figure 3-9 (a) shows a higher resolution RT-STM image of a small and compact 5 ML base
Bi0.87Sb0.13 island and Figure 3-9 (b) shows a higher resolution RT-STM image of a 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13
island, which is characterized by an irregularity along the base as well as on the stripes. The 5 ML base
island shows well defined protrusions in the base (blue arrow in Figure 3-9 (a)), while irregular,
asymmetric fingers decorate the 3 ML base island (blue arrow in Figure 3-9 (b)).
In contrast, the white arrows in both, Figure 3-9 (a) and (b) point towards the two different
types of stripes. The stripes on the 5 ML base island in Figure 3-9 (a) show a regular and ordered
geometry as compared to the irregular shape of the stripes on the 3 ML base island in Figure 3-9 (b).

Figure 3-8 A plot showing statistical height analysis on the Bi1-xSbx island bases. Two different island
base heights can be seen. A peak at 1.1 nm corresponds to the 3 ML high islands and a peak at 1.65
nm corresponds to the 5 ML base islands.
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Despite these morphology differences, the overall morphology of these two islands remains similar
(i.e. wedding cake like).
These observations point towards essentially two different kinds of basic Bi1-xSbx island shapes.
The different shapes are explained on the basis of two competing mechanisms, namely edge diffusion
and the incoming local adatom flux. For step edge nucleated islands, which grow in a low local flux
environment, edge diffusion of adatoms dominates51, thus resulting in the formation of compact
islands as shown in Figure 3-7 (a) and Figure 3-9 (a). On wide HOPG terraces, the quicker arrival of
incoming adatoms as compared to edge diffusion, destabilizes the islands 52,54,81 and the result is an
irregular, anisotropic geometry (Figure 3-9 (b) and Figure 3-7 (b)).
Pure Bi51,52,54,98,99 (110) islands on HOPG show an ordered growth morphology, therefore Sb is
the primary reason for the irregularity in the Bi1-xSbx islands (bases and fingers). The discussion on the
different Bi1-xSbx shapes is taken forward by focusing on the irregularity present in the island bases in
the next section.
3.2.2.1 Irregular Bi1-xSbx bases: Finger development

Figure 3-10 (a) shows an RT-STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island having a fingered growth at the tip
of the island base, with a white square marking the fingered region. Figure 3-10 (b) is a higher
resolution RT-STM image of the fingered region, marked by the white square in Figure 3-10 (a). The
lateral expansion and asymmetry of the fingers is highlighted by the double sided purple arrows in
Figure 3-10 (b). Fingered growth is observed routinely on pure Sb islands 54,63,81 on HOPG and not for

Figure 3-9 (a) RT-STM image of a 5 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island showing a compact shape of the base
and the stripes above. (b) RT-STM image of a 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island showing an irregular shape
of the base and the stripes on top of it. Imaging parameters: +0.2 V, 10 pA.
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Figure 3-10 (a) RT-STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, which shows finger-like protrusions in the island
base. (b) Shows a higher resolution RT-STM image of the fingered region marked in (a). Imaging
parameters: (+0.8 V, 10 pA, RT-STM)

pure Bi51,54,87,98,99,124 (110) islands on HOPG, which indicates that the origin of these finger-like patterns
at the tip of Bi1-xSbx island bases is most likely due to the presence of Sb. Taking a cue from the
explanation of fingered Sb islands54,81, Mullins Sekerka83 like instabilities are expected to play a pivotal
role in explaining these morphological features.
Mullins Sekerka like instabilities owe their origin to the diffusion of incoming material or the
impact of heat flow across the aggregate. As it is shown in the Hele Shaw83 experiments, the initial
circular shape of the liquid (glycerine) develops small protrusions which eventually form finger like
instabilities, when a fresh liquid is injected into it. A dynamic interplay between surface tension and
the pressure gradient is the major cause of the instabilities in the circular shape of the liquid drop. The
fingered patterns in the Sb islands on HOPG54,63 owe their origin to an analogous effect of the adatom
diffusion field, which tends to destabilize the initial stable island morphology. The destabilizing effects
are not observed as frequently for smaller islands which have a more stable and compact morphology
due to higher edge diffusion of adatoms which nullify the impact of the diffusion field. A high adatom
diffusion field around the islands explains the origin of the Bi1-xSbx base fingers shown in Figure 3-10
(a-b).
As shown earlier in Figure 3-9 (b), the irregularity in the shape of 3 ML base Bi1-xSbx islands can
also be seen along the stripe edges. The next subsection discusses briefly, the irregular 5 ML stripes
on top of 3 ML Bi1-xSbx island bases.
3.2.2.2 Irregular stripes: 5 ML stripe bulges

Figure 3-11 (a-b) shows RT-STM images of two Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands that exhibit the formation of
irregular 5 ML stripes on one side of the islands, indicated by white arrows. The general morphologies
of both the islands are similar to the typical Bi1-xSbx morphologies described earlier in section 3.1.2.
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Figure 3-11 (a-b) RT-STM images of two Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands with a 3 ML high base, showing the
presence of irregular 5 ML stripes in the form of bulges (white arrows). Imaging parameters: +0.2V,
50 pA.

Each of the two islands comprise a flat 3 ML high base, irregular 5 ML stripes and small 7 ML stripes
on top. The areas of interest, i.e. the irregular 5 ML stripes are focused upon for imaging in both the
islands by means of higher resolution RT-STM images in Figure 3-12 (a-b).
The reason to image the two 3 ML high Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands is primarily to study the peculiar onesided bulging of the 5 ML stripes, as highlighted by the blue arrows in Figure 3-12 (a-b). A ball and stick
model in the inset of Figure 3-12 shows a hybrid bulk/BP like structure which has previously been
proposed as one of the schematic models for the 5 ML stripes of pure Bi97 (110) islands on HOPG. The

Figure 3-12 (a-b) Higher resolution RT-STM images of the 5 ML bulging stripes of two Bi0.87Sb0.13
islands. The blue arrows indicate the incoming adatoms. A ball and stick model (hybrid bulk/BP like
structure) reproduced from97 is shown on top highlighting the asymmetry along the two edges.
Imaging parameters: +0.2V, 50 pA.
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Figure 3-13 (a) RT-STM image of a 3 ML base Bi0.94Sb0.06 island. (b) RT-STM image of a 3 ML base
Bi0.87Sb0.13 island showing an increase in the coverage of the island base by the 5 ML stripes. (c)
RT-STM image of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 shows a significant increase in the irregularity and the area occupied
by the stripes on top of the base. Imaging parameters: +0.2 V, 50 pA.
hybrid schematic model has the features of bulk Bi lattice structure (no dangling bonds) along one 5
ML stripe edge and BP like structure (dangling bonds) along the other stripe edge as highlighted by
blue arrows and is speculated to cause the expansion of 5 ML stripes along one side of the islands. The
incoming adatoms will have more probability of attaching to the 5 ML stripe edge with dangling bonds
and expand it laterally as compared to the 5 ML stripe edge without dangling bonds.
Having discussed the key features of Bi1-xSbx islands, the next section discusses the change in
the islands’ morphologies as a function of Sb concentration.

3.3 Concentration dependent study of Bi1-xSbx islands
Bi1-xSbx sample series with three different Sb (x) concentrations (x=0.06, 0.13 and 0.24) are
prepared and intuitively, a co-existence of striped and fingered island morphologies is expected,
irrespective of the Sb content. Representative STM images of Bi0.94Sb0.06, Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24
islands are shown in Figure 3-13 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The scale of the three images is kept

Figure 3-14 (a-b) RT-STM images of Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands showing the presence of an additional
monolayer region (black arrows) having nucleated adjacent to the irregular 5 ML stripe edges and on
top of the 3 ML bases. Imaging parameters: (+ 0.2 V, 100 pA, RT-STM).
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similar to allow comparison of the difference in the morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands as a function of Sb
content. The irregular geometry of the islands is evidenced in Figure 3-13 (a-c) and indicated by white
and blue arrows, which point towards fingered bases and irregular stripes respectively. The striped
nature of the islands in Figure 3-13 (a-c), confirms that the Bi1-xSbx islands retain the wedding cake like
structure up to x=0.24 and is reminiscent of the growth mode of pure Bi97-99,128 (110) islands. The
fingered bases in all the three islands are reminiscent of the fingered Sb54,63 islands on HOPG, clearly
highlighting the impact of Sb.
The STM image of Bi0.94Sb0.06 island shown in Figure 3-13 (a) reveals a low coverage of the stripe
area, which increases slightly for the Bi0.87Sb0.13 island shown in Figure 3-13 (b). This trend continues,
with a substantial increase in the area coverage by the stripes on the Bi0.76Sb0.24 island in Figure 3-13
(c). These observations are speculated to result from an overcoming of the (E-S)84 barrier along the
island edges by the incoming adatoms with increasing Sb content and is one of the important results
of the concentration dependent study and is discussed in more detail in section 3.4.
In addition to the increase in the coverage of 5 ML stripes as a function of Sb content, the other
key result emerging out of the concentration dependant study is the presence of an additional region
adjacent to the irregular 5 ML stripes and on top of 3 ML bases as shown in Figure 3-14 (a-b) in which,
two RT-STM images of different Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands, with a 3 ML high base are shown. Black arrows in
Figure 3-14 (a-b) indicate the additional region, which clearly grows differently to the paired layers
and is identified as one of the most interesting findings during the course of this project, because such
structures are not observed in the STM images of pure Bi98,99 (110) islands. It is emphasized that the

Figure 3-15 (a) Higher resolution RT-STM image of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island comprising a (3+1) ML region.
Black arrows indicate the irregular edges of irregular 5 ML stripes and blue arrows indicate the growth
of small islands (overlayers) on top of (3+1) ML. (b) A height profile of the (3+1) ML region,
corresponding to the white line drawn across (3+1) ML in (a). Imaging parameters: (+0.2 V, 10 pA).
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Table 3-1 Table demonstrating the probability of locating a (3+1) ML region on a Bi1-xSbx island as a
function of Sb concentration.

additional monolayer region is observed to nucleate on top of the 3 ML base Bi 1-xSbx islands and
adjacent to the irregular 5 ML stripe edges, hence it is referred to as (3+1) ML region from here on in
the thesis.
3.3.1 (3+1) ML
The discoveries of 2-D materials like graphene 33,129, silicene130, germanene131 has motivated
researchers all over the world to pursue in-depth morphological investigations of such 2-dimensional
nanostructures as they present an opportunity of exploring novel morphological and electronic
properties. Moreover, the physisorbed132,133 monolayers of molecules and atoms provide an excellent
platform for the fundamental study of surface atoms’ diffusion and Moiré Patterns128,134 at the
nanoscale. Therefore, the presence of the (3+1) ML regions on Bi1-xSbx islands provides a good platform
to study the above mentioned properties in more detail by means of higher resolution STM imaging.

Figure 3-16 (a) RT-STM image of a Bi0.94Sb0.06 island comprising a (3+1) ML region, identified to occupy
a small region on top of the 3 ML base. (b) RT-STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, showing a larger area
coverage of the (3+1) ML region. (c) RT-STM image of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island, showing the highest
coverage of the (3+1) ML region. Imaging parameters (a-c): (+0.2 V, 10 pA).
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Figure 3-17 A plot showing the area occupied by the (3+1) ML regions on Bi1-xSbx islands as a function
of Sb content in the samples, where the dashed blue line is a linear trendline demonstrating the
increase in the (3+1) ML area as a function of Sb content.
Figure 3-15 (a) is a higher resolution RT-STM image of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island comprising a (3+1) ML
region nucleated on top of the 3 ML base, observed to grow with an irregular geometry. The nonuniform lateral spread of the (3+1) ML region renders it fundamentally different from the 5 ML and 7
ML stripes observed on Bi1-xSbx islands. Blue arrows on Figure 3-15 (a) point towards the additional,
small islands (over layers) formed on top of (3+1) ML. Black arrows in Figure 3-15 (a) point towards
the irregularity of the 5 ML stripe edge, speculated to be the regions of nucleation of the (3+1) ML,
indicating a stronger affinity of the incoming adatoms along the irregular 5 ML stripe edges.
Figure 3-15 (b) shows a height profile of the (3+1) ML region which corresponds to the white
line drawn across the island in Figure 3-15 (a). In addition, the impact of Sb content on the formation
of (3+1) ML is supported by the numbers shown in Table 3-1 which indicate that the probability of
finding a (3+1) ML region on a Bi1-xSbx island increases as a function of Sb concentration. Only 1 %
(3/210) Bi0.94Sb0.06 islands and 5 % (12/259) of Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands show evidence for the presence of
(3+1) ML regions. A substantial increase to 11 % (16/148) of Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands showing the presence
of (3+1) ML region, clearly indicates that the presence of the (3+1) ML is directly proportional to the
amount of Sb content in the samples.
The (3+1) ML region is speculated to form due an increase in the up-diffusion of incoming
adatoms across the 3 ML base edges with increasing Sb concentration, probably facilitated by a low
E-S barrier84 along the 3 ML Bi1-xSbx base edges. Pure Sb is known previously to form taller, 3dimensional islands which is much in contrast to the flat 2-dimensional Bi islands, which is in itself
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Figure 3-18 A plot showing height analysis on (3+1) ML regions and the small islands, referred to as
overlayers. The overlayers are identified to have different heights and therefore called as 1 st and 2nd
overlayers. All heights are measured with respect to the 3 ML island base.

suggests that Sb has a lower E-S barrier on HOPG and is therefore able to overcome the barrier along
the 3 ML base edges of alloys and facilitate the formation of the (3+1) ML regions.
The affinity of the (3+1) ML for the irregular 5 ML stripe edges is argued on the basis of
additional dangling bonds along irregular edges, which increase the probability of incoming adatoms
to nucleate. The different morphology of the (3+1) ML regions is understood in more detail by
corresponding area coverage and heights analysis (next section).
3.3.2 Area coverage and heights of (3+1) ML
Figure 3-16 (a-c) shows RT-STM images of Bi1-xSbx islands with different Sb concentrations,
where (a) represents Bi0.94Sb0.06 (b) represents Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (c) represents Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands. The blue
arrows point towards the (3+1) ML regions in each of the three images. As can be identified by looking
at the images, the area occupied by the (3+1) ML is smaller for Bi0.94Sb0.06 island in (a) as compared to
the comparatively larger areas occupied for both the Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands, as seen in (b)
and (c) respectively. This observation is verified in Figure 3-17 by a plot of the (3+1) ML area as a
function of Sb concentration for different Bi1-xSbx islands, in which each data point represents an
average of five different (3+1) ML regions. The plot clearly shows that with increasing Sb content in
the islands, the area coverage of the (3+1) ML region increases linearly, supporting the earlier
observation of larger (3+1) ML areas for Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands in Figure 3-16 (b) and Figure
3-16 (c) respectively. The area coverage analysis also indicates an increase in the up diffusion of
incoming adatoms as Sb concentration is increased.
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Figure 3-19 (a-c) shows three different RT-STM images showing different area coverage by the 5 ML
stripes on top of the 3 ML bases, where (a) is a Bi0.94Sb0.06 island with the least amount of 5 ML stripe
area coverage. (b) is a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island showing a comparitively larger 5 ML stripe coverage. (c) is a
Bi0.86Sb0.24 island base showing the highest 5 ML stripe area coverage. Imaging parameters: +0.2 V,
50 pA.
A height analysis of the (3+1) ML and the small overlayers growing on top of it is shown in Figure
3-18 in which a histogram peak at 0.4 nm for (3+1) ML regions and two more histogram peaks at 0.7
nm (1st) and 0.9 nm (2nd) for the subsequent over layers is identified. Since the small islands on top of
the (3+1) ML increase by 0.3-0.4 nm each time, it is speculated that the small circular overlayers could
be individual layers with approximate thickness of 0.33 nm. In this manner, the (3+1) ML could be a
single Bi1-xSbx monolayer with approximate thickness of 0.33 nm (measured 0.4 nm). The (3+1) ML
could be (111) oriented as the morphology in general, is different to the island paired layers. Similarly,
the (3+1) ML regions could be (110) oriented films with a bulk-rhombohedral lattice, as evidenced by
the lack of paired layer formation and nucleation of circular islands on top. Although, a lack of atomic
resolution images on the (3+1) ML regions prevents a confirmation of the above two hypothesis and
will be the focus of future experiments.
The (3+1) ML region is fragile, hence, acquisition of atomically resolved STM images of the (3+1)
ML is difficult. Moreover, during each attempt to acquire atomic resolution images, either the STM tip
would lose sharpness or disrupt (3+1) ML’s overall shape.

3.4 Stripe/Base area ratio: Different E-S barriers
Figure 3-19 shows representative STM images of (a) Bi0.94Sb0.06 (b) Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (c) Bi0.76Sb0.24
islands. As it is emphasized by the lateral arrows drawn across 5 ML regions, the area occupied by the
5 ML stripes on top of each of the three island bases is observed to increase with increasing Sb
concentration. To confirm this observation, the ratio of area occupied by the 5 ML stripes and the area
of the island bases is analysed for different Sb concentration samples and shown in Figure 3-20. The
analysis is done separately for 5 ML stripes which grow on top of 3 ML base Bi1-xSbx islands and 7 ML
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Figure 3-20 Plot showing the change in ratio of area occupied by the stripes (5 ML and 7 ML) on top
of the island bases (3 ML and 5 ML) as a function of Sb concentration. The dashed lines represent the
trend lines.
stripes which grow on top of 5 ML and 3 ML base Bi1-xSbx islands. Each dataset represents the average
area ratio for 15 Bi1-xSbx islands.
The area ratio of 5 ML/3 ML (blue) in Figure 3-20 increases significantly as a function of Sb
concentration, implying that with increasing Sb concentration, higher number of adatoms are able to
climb up across the 3 ML bases by overcoming the E-S84 barrier. A similar trend is observed for the
area ratio of 7ML stripes on 5 ML bases (green), indicative of a similar overcoming of the E-S barrier
across the edges of the 5 ML high bases. On the other hand, no noticeable change is observed in the
ratio of (7 ML/5 ML) stripes for islands with a 3 ML base (red) as a function of Sb concentration,
implying that 7 ML stripes on top of 3 ML base Bi1-xSbx islands are more likely to be formed by direct
impingement, rather than due to adatoms climbing across the island edges.
In addition, the stripe/base (5 ML/3 ML) ratio is plotted as a function of the island base area for
different concentration Bi1-xSbx islands and is shown in Figure 3-21, where green, blue and black data
series represent Bi0.94Sb0.06, Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands respectively. As evidenced by the three
data series, the 5ML/3ML ratio increases as expected with increasing Sb concentration, tentatively
indicative of the area-independent nature of the result.
This section is concluded by stating that the area coverage of the stripes, in particular of the 5
ML stripes on top of the 3 ML Bi1-xSbx bases increases as a function of Sb concentration indicating an
increase in up-diffusion of adatoms across the 3 ML Bi1-xSbx island bases. In addition, preliminary
analysis indicates that the results are independent of the island base area. It is clarified here that no
measurable increase in sample coverage is observed for 3 ML base Bi 1-xSbx islands as a function of Sb
concentration by means of STM images.
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Figure 3-21 Plot showing variation in area ratio for 5ML/3ML regions as a function of island base area
for different concentration Bi1-xSbx samples, where green, blue and black represent Bi0.94Sb0.06,
Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands respectively.
The distinct morphological characteristics of Bi1-xSbx islands, in particular, the presence of
fingered island bases, irregular 5 ML stripes and (3+1) ML regions motivates the study of the islands’
morphology as a function of the sample coverage, primarily to identify interesting, new growth
patterns like the (3+1) ML. In addition, previous54 investigations of pure Bi (110) islands on HOPG
system demonstrate a growth orientation transition from Bi (110) to Bi51,54,87 (111) islands at a critical
higher sample coverage of 12 ML. In addition, Bi46,135,136 (111) and Bi1-xSbx137 (111) islands are
interesting candidates for exploration of topologically protected electronic states. The next section
thus, briefly describes the preliminary STM results obtained on a higher coverage (12 ML) Bi0.87Sb0.13
sample.

3.5 Higher coverage growth: Preliminary results
Figure 3-22 (a-b) shows two higher RT-STM images of a 12 ML Bi0.87Sb0.13 sample in which islands
are seen to occupy a major portion of HOPG. Importantly, it can be seen that the islands retain the
wedding cake like morphology (blue arrows), irrespective of the increased sample coverage, although
the stripes show a slight irregularity as indicated by the black arrows. Clearly, no transition to (111)
oriented islands is seen in the preliminary STM images of higher coverage Bi0.87Sb0.13 sample. The
number of stripes on top of each of the islands, although is observed to increase significantly and
speculated to have the same growth mechanism as reported for higher coverage pure Bi87 (110)
islands on HOPG.
To understand the morphology characteristics of 12 ML high Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands in more detail,
future studies will be focused on preparation of different Sb concentration samples, with an emphasis
on identifying the key morphological similarities and differences with the low coverage samples. Apart
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Figure 3-22 (a-b) RT-STM images of Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands in a higher coverage (12 ML) sample. As seen,
a large portion of HOPG is covered by islands, which essentially demonstrate the typical wedding cake
morphology (blue arrows) identified in the 2 ML coverage samples, in addition to the irregular shapes
of stripes (black arrows). Imaging parameters: +0.2 V, 10 pA.
from the possibility of engineering new geometries of Bi1-xSbx islands at higher coverage, 50 K CITS
measurements will be focused upon in considerable detail as topologically interesting electronic states
similar to that reported137 for Bi (111) islands can be mapped and studied.

3.6 Summary
The morphology characteristics of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG have been studied by STM as a
function of Sb concentration, (x=0.6, 0.13 and 0.24). The islands demonstrate irregularity in the 3 ML
high bases (fingered protrusions), similar to the fingered growth of Sb54,63,81 islands on HOPG. The
stripes show an irregular morphology, in particular, the 5 ML stripes, which are speculated to act as
nucleation centres for incoming adatoms, resulting in the formation of an additional region. The
precise location of the additional region is used to refer it as the (3+1) ML region, an interesting result
as such regions are not usually observed for pure Bi98,99(110) islands on HOPG. The Sb concentration
dependent study reveals an increased probability of locating (3+1) ML regions as the Sb concentration
is increased.
Having described the key morphological characteristics of Bi1-xSbx islands in this chapter, the
electronic properties of the paired layers for the low coverage samples are described in detail in the
next chapter and concluded with a brief description of the preliminary results obtained on the (3+1)
ML regions.
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4

Electronic properties of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG
The lattice periodicity of crystalline materials leads to an electronic band structure 6 which

comprises of occupied and unoccupied energy levels3. The first order numerical derivative (dI/dV) of
experimentally measured tunnelling current as a function of the applied bias voltage is equivalent 115
to the LDOS of the material (section 2.3.3). The LDOS can be measured in an STM when tunnelling
current is acquired as a function of the applied bias in the scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS)
mode. The STS results can thereafter be compared with the DFT 138 calculated LDOS for comparison
and a detailed analysis.
All the STS results presented in this chapter are acquired in the CITS (section 2.3.3.1) mode at
50 K in the bias range of ±2 V with a set point current of 1 nA. The acquired I(V) spectra are filtered
and processed with the methodology described in section 2.4 and numerically differentiated to obtain
the final dI/dV spectra which are shown as Feenstra139,140 normalized [dI/dV/(I/V)] (section 2.4.2.3)
spectra.
The representative 50 K CITS results are shown for each of the paired layers, i.e., 3 ML, 5 ML
and 7 ML of Bi1-xSbx islands as a function of Sb concentration and compared with the corresponding
DFT calculated LDOS. It is emphasized that the experimentally acquired spectra of 3 ML, 5 ML and 7
ML thick regions of Bi1-xSbx islands are compared with the DFT calculated LDOS of 2 ML, 4 ML and 6 ML
thick free-standing slabs of Bi1-xSbx ultra-thin films, due to the presence of a 1 ML (3.3 Å) high wetting
layer (section 1.2.3) beneath the island bases.
The chapter is divided into two parts, where the first part discusses the DFT calculated band
structures and corresponding LDOS of 2 ML, 4 ML and 6 ML thick, free-standing slabs of Bi1-xSbx , Bi
ultra-thin films, with an emphasis on the impact of different Sb concentrations (x=0, 0.12, 0.24) on the
band structures.
The second part of the chapter discusses in detail, the experimental LDOS of 3 ML, 5 ML, 7 ML
regions and briefly, that of the (3+1) ML regions of Bi1-xSbx islands. The representative spectral
histograms123 for each of the three different Bi1-xSbx concentrations are shown alongside the
representative spectra of the paired layers to demonstrate data sets’ reproducibility, in accordance
with the methodology outlined earlier in section 2.4.2.

4.1 Electronic band structures
4.1.1 DFT Calculated band structure diagrams and LDOS spectra: Bi and Bi1-xSbx
The DFT138 calculated band structures for three different thicknesses (2, 4 and 6) ML for pure
Bi98,124 and Bi1-xSbx free-standing slabs are presented and discussed in this section. The band structures
are obtained from first-principles calculations using HGH (Hartwigsen-Goedecker-Hutter)-type
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Figure 4-1 (a) Band structure diagram of a 2 ML thick, free-standing slab of pure Bi ultra-thin films,
reproduced from124. (b) Corresponding calculated 2 ML LDOS, reproduced from124. (c) Band structure
diagrams of 2 ML thick, free standing slabs of Bi0.88Sb0.12 (red) and Bi0.76Sb0.24 (blue) ultra-thin films.
(d) Corresponding calculated 2 ML LDOS of Bi0.88Sb0.12 ultra-thin films.
pseudopotentials and a plane-wave basis set141. All the band structure calculations are performed on
relaxed, free-standing slabs (i.e. no effect of the substrate is included) in the presence of spin-orbit
coupling142. The final calculated density of states is a result of integration over the entire Brillouin zone
and the methodology adopted is the same as that adopted for the results reported98 for pure Bi ultrathin films. Specific details about the positions of the locals and the variations in the LDOS from an
atom to atom can be found in the similarly performed DFT calculations discussed in previously
published reports98,141. All the DFT calculations were performed by Guang Bian at University of Illinois,
Urbana Champagne, USA as a part of this study. The band structures of pure Sb are not explored yet
and discussed in this work, although, the band structure of Sb (110) can be found in Ref143.
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Figure 4-2 (a) Band structure diagram of a 4 ML thick, free standing slab of pure Bi ultra-thin films,
reproduced from124. (b) Corresponding calculated 4 ML LDOS, reproduced from124. (c) Band structure
diagrams of 4 ML thick, free standing slabs of Bi0.88Sb0.12 (red) and Bi0.76Sb0.24 (blue) ultra-thin films.
(d) Corresponding calculated LDOS of 4 ML thick Bi0.88Sb0.12 ultra-thin films.
Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 show band structure calculations of pure Bi and Bi 1-xSbx for
x=0.12 (red) and 0.24 (blue) for 2, 4 and 6 ML free standing respectively. For simplicity, the calculated
LDOS spectra are shown only for Bi0.88Sb0.12 ultra-thin film slabs.
4.1.1.1 2 ML

The band structure diagram and the corresponding calculated LDOS spectrum for 2 ML thick,
pure Bi98,124 free-standing slabs are shown in Figure 4-1 (a-b). The horizontal black line drawn in (a)
denotes the Fermi level144 and the electronic bands in the positive and negative energy values
represent the unoccupied and occupied energy levels respectively in which only a few bands are
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Figure 4-3 (a) Band structure diagram of a 6 ML thick, free standing slab of pure Bi ultra-thin films,
reproduced from124. (b) Corresponding calculated LDOS, reproduced from124. (c) Overlaid band
structures of 6 ML thick, free standing slabs of Bi0.88Sb0.12 (red) and Bi0.76Sb0.24 (blue) ultra-thin films.
(d) Corresponding calculated LDOS spectrum of a 6 ML thick slab of Bi0.88Sb0.12 ultra-thin films.

observed near the Fermi level. Figure 4-1 (b) shows a clear valley in the calculated LDOS near the Fermi
level, corresponding to the small band gap in Figure 4-1 (a). The calculated LDOS in Figure 4-1 (b))
clearly shows the presence of four distinct peaks in the negative bias region and three distinct peaks
in the positive bias region, within the energy range of ±2 V.
Figure 4-1 (c) shows the band structure diagram of 2 ML thick, free-standing slabs of Bi1-xSbx
(x=0.12 (red) and x=0.24 (blue)). It becomes immediately clear from Figure 4-1 (c) that the two band
structures (x=0.12 and 0.24) of Bi1-xSbx ultra-thin films are similar to each other as well as to the band
structure of pure Bi, shown in Figure 4-1 (a). The similarity therefore, indicates that an increase in the
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concentration of Sb (from x=0 up to x=0.24) does not alter the band structure of Bi1-xSbx, which is
further highlighted by similarity between the LDOS spectra of Figure 4-1 (d) and Figure 4-1 (b).
4.1.1.2 4 ML

The DFT calculated band structure diagram and the corresponding calculated LDOS spectrum of
4 ML thick, free-standing slabs of pure Bi124 ultra-thin films are shown in Figure 4-2 (a-b) where (a) is
the band structure diagram and (b) is the corresponding calculated LDOS.
One of the identifiable differences in the 4 ML band structure diagram (Figure 4-2 (a)) as
compared to the 2 ML band structure (Figure 4-1 (a)) is the increase in number of bands. Figure 4-2
(b) shows the corresponding calculated LDOS, in which two distinct local maxima and a shoulder are
present in the negative bias region, in addition to two distinct local maxima in the positive bias region
within the bias range of ±2 V.
Figure 4-2 (c-d) shows the band structure diagrams and LDOS of 4 ML thick slabs of Bi 1-xSbx
(x=0.12 (red) and x=0.24 (blue)). It is clear that there is no significant change in the band structure of
Bi1-xSbx as the Sb concentration is increased from x=0.12 to x=0.24 and agrees rather well with that of
pure Bi (Figure 4-2 (a-b)).
4.1.1.3 6 ML

The DFT calculated band structure diagram and the calculated LDOS spectrum of 6 ML thick,
free-standing slabs of pure Bi124 ultra-thin films are shown in Figure 4-3 (a-b), where (a) is the band
structure diagram and (b) is the corresponding calculated LDOS.
Figure 4-3 (a) clearly shows that the number of electronic bands in either of the regions (i.e.
positive and negative bias regions) have increased as compared to those observed for 2 ML and 4 ML
band structures, apart from two distinct Fermi level crossings. In addition, the corresponding
calculated LDOS in Figure 4-3 (b) shows the presence of four distinct local maxima in both the regions
(i.e. positive and negative bias) within the energy range of ±2 V.
Figure 4-3 (c-d) show the band structure diagrams and corresponding LDOS spectra of 6 ML
thick, free-standing slabs of Bi1-xSbx (x=0.12 (red) and x=0.24 (blue)), in which again, no significant
change is noticed as the Sb concentration is increased from x=0.12 to x=0.24, with remarkable
similarity with the calculated band structure and LDOS of pure Bi (Figure 4-3 (a-b)).

4.2 Experimental LDOS
This section presents experimental dI/dV spectra for the different thicknesses of Bi1-xSbx islands,
i.e. 3 ML, 5 ML, 7 ML and (3+1) ML. Each of the figures demonstrating the experimental results for 3,
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Figure 4-4 Topographies of (a) Bi0.94Sb0.06 (b) Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (c) Bi0.76Sb0.24 island acquired
simultaneously with the I(V) spectra duirng 50 K CITS measurements. The areas of interest for spectral
histogram analysis on the 3 ML bases are marked by blue rectangles. The representative spectral
histograms of 3 ML bases corresponding to each of the three different concentrations are shown in
(d-f), where (d) represents Bi0.94Sb0.06 (e) represents Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (f) represents Bi0.76Sb0.24 spectral
histograms. The black lines drawn on top of the spectral histograms represent the major dI/dV
features observed for 3 ML high bases of pure Bi islands and are consistent with the methodology
described in section 2.4.2.2. Experimental parameters: ±2 V, 1 nA.
5 and 7 ML in this section comprise four different curves, i.e. the Feenstra normalized dI/dV spectra
of pure Bi (orange) extracted from98, Feenstra normalized dI/dV spectra for Bi0.94Sb0.06 (green),
Bi0.87Sb0.13 (blue) and Bi0.76Sb0.24 (black). Each of the final spectra is vertically offset by an equal amount
(+0.1) for clarity. Solid black vertical lines drawn on top of each of the plots indicate positions of major
dI/dV features reported124 for pure Bi regions of the same thickness, with the methodology being
similar as outlined in section 2.4.2.2. In addition to the different dI/dV spectra (Figure 4-5, Figure 4-7
and Figure 4-9), three additional figures (Figure 4-4, Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-8) show the corresponding
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island topographies and spectral histograms (section 2.4.2.2). As far as possible, the dI/dV spectra and
spectral histograms are acquired from islands with large, defect free areas to enable extraction of
reasonable number of counts for the spectral histograms. Blue rectangles are drawn on each of the
islands to mark the areas from where the spectral histograms are extracted.
4.2.1 3 ML
Figure 4-4 (a-c) shows the STM images of 3 ML Bi1-xSbx islands. Each of the image is for a different
Sb concentration, where (a) is a Bi0.94Sb0.06 island (b) is a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island and (c) is a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island.
The corresponding spectral histograms are shown in Figure 4-4 (d-f). There are three distinct (+0.5 V,
+0.9 V, and +1.5 V) peaks in the positive bias region in each of the three histograms, which are clearly
at the same energies as the black lines, indicating that the spectral histogram peaks are in the same

Figure 4-5 (a) Representative, experimentally acquired dI/dV spectra (Feenstra normalized) for 3 ML
bases of pure Bi98 (orange) and Bi1-xSbx islands, where green, blue and black spectra represent
Bi0.94Sb0.06, Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24 spectra respectively. Each of the spectra is vertically offset (+0.1)
for clarity. (b) Shows the DFT calculated LDOS spectrum (red dashed) of 2 ML thick slab of Bi0.88Sb0.12
ultra-thin films along with the representative spectral histogram for 3 ML thick bases of Bi0.87Sb0.13
islands denoting the energy positions of the key dI/dV features (local maxima and shoulders).
Experimental parameters: ±2 V, 1 nA.
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position as for pure Bi98,124 islands. At negative bias, the major histogram peaks are also in similar
positions as they are for pure Bi98,124 islands.
Figure 4-5 (a) shows that the experimental dI/dV spectra for pure Bi and the representative
spectra for each of the three different Bi1-xSbx concentrations are in good agreement and in general,
with increasing Sb concentration, no significant change in the 3 ML dI/dV features is observed.
Moreover, Figure 4-5 (b) shows a good agreement between the major features of the DFT calculated
2 ML LDOS spectrum (red dashed) and peaks of the 3 ML spectral histogram, clearly indicating the
similarity between experimental and calculated LDOS. The agreement of the black lines and the
calculated LDOS, although is not perfect, as the features in the calculated LDOS appear slightly shifted.

Figure 4-6 Topographies of (a) Bi0.94Sb0.06 (b) Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (c) Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands acquired
simultaneously with I(V) spectra duirng 50 K CITS measurements. The areas of interest and analysis
of spectral histogram analysis on the 5 ML stripes are marked by blue rectangles. The representative
spectral histograms of 5 ML stripes corresponding to each of the three different concentrations are
shown in (d-f), where (d) represents Bi0.94Sb0.06 (e) represents Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (f) represents Bi0.76Sb0.24
spectral histograms. The black lines drawn on top of the spectral histograms represent the major
peaks observed for 3 ML high bases of pure Bi islands and are consistent with the methodology
described in section 2.4.2.2. Experimental parameters: ±2 V, 1 nA.
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4.2.2 5 ML
Figure 4-6 (a-c) shows STM images of 5 ML Bi1-xSbx islands for different Sb concentrations. The
corresponding spectral histograms are shown in Figure 4-6 (d-f) in which the first two peaks at +0.5 V
and -0.5 V on positive and negative bias demonstrate a good agreement with the black lines on top,
marking the peaks in the pure Bi data. Additional histogram peaks on each of the bias regions which
although, are reproducible, demonstrate slight variations in their positions.
Figure 4-7 (a) shows that representative dI/dV spectra for 5 ML thick regions of pure Bi and the
three different Bi1-xSbx concentrations are in good agreement. The agreement between the major
features of the calculated 4 ML LDOS (red dashed spectrum) and the spectral histogram shown in

Figure 4-7 (a) Representative, experimentally acquired dI/dV spectra (Feenstra normalized) for 5 ML
regions for Bi98 (orange) and Bi1-xSbx islands, where green, blue and black represent Bi0.94Sb0.06,
Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24 spectra respectively. Each of the spectra is vertically offset (+0.1) for clarity.
(b) Shows the DFT calculated LDOS spectrum for 4 ML thick slab of Bi0.88Sb0.12 ultra-thin films (red
dashed) along with the representative spectral histogram of 5 ML stripes of Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands,
denoting the energy positions of the key dI/dV features (local maxima and shoulders). Experimental
parameters: ±2 V, 1 nA.
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Figure 4-8 Topographies of (a) Bi0.94Sb0.06 (b) Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (c) Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands acquired
simultaneously with I(V) spectra during 50 K CITS measurements. The areas of interest of spectral
histogram analysis on the 7 ML stripes are identified and marked by blue rectangles. The
representative spectral histograms of 7 ML stripes corresponding to each of the three different
concentrations are shown in (d-f), where (d) represents Bi0.94Sb0.06 (e) represents Bi0.87Sb0.13 and (f)
represents Bi0.76Sb0.24 spectral histograms. The black lines drawn on top of the spectral histograms
represent the major peaks observed for 7 ML high stripes of pure Bi islands and consistent with the
methodology described in section 2.4.2.2. Experimental parameters: ±2 V, 1 nA.

Figure 4-7 (b) is not perfect, as the LDOS features appear to be shifted, but in general, the plot
demonstrates a pattern similar to that observed for 5 ML regions of pure Bi98,124(110) islands.
4.2.3 7 ML
Figure 4-8 (a-c) shows the STM images of Bi1-xSbx islands comprising 7 ML stripes. The
corresponding spectral histograms are shown in Figure 4-8 (d-f) which have smaller number of counts
as compared to each of the two other thicknesses (3 ML and 5 ML) due to the narrower widths of 7
ML stripes. In spite of the lower counts, a reasonable agreement is observed between the positions of
histogram peaks and the previous data for pure Bi (black lines).
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Figure 4-9 Experimentally acquired dI/dV spectra (Feenstra normalized) for 7 ML stripes of Bi 98 (orange)
and Bi1-xSbx islands, where green, blue and black represent Bi0.94Sb0.06, Bi0.87Sb0.13 and Bi0.76Sb0.24 spectra
respectively. The spectra are vartically offset (+0.1) for clarity. (b) Shows the DFT calculated LDOS
spectrum for 6 ML thick slab of Bi0.88Sb0.12 ultra-thin films (red dashed) along with the representative
spectral histogram of 7 ML stripes of Bi0.87Sb0.13 islands, indicating energy positions of the key dI/dV
features (local maxima and shoulders). Experimental parameters: ±2 V, 1 nA.

Figure 4-9 (a) shows representative dI/dV spectra for 7 ML stripes of the three different Bi 1-xSbx
concentrations and pure Bi98,124, which are again, very similar in their overall shape. Moreover,
agreement of the features amongst each of the spectra and with the black lines is rather good. The
similarity therefore, highlights both the reproducibility and similarity of the 7 ML spectra features as
a function of Sb concentration. Figure 4-9 (b) furthermore, shows that the features of the calculated
6 ML LDOS (red dashed spectrum) align well with the peaks of the 7 ML spectral histogram, while, the
agreement with the black lines is not perfect and there are slight shifts in the peak positions as
compared to the results obtained for pure Bi97,123.
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4.2.4 (3+1) ML
This section briefly discusses the experimental spectra for (3+1) ML thick regions. The previous
discussion of (3+1) ML regions in section 3.3.1 showed that the probability of finding a (3+1) ML region
increases as the Sb content is increased and that the (3+1) ML regions are therefore, most frequently
observed on Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands. Therefore, the discussion is restricted to the preliminary 50 K CITS
results acquired on Bi0.76Sb0.24 islands.
Figure 4-10 (a) shows the STM image of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island in which the distinct (3+1) ML region
can be seen. The morphology of the island in Figure 4-7 (a) is consistent with the typical Bi0.76Sb0.24
island morphologies described earlier in chapter 3 and therefore, not described in more detail here.
The red and black square represent the areas from where dI/dV spectra are extracted for the (3+1)
ML and 3 ML region. Both the spectra are Feenstra normalized and shown in Figure 4-10 (b) with a
vertical offset for clarity.
The 3 ML spectrum (black) is similar to that for the Bi0.76Sb0.24 spectrum shown in Figure 4-10
(a). The (3+1) ML spectrum shows a striking similarity to the spectrum of the underlying 3 ML base.
The CITS results on (3+1) ML region are preliminary and corresponding band structure calculations are
required for an in depth analysis. In principle, subtraction of the 3 ML spectrum from that of the (3+1)

Figure 4-10 (a) Topography of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island, comprising a (3+1) ML region. The image is acquired
simultaneously with I(V) spectra during a 50 K CITS measurement. (b) Experimentally acquired dI/dV
spectra (Feenstra normalized) for 3 ML (black) and (3+1) ML (red) regions for a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island. The
black lines drawn on top of the plot represent the key features of 3 ML bases of pure Bi and are
consistent with the methodoly described in section 2.4.2.2. The (3+1) ML spectrum is vertically offset
for clarity. Experimental parameters: ±2 V, 1 nA.
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ML might allow the representative spectrum to be obtained. However, the quality of the spectra
would need to be improved in order to allow such analysis.

4.3 Summary
The experimental dI/dV spectra are similar for all the Sb concentrations (x=0.06, 0.12 and 0.24)
for each of the typical thicknesses, i.e. 3 ML, 5 ML and 7 ML observed in Bi1-xSbx islands, in addition to
being similar to the previously reported98,124 dI/dV spectra of pure Bi (110) islands. Apart from the
similarity in the experimental results, the DFT-calculated LDOS are in good agreement with all the
experimental spectra for each of the three Bi1-xSbx island concentrations (x=0.06, 0.13 and 0.24) as
demonstrated by the corresponding spectral histograms.
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Edge states of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG
3-D TIs such as Bi1-xSbx10-12,42,137 are host to robust surface electronic states and currently, TIs

are being explored by researchers all around the world to develop smart electronic devices and
minimize the energy loss. Miniaturization of 3-D TIs into 2-D TIs is expected to result in the realization
1-D edge states. In this context, there are two key questions that need to be answered, firstly, is it
possible to observe the edge states and secondly, how robust are the edge states to atomic buckling
and surface reconstructions?
Edge states can be thought of as pathways for the electron to move in an insulating region and
correspond to the semi-classical skipping orbits observed along the edges of a typical Hall-bar6,7. STM
and ARPES have been used to investigate edge states in a number of materials32,60,135,136,145-151 with
evidence of topologically protected edge states reported in materials like HgTe 39,40, Bi2Te3152,153.
STM is a surface sensitive technique and allows for extraction of localized information of the
topography and LDOS of the surface, providing the right framework for studying the edge states of
Bi1-xSbx islands. Experimental45,124 evidence of unusually higher conductance along the edges of pure
Bi (110) islands on HOPG124 further motivates an in-depth study of the edges of Bi1-xSbx islands. In
addition, the morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands (Chapter 3) allows the possibility of understanding the
characteristics of edge states as a function of the paired layers.
This chapter first discusses STM results on the different edges of Bi1-xSbx islands in considerable
detail, with suitable evidence presented to highlight the higher edge conductance (brighter edges)
and followed by two subsections (5.6 and 5.7) in which preliminary results on anomalous electronic
states and bright spots are briefly discussed.

5.1 Bright island edges: STM images
Figure 5-1 (a) shows a RT-STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, acquired with a low tip-sample bias
(+0.2 V) in which a 5 ML base with bright edges is identified. The island has a wedding-cake-like
structure, typical of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG (Chapter 3) and comprises two 7 ML stripes on top of the
5 ML high base. A white arrow in Figure 5-1 (a) indicates the bright edge of the 5 ML base, but similar
brightness along the 7 ML stripe edges is difficult to identify in Figure 5-1 (a). When the same island is
imaged with a higher tip-sample bias (+0.6 V), similar bright 5 ML base edges are not observed.
Additionally, bright, spot-like features at different regions inside the 5 ML base region in Figure
5-1 (a) are seen and one such region of bright spots is encircled black. Such bright spots are not
observed inside the 5 ML base region in Figure 5-1 (b) when imaging is done with a higher (+0.6 V)
tip-sample bias. The observation of bright spots inside 5 ML regions of Bi1-xSbx islands will be discussed
in more detail in section 5.7.
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Figure 5-1 (a) RT-STM image of a 5 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island showing unusual bright edges, when the
imaging is done at a low tip-sample bias (+0.2 V, 10 pA). (b) RT-STM image of the same Bi0.87Sb0.13
island on which the bright 5 ML base edges are not seen, when the imaging is done at a higher
tip-sample bias (+0.6 V, 10 pA).
Unusually bright edges of Bi45 (110) islands on HOPG and Ni, Cu154 islands have been previously
reported and explained on the basis of edge reconstructions155 and charge transfer from the STM tips.
As the STM essentially maps the LDOS115 at lower tip-sample bias, a higher LDOS along the Bi1-xSbx
island edges might explain the observation of brighter edges in Figure 5-1 (a). The presence of edge
reconstructions along the edges of Bi1-xSbx islands is verified by obtaining atomic resolution STM
images.
Figure 5-2 (a) shows a RT-STM image of a 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13island. The black rectangle
highlights the 5 ML stripe edge, where atomic resolution is obtained and is shown in Figure 5-2 (b) in
which it is clearly seen that the edge is characterized by a hump-like feature. A line profile of the blue
line of Figure 5-2 (b) is shown in Figure 5-2 (c), emphasizing the hump like feature clearly. The slight

Figure 5-2 (a-b) RT-STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a 3 ML base on which atomic resolution on
the 5 ML stripe edge is obtained (+0.8 V, 50 pA). (b) Atomically resolved STM image of the 5 ML stripe
edge showing a different atomic arrangement (+0.1 V, 800 pA) (c) A line profile across the 5 ML stripe
edge of (b), highlighting the edge protrusion.
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increase in the height of the edge is thus indicative of a different edge atomic arrangement as
compared to the atomic arrangement in the bulk of the 5 ML stripe and will be focused upon in future
studies by acquiring better quality atomic resolution images.
Additional LDOS features are usually observed along the edges of nanostructured islands, as
reported in Ref45, therefore, CITS measurements which allow for a better understanding of the LDOS
by means of dI/dV spectra are pursued and the results are shown in the next section.

5.2 CITS on Bi1-xSbx island edges
CITS measurements allow for studying of dI/dV spectra along with the generation of
conductance maps at different bias simultaneously. This section consists of two subsections; with the
first section (5.2.1) depicting the distinct Bi1-xSbx edge states observed in the CITS conductance maps
and section 5.2.2 describing the dI/dV spectra corresponding to the edge states.
5.2.1 Edge states in CITS conductance maps
During CITS acquisition process, current maps at different bias [I(V)] are generated along with
the topography of the region115. Thus, numerical differentiation of the current maps allows for the
studying of conductance maps at different bias [dI/dV (V)] along with the topography of the region. A
direct comparison between the islands’ topography and the corresponding conductance maps allows
for a quicker understanding of the varying conductance inside a Bi1-xSbx island. Representative
conductance maps of Bi1-xSbx islands with a 3 ML and 5 ML base along with the corresponding island
topographies are presented in this section, with the discussion on 5 ML base Bi1-xSbx islands presented
first.
5.2.1.1 Edge states on Bi1-xSbx islands with a 5 ML base

Figure 5-3 (a-b) shows a 50 K CITS dataset acquired on a Bi0.87Sb0.13island with a 5 ML base. The
topography of the island is shown in Figure 5-3 (a) with the corresponding conductance map at 120
mV shown in Figure 5-3 (b). The island topography in Figure 5-3 (a) is similar to the wedding cake like
island geometry shown in Chapter 3 with two 7 ML stripes and an additional 9 ML stripe on top of the
5 ML base. There is a slightly disordered and complex region at the top right corner of the image which
is ignored in this analysis. Three squares (blue, black, green) mark different regions along the 7 ML
stripe edge from where the corresponding dI/dV spectra are extracted and discussed later in section
5.2.2.
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Figure 5-3 (a) STM image showing topography of a 5 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island acquired during a 50
K CITS measurement (-2V, 1 nA). (b) Corresponding conductance map at 120 mV, in which higher
conductance along the 7 ML stripes and 5 ML base edges is noted.
The edges of the 5 ML base, 7 ML and 9 ML stripes are fairly straight, except for regions in
where the edges are curved and where kinks are present. The top left corner of the image is dominated
by stripes which are curved; which is probably because of a grain boundary156 and is indicated by the
black dashed line in Figure 5-3 (a). In the remainder of this section, the analysis is restricted to the
non-disordered regions of 5 ML and 7 ML edges as indicated by the red arrows in Figure 5-3 (b).
The edge states appear in the conductance map (Figure 5-3 (b)) as brighter when compared to
the dark interior of the respective structures. At first sight (red arrows), the edge states appear to be
continuous along the topographic edges of 5 ML, 7 ML and 9 ML stripes in Figure 5-3 (b). However, in
fact, the observed behaviour is more complex. At the grain boundary (black dashed line), the edge
states follow the curved 7 ML stripe edges but the edge states seem to disappear at kinks (white
arrows) on the edges of 7 ML stripes and at the lower curved end of the 9 ML stripe (note that the
edge states appear to follow the curvature of the upper end of this structure). The missing edge states
along the facetted regions of the 7 ML stripe edges are discussed in more detail in section 5.2.2.2.
Apart from the edge states; there are a few additional bright spots observed inside the 5 ML base and
the 7 ML stripe, with two such spots encircled green. These spots are most commonly observed inside
5 ML stripes; better examples and further discussion of which are presented in section 5.7.
Figure 5-3 (b) showed a single conductance map at 120 mV, but Figure 5-4 shows conductance
maps for a wider range of voltages. No edge states are seen along the island edges in the conductance
maps of (-205 mV) and (-120 mV) in Figure 5-4 (a-b). With increasing bias (-80 mV), faint edge states
are seen on the 5 ML and 7 ML stripes in (Figure 5-4 (c)). This trend continues and stronger edge states
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Figure 5-4 (a-f) The corresponding conductance maps at different bias for the CITS dataset shown in
Figure 5-3. Distinctly higher 7 ML stripe edge conductance is observed within a certain bias range
and peaks at approximately 120 mV.

are seen in the next two conductance maps of 80 mV and 120 mV in Figure 5-4 (d) and Figure 5-4 (e)
respectively. The last conductance map at 205 mV in Figure 5-4 (f) shows that the stripe and base edge
states are no longer seen distinctly. The 120 mV conductance map in Figure 5-4 (e) shows the highest
edge conductance with a peak in the corresponding dI/dV spectra and is discussed in section 5.2.2.
5.2.1.2 Edge states on Bi1-xSbx islands with a 3 ML base

Figure 5-5 (a-b) shows a 50 K CITS dataset acquired on a 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13island. Figure 5-5
(a) shows the island topography with the corresponding conductance map at 120 mV in Figure 5-5 (b).
The 3 ML base island also has two 5 ML stripes and one 7 ML stripe on top. Figure 5-5 (a) shows that
the edges of the stripes are fairly straight, except for the kinks (white arrows) along the 7 ML stripe
edges. Kinks (white arrows) also mark the 3 ML base edge and a grain boundary in the underlying
graphite runs through across the 3 ML base, seen as a bright feature (labelled with blue arrow) in the
topography image.
The darker region (green arrow) inside the 5 ML stripe in Figure 5-5 (b) is indicative of lower
conductance, whereas, higher conductance inside the 3 ML base is noted by a non-uniformity and is
attributed to noise during the data acquisition. This non-uniformity is different to the higher
conductance related to the bright spots mentioned earlier corresponding to the 5 ML base CITS data
set of Figure 5-3 (a-b). Similar to the discussion of Figure 5-3 (a-b), at first sight, the edge states (red
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Figure 5-5 (a) Topography of a 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island acquired during a 50 K CITS measurement.
(-2 V, 1 nA) (b) Corresponding conductance map at 120 mV showing higher conductance along the 5
ML and 7 ML stripe edges.
arrows) appear to be continuous and seem to follow the topographic edges of 5 ML and 7 ML stripes
in Figure 5-5 (b) and again, there are missing edge states at kinks (white arrows in Figure 5-5 (b)).
The discussion shows that the 7 ML stripe edges show higher intensity of conductance as
compared to the 5 ML stripe and 3 ML base edges and therefore, from here on, a detailed discussion
on the 7 ML stripe edge states is presented first and is followed by brief discussions on 5 ML (section
5.5.2) and 3 ML edge states (section 5.5.3). The 7 ML edge states are understood in more detail in
terms of the corresponding dI/dV spectra in the next section.
5.2.2 dI/dV spectra
The CITS measurements, as described in chapter 4, allow for the extraction of dI/dV spectra
from a specific region of an island and this allows an understanding of the edge states’ LDOS. Figure
5-6 shows a comparison between three different dI/dV spectra, corresponding to the straight 7 ML
stripe edge region (blue), bulk 7 ML stripe region (red) and facetted 7 ML stripe region (green) as
marked in Figure 5-3 (a).
The black arrow in Figure 5-6 indicates a distinct peak around +0.1V in the dI/dV spectrum
corresponding to the straight 7 ML stripe edge, a feature not present in the other two spectra. The
+0.1V dI/dV feature is consistently observed for edge states of 7 ML stripes, however, in Figure 5-6,
the feature is weak because of the large bias range (±2 V) of this particular dataset. The +0.1 V feature
is observed more clearly in a smaller bias range (±0.4 V) as presented in the next two sections.
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Figure 5-6 A comparison between the dI/dV spectra corresponding to the straight 7 ML stripe edge
region (blue), a facetted 7 ML stripe region (green) and the bulk 7 ML stripe region (red). All the
spectra are vertically offset (+0.2) for clarity and are extracted from the regions marked in Figure 5-3
(a) by coloured squares.
5.2.2.1 Regular and straight 7 ML Bi1-xSbx stripe edges

Figure 5-7 (a) shows the STM image of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island with a 5 ML base and 7 ML stripes
covering majority of the island base. The 5 ML base has fairly straight edges separated by kinks (white
dots). The 7 ML stripes also have fairly straight edges, apart from two kinks indicated by green dots.
Figure 5-7 (b) depicts topography of the 7 ML stripe region acquired during a ±0.4 V CITS measurement
at 50 K. Blue, green and black squares mark the regions on the straight 7ML stripe edge from where
corresponding dl/dV spectra [spatially averaged 8 curves] are extracted and shown later in Figure 5-8
(a). The dI/dV spectra are pre-filtered in accordance with the methodology described earlier in section
2.4.

Figure 5-7 (a) STM image of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island with a 5 ML base chosen for 50 K CITS measurement.
(b) Shows the 7 ML stripe topography, focussed upon during the CITS data set acquisition. (c) Shows
the corresponding conductance map at 120 mV indicating higher conductance along the 7 ML stripe
edges. Experimental parameters: ±0.4 V, 1 nA.
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Figure 5-8 (a) Plot showing a comparison between the dI/dV spectra extracted from the 7 ML stripe
edge (blue) with the dI/dV spectra extracted from a region inside the 7 ML stripe (red). (b) Plot
showing a comparison between the dI/dV spectra extracted from different regions of the same 7 ML
stripe edge demonstrating the reproducibility of the +0.1 V (α) LDOS feature.
In addition, a red square marks a region inside the 7ML stripe from where the corresponding
dl/dV spectra [spatially averaged 8 dl/dV spectra] is extracted and shown in Figure 5-8 (a). Figure 5-7
(c) shows the corresponding conductance map (120 mV) of Figure 5-7 (b) in which the regions inside
the 5 ML base and 7 ML stripe are darker and depict lower conductance in comparison to the higher
conductance along the straight and curved (top end) regions of the 7 ML stripe edge. The apparent
absence of edge states around the top end of the 7 ML stripe is not well understood and the discussion
is focused upon the edge states along the straight 7 ML stripe edges.
Figure 5-8 (a) shows a comparison between a representative dI/dV spectra of the straight 7 ML
stripe edge and that of the bulk region of the 7 ML stripe, as shown in Figure 5-7 (b). The red dI/dV
spectrum does not comprise any peak in the measured experimental bias range (±0.4 V) and is the
cause of darker 7 ML stripe region of Figure 5-7 (c). On the contrary, the blue dI/dV spectrum shows
a distinct peak at +0.1 V, which corresponds to the higher edge conductance at 120 mV, as seen earlier
in Figure 5-7 (c).
Hereafter, the +0.1 V feature will be referred to as ‘α’ to distinguish the edge states’ LDOS
characteristics from that of the bulk Bi1-xSbx island regions. Representative dI/dV spectra
corresponding to three different regions of 7 ML stripe edge, marked in Figure 5-7 (b) are shown in
Figure 5-8 (b). The strong intensity of the ‘α’ feature is identified in all the three spectra and highlights
the data sets’ reproducibility. The discussion till now gives the impression that ‘α’ feature is unique to
the straight 7 ML stripe edges of Bi1-xSbx islands, a result similar to the previous reports on the edges
of Bi (110) islands by Lu et al45 and Mahapatra et al124. Both the reports claim to have observed a
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Figure 5-9 (a) Topography of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a 5 ML base, shosen for CITS measurement (+0.9
V, 1 nA). (b) 7 ML stripe region where CITS measurement is done (+0.9V, 1 nA). (c) Corresponding
conductance map (120 mV) highlighting bright edge states along regular stripe edges and absence
of edge states along the facetted stripe edges.

distinct dI/dV peak for Bi (110) island edges around +0.1 V, which further highlights the significance of
‘α’. A comparison between the edge states of Bi1-xSbx and Bi (110) islands on HOPG is discussed later
in section 5.5.
Having shown that the straight 7 ML stripe edges have a distinct dI/dV feature (α), a major
portion of this section is focused on understanding the dependence of ‘α’ on experimental parameters
(section 5.3) and the extent of ‘α’ into the island’s bulk (section 5.4). The next section discusses the
absence of edge states (discussed earlier in Figure 5-3 (a-b)) along the facetted edges of 7 ML stripes.
5.2.2.2 Facetted regions on 7 ML stripe edges

Figure 5-9 (a) shows the topography of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a 5 ML base, two 7 ML and 9 ML
stripes on top. The 5 ML base has a flat topography with the presence of two kinks along the edge. A
white rectangle in Figure 5-9 (a) marks the region chosen for CITS measurement whose magnified view
is shown in Figure 5-9 (b). The 7 ML stripe edges are fairly straight, apart from a facetted region (white
arrow). Figure 5-9 (c) shows the conductance map (120 mV) corresponding to the topography of 7 ML
stripe shown in Figure 5-9 (b). Distinct edge states are observed along the straight 7 ML stripe edge as
compared to their absence along the edge facet in Figure 5-9 (c). The conductance map thus clearly
demonstrates the variation in the conductance along the facetted 7 ML stripe edges, an observation
that is verified by comparison of the corresponding dI/dV spectra.
A straight region and facetted region of the 7 ML stripe edge are marked by a blue and black
square in Figure 5-9 (c) respectively. The marked regions represent the areas from where the
corresponding dI/dV spectra are extracted and shown in Figure 5-10. The comparison shows that the
‘α’ LDOS feature is absent in the dI/dV spectra extracted from the facetted region, effectively
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Figure 5-10 Comparison of the dI/dV spectra extracted from a facetted 7 ML stripe edge and a straight
7 ML stripe edge. The blue spectra corresponds to the straight edge and the black spectra corresponds
to the facetted edge region.
distinguishing it from the dI/dV spectra extracted from the straight 7 ML stripe region (blue), which
shows the characteristic ‘α’ feature.
Figure 5-11 shows a schematic ball and stick model which compares the atomic arrangement
along a facetted 7 ML stripe edge with that of a straight 7 ML stripe edge, in which blue spheres denote
Bi atoms and red spheres denote Sb atoms in the lattice. The [110] fast growth direction86 along the
straight zig zag edges is denoted by a red arrow. For simplicity, edge reconstructions are not
considered in this schematic ball and stick model. A zig zag atomic arrangement of the Bi-Sb bonds is

Figure 5-11 A schematic ball and stick model showing a different atomic arrangement along the
facetted edge for a Bi1-xSbx stripe edge. Alternating in plane dangling bonds differentiate the facetted
edge from the zig-zag type straight edge. The red spheres denote Sb atoms and blue spheres denote
Bi atoms.
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along the straight edge is consistent with the atomic arrangement of the lattice (strong zig zag bonds).
A dashed line at the facetted edge is drawn to highlight the edge atomic arrangement. The presence
of in-plane dangling bonds at every alternate atom on the facetted edge differentiate it from the
straight (zigzag) type edge. This difference in terms of the in-plane dangling bonds is speculated to be
one of the reasons for the absence of edge states along the facetted edges of 7 ML stripes.
Missing edge states along the facetted edges of 7 ML stripes bear resemblance to the
anomalous edge states reported along the differently terminated edges of graphene136. On the basis
of different atomic arrangements (armchair and zigzag) for graphene 157, different electronic
properties of the edges are reported. A lower conductance along zigzag type edges for graphene 136
indicates a similarity to the above-discussed results of missing edge states along the facetted edges of
7 ML stripes on Bi1-xSbx islands.
The section is concluded by stating that different conductance is observed along differently
terminated 7 ML stripe edges of Bi1-xSbx islands. Considerable focus in future experiments will be on
acquiring higher resolution CITS data sets along the facetted 7 ML stripes edges for a confirmation of
the above discussed results. The next section verifies the presence of edge states along straight 7 ML
stripe edges as a function of experimental parameters.

5.3 Dependence of edge states on experimental parameters
The impact of experimental CITS parameters such as bias range of the data set, scan direction
of the STM tip, and spatial resolution on dI/dV spectra of edges is discussed in this section.
5.3.1 Bias range
To understand the impact of bias range on the dI/dV spectra of edges, it is important to consider
the experiments in which data acquisition is done with different bias ranges on the same island. Figure
5-12 (a-f) shows an experimental result in which 3 different, 50 K CITS datasets with a 128×128 grid
points are acquired on the same 5 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, consecutively in different bias range
values. Figure 5-12 (a, c, e) show the topographies of the island for three different bias ranges (±2V,
±1V and ±0.3 V) respectively. The island comprises a flat 5 ML base with a 7 ML stripe on the top.
Edges of the 5 ML base and the 7 ML stripe are straight and devoid of any noticeable irregularity. The
primary reason for selecting this island is the smooth and straight morphology of 7 ML stripe edges,
which reduces the need to understand complex physics at defected and facetted edges.
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Figure 5-12 (a) STM image of a 5 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, on which a 50 K CITS measurement is
acquired in ± 2 V, setpoint current (1 nA) (b) Shows a plot of dI/dV spectra along the region of 7 ML
stripe marked by a blue square in the topography (c) STM image of the same 5 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13
island, on which a 50 K CITS measurement is acquired in ± 1 V and a setpoint current of 1 nA in
immediate succession (d) Shows a plot of dI/dV spectra along the region of 7 ML stripe marked by a
blue square in the topography (e) STM image of the same 5 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, on which a 50
K CITS measurement is acquired in ± 0.3 V and with a setpoint current of 1 nA on the same day (f)
Shows a plot of dI/dV spectra along the region of 7 ML stripe marked by a blue square in the
topography.

Figure 5-12 (a, c, e) clearly depicts that the island morphology does not change during the
course of this experiment. In each dataset, same region (i.e. blue squares) of the 7 ML stripe edge is
focused upon to extract the corresponding dI/dV spectra. Figure 5-12 (c, e, f) shows the corresponding
dI/dV spectra of the marked 7 ML edge regions in different bias (±2 V, ±1 V, ±0.4 V) ranges respectively.
The other dI/dV features observed at higher bias values are a result of the interaction of the tip with
the island’s edge and can vary from region to region within a CITS data set (section 2.4) and therefore
are not considered for analysis here. The intensity of ‘α’ is noted to be considerably weaker in Figure
5-12 (b) which increases slightly in the bias range of ±1V as seen in Figure 5-12 (d). Figure 5-12 (f)
shows edge dI/dV spectra corresponding to the ±0.3V bias range in which a marked increase in the
intensity of ‘α’ is seen as compared to the corresponding dI/dV intensities in the ± 2V and ± 1V bias
ranges.
The above experiment demonstrates that the acquisition of CITS datasets along island edges
with a better energy resolution and within lower bias ranges ensures better current and dI/dV
resolution. Apart from the bias range, a few other CITS experimental factors that can impact the
interpretation of results on island edges are considered in the next two sections.
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Figure 5-13 (a-e) 50 K CITS datasets acquired on a 5 ML base Bi0.94Sb0.06 island, demonstrating the
impact of STM tip scan direction on edge states, where (a-b) Show the topography and conductance
map of a CITS dataset acquired by scanning approximately perpendicular to the edge and (c-d)
represent the topography and conductance map of same CITS dataset which is acquired by scanning
parallel to the edge (e) Demonstrates the similarity in the corresponding dI/dV spectra of the edge
acquired with scan direction, in which ‘α’ feature is seen clearly. The blue spectra corresponds to the
dataset shown in (a-b) and the red spectra corresponds to the dataset shown in (c-d).
5.3.2 Scan direction
During CITS measurements, the striped morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands (as explained in chapter
3) makes it imperative to consider the impact of STM tip’s scanning direction towards the island. The
key question considered here is - does scanning perpendicular or parallel to an island’s edge result in
the acquisition of different dI/dV spectra? To answer this question, the scanning direction of the STM
tip towards an island’s edge is altered in successive CITS datasets and the dI/dV spectra corresponding
to the same region of an edge is compared. Figure 5-13 (a-b) shows a 50 K CITS data set acquired by
scanning perpendicular to a 7 ML stripe edge. Figure 5-13 (a) shows the topography of the 7 ML stripe
and Figure 5-13 (b) shows the corresponding conductance map at 120 mV.
Figure 5-13 (b) shows the distinct edge states along the straight 7 ML stripe edge, consistent
with the results discussed in the previous section. Figure 5-13 (c-d) shows a 50 K CITS data set acquired
along the same 7 ML stripe edge immediately after the acquisition of the previous dataset. The key
difference is the scanning direction of the STM tip in this dataset as it is acquired by rotating the scan
direction by 90 degrees with respect to the scan direction of the first CITS dataset shown in (a-b).
Figure 5-13 (c) shows morphology of the 7 ML stripe edge and Figure 5-13 (d) shows the corresponding
conductance map at 120 mV. Importantly, the 7 ML stripe edge states are observed again in this
dataset which shows that edge states are observed irrespective of the STM tip scanning direction.
Figure 5-13 (e) shows a comparison between the dI/dV spectra (spatially averaged 8 curves)
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corresponding to the perpendicularly scanned dataset (blue) and the horizontally scanned dataset
(red). The spectra are extracted from regions marked by coloured squares in Figure 5-13 (b, d). Both
the dI/dV spectra show the presence of ‘α’ with comparable intensities.
This experiment concludes that the observation of distinct edge states along the 7 ML stripe
edges is independent of STM tip’s scanning direction.
5.3.3 Spatial resolution
Figure 5-14 (a) shows the topography of a 50 K CITS data set with a real space size of (30×30)
nm2. The data set is acquired on a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island with a 5 ML base consisting of one 7 ML stripe. The
5 ML base and 7 ML stripe edges are straight and devoid of any noticeable irregularity. The
corresponding conductance map (120 mV) in Figure 5-14 (b) shows distinct edge states along the
straight 7 ML stripe edge. The curved edge at the top of the stripe is marked by a decrease in the edge
states’ intensity and is not analysed in more detail here. Furthermore, the 5 ML base edge does not
show the presence of consistent and distinct edge states and is not analysed in detail in this data set.
A white rectangle marks the region in Figure 5-14 (a) where a higher spatial resolution 50 K CITS data
set is acquired and shown in Figure 5-14 (c-d).
Figure 5-14 (c) shows the topography of the same 7 ML stripe edge with a real space size of
10×10 nm2 . The straight edge morphology is seen clearly here and allows for a consistent analysis of
the edge dI/dV spectra. Four lines (A, B, C, D) correspond to the respective STS intensity maps which
are discussed later in section 5.4. The corresponding conductance map (120 mV) shown in Figure 5-14
(d) shows the distinct 7 ML stripe edge states, similar to the edge states observed in the lower
resolution conductance map of Figure 5-14 (b). As seen in the conductance map, the edge states
evolve smoothly over the entire length of the edge and are devoid of any inconsistency.

Figure 5-14 (a-b) 50 K CITS dataset on a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island with a 5 ML base. (c-d) Higher resolution 50
K CITS dataset acquired on the same island, with a focus on the straight 7 ML stripe edge. (e)
Comparison of representative edge state dI/dV spectra, where red corresponds to the lower resolution
dataset and black corresponds to the higher resolution dataset. Bias range (±0.4 V), setpoint current
(1 nA).
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Figure 5-14 (e) shows a comparison between the representative edge dI/dV spectra [spatially
averaged 8 curves] of the two data sets. The red spectrum is extracted from the region marked by the
red square in the lower resolution data set of Figure 5-14 (b) and the black spectrum is extracted from
the region marked by a black square in Figure 5-14 (d). Both the dI/dV spectra are noted with the
presence of ‘α’ with comparable intensities. Two important inferences are made from this experiment,
firstly that the spatial resolution of the CITS datasets does not affect the LDOS characteristics of the
edges and secondly no difference is observed in the intensity of the ‘α’ state.
The discussion till now establishes that ‘α’ state of the 7 ML stripe edges is not affected by the
spatial resolution of the CITS datasets as well as the scan direction of STM tip. The bias range of the
CITS datasets although, has a significant impact, which emphasizes the importance of acquiring CITS
datasets in smaller bias ranges. Keeping this in perspective, rest of the CITS datasets on 7 ML stripe
edges are shown in (±0.4 V) bias range. The next section discusses the edge states’ reproducibility and
extent into the islands’ bulk by means of STS intensity maps.

Figure 5-15 (a) A stacked plot showing successive dI/dV spectra extending from the edge of a 7 ML
stripe of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island into the bulk. (b) An STS intensity map representing the dI/dV spectra of
(a). Bias range: (±0.4 V), setpoint current 1 nA.
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5.4 STS intensity maps
An STS intensity map is a 3-dimensional representation of dI/dV spectra as a function of
position, as shown in Figure 5-15 (a-b). Figure 5-15 (a) is a stacked plot of successive dI/dV spectra
extracted perpendicular to a 7 ML stripe edge of the Bi0.76Sb0.24 island. The plot shows dI/dV spectra
intensity along the horizontal axis and the CITS bias range on the left vertical axis. The ‘α’ feature is
clearly identified to peak in the first few dI/dV spectra, with an eventual decrease in the intensity as
the dI/dV spectra of the bulk 7 ML region are approached.
Figure 5-15 (b) shows an STS intensity map analogous to the stacked dI/dV spectra plot of Figure
5-15 (a). The horizontal axis in Figure 5-15 (b) denotes distance and the vertical axis on the left denotes
CITS bias range and the dI/dV spectra values are represented by different colour intensities. The
presence of ‘α’ can be easily identified in the STS map as a bright yellow feature, which shows an
extent into the stripe from the start of the edge. The STS intensity maps in principle, provide the
possibility of mapping the edge states’ extent from an edge into the island, consistently.

Figure 5-16 (a) A height profile along the red line drawn in Figure 5-14 (b). The corresponding STS
intensity map is shown in (b), which gives an estimate about the extent of ‘α’ from the 7 ML stripe
edge of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island. (±0.4 V, 1 nA).
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5.4.1 Extent and reproducibility of edge states
Figure 5-16 (a) shows a height profile across a 7 ML stripe edge and corresponds to the red line
of Figure 5-14 (c). The line profile spans an approximate distance of 2.5 nm into the 7 ML stripe. A
black dashed line acts as a guide to the eye, indicating the start of the stripe edge. Red and green
dashed lines indicate the distances inside the stripe up to which features related to the edge states
are identified. Figure 5-16 (b) clearly shows that the edge states’ intensity peaks at the stripe edge
slope and it remains sharp for an approximate distance of 1 nm into the bulk of the stripe. A gradual
decrease in the intensity of edge states is observed which vanishes completely approximately 2 nm
into the bulk (green dashed lines).
The gradual decrease in the intensity of ‘α’ is reminiscent of the exponential decay of Bi45 (110)
edge states with an extent of approximately 2 nm into the island’s bulk. The fact that edge states along
the 7 ML stripes of Bi1-xSbx islands are observed for an approximate distance of 1 nm from the stripe’s
edge indicates that edge dangling bonds cannot be the only reason for the presence of distinct edge
states as shown in Ref47, but a definitive and clear explanation cannot be given at the moment.
Figure 5-17 shows STS intensity maps extracted from different regions of the same 7 ML stripe
edge to understand the dI/dV features’ reproducibility. The maps are extracted from the four regions
(A-D) marked by the coloured lines in Figure 5-14 (c). All the four STS maps show that the edge states’
intensity remains strong for approximately 1 nm from the edge. The energy position of ‘α’ does not
change as well and highlights the reproducibility of the data set.

Figure 5-17 LDOS intensity plots corresponding to four different regions (A, B, C, D) drawn
perpendicular to the 7 ML stripe of Figure 5-14 (c).
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The origin of ‘α’ state along the 7 ML stripe edges of Bi1-xSbx islands can be understood in more
detail by comparing with the band structure calculations of similar edge states. Having shown earlier
in chapter 3 that the general morphology and lattice structure of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG is similar to
that reported for pure Bi45,98,99 (110) islands on HOPG, a comparison of the experimental dI/dV results
on Bi1-xSbx island edges with band structure calculations for the edges of pure Bi (110) islands is
discussed briefly in the next section.

5.5 Thickness dependence and comparison with Bi (110) edge
states
This section presents the comparison between the edge states for different thicknesses of
Bi1-xSbx islands with the experimental results for pure Bi124,45 (110) islands on HOPG. The discussion is
started by comparing the edge state results obtained for 7 ML stripe edges, followed by brief
discussions on the edge states of 5 ML bases and concluded with a short discussion on 3 ML Bi1-xSbx
edge states.
5.5.1 7 ML edge states
The unavailability of experimental results and band structure calculations for the edge of a 6
ML thick Bi (110) island prevents a direct comparison of the 7 ML edge states of Bi 1-xSbx islands and
the results are instead compared with the band structure results of 2 ML edge states of pure Bi (110)
islands reported in Ref45. Figure 5-18 (a-b) shows a comparison between the experimental dI/dV
spectrum of a 7ML stripe edge of a Bi1-xSbx island and band structure calculations corresponding to an

Figure 5-18 (a) A plot showing dI/dV spectrum extracted from a 7 ML stripe of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island. (b)
DFT calculated band structure calculations and experimentally acquired dI/dV spectra for a 6 nm wide
Bi (110) nanoribbon along with the experimental dI/dV spectra, both of which are reproduced from45.
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edge of a 2 ML thick Bi (110) island, reported in Ref45. Figure 5-18 (a) is a dI/dV spectrum corresponding
to a 7 ML stripe edge of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island shown earlier in Figure 5-14 (c). Figure 5-18 (b) consists of
two separate panels, in which the left panel shows the DFT138 calculated band structure calculated for
a 6 nm wide Bi (110) nanoribbon and the right panel of Figure 5-18 (b) shows successive dI/dV spectra
extracted perpendicular to a 2 ML Bi (110) edge, spanning a distance of 4 nm into the bulk of the
island. The edge states in the band structure in the left panel are indicated by red circles and the bulk
electronic states are shaded in green. The odd number of crossings of the edge states between X and
Г point is consistent with the idea of non-trivial18,25 topological nature of edge states.
The dI/dV spectra in the right panel of Figure 5-18 (b) comprises four distinct LDOS features,
namely, ‘α’, ‘β’, ‘γ’ and δ which correspond to high LDOS in the electronic band structure. The ‘α’ state
has a high intensity closest to the island edge and vanishes completely at an approximate distance of
4 nm into the island. The ‘β’ state is weak and merges with the bulk bands with increasing distance
from the edge. The ‘γ’ and ‘δ’ states appear approximately 4 nm away from the edge and correspond
to the bulk bands and is different to the extent of 2 nm observed for Bi1-xSbx ‘α’ state (Figure 5-16 (a)).
The results from Ref45 in Figure 5-18 (b) shows that the ‘α’ feature in the experimental results
of Bi (110) islands on HOPG arises as a result of edge states in the band structure. Having established
earlier that the ‘α’ state corresponding to the 7 ML stripe edges of Bi1-xSbx islands is a distinct feature,
a red dashed line is drawn in Figure 5-18 (a-b) to compare the energy positions of the two different
(Bi and Bi1-xSbx) ‘α’ states, both of which clearly show a good agreement. The weak intensity of rest
of the dI/dV spectra features of Bi1-xSbx edges prevents a detailed comparison with the β’, ‘γ’ and ‘δ’
features of Bi45 (110) edges.
5.5.2 5 ML edge states
Figure 5-19 (a) and (b) show topographies of Bi1-xSbx islands with 5 ML high bases, acquired
during 50 K CITS measurements in the bias range of ±1 V and ±0.4 V respectively. Both the islands
comprise narrow 7 ML stripes at the bottom of the images and in general have the typical wedding
cake (Chapter 3) like structures. The coloured squares mark five different regions along the 5 ML base
edges, from where, dI/dV spectra are extracted, analysed and shown in Figure 5-20 (a-b).
Figure 5-20 (a) shows the representative, vertically offset dI/dV spectra extracted from the
regions marked by coloured squares in Figure 5-19 (a). All the five dI/dV spectra are a result of 8
spatially averaged individual curves and pre-filtered with the methodology described earlier in section
2.4. All the five spectra show a weak dI/dV feature (shoulder) around +0.1 V, a feature that is
speculated to be characteristic of 7 ML edge states. The reproducibility of the remaining features, both
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Figure 5-19 (a) Topography of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a 5 ML base acquired during a 50 K CITS
measurement in ±1 V bias range (b) Topography of a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island acquired during a 50 K CITS
measurement in ±0.4 V bias range. The coloured squares on each of the two islands represent the
regions along the 5 ML base edges from where dI/dV spectra corresponding the edges are extracted
and shown in Figure 5-20.
in the positive and negative bias regions is debatable and difficult to establish at the moment. A better
understanding of 5 ML edge states will be developed by comparing with the results reported for the
5 ML base edges of pure Bi45 (110) islands in Figure 5-21.
Figure 5-20 (b) shows representative, vertically offset dI/dV spectra extracted from the regions
marked by coloured squares in Figure 5-19 (b). All the dI/dV spectra are representative of the 5 ML
edge dI/dV spectra acquired in ±0.4 V bias range. The feature around +0.1 V is again not distinctly
identifiable in any of the spectra, much in contrast, to the strong ‘α’ feature identified for the 7 ML

Figure 5-20 (a) shows vertically offset (+0.5) dI/dV spectra corresponding to edge states of a 5 ML
base for the island shown in Figure 5-19 (b) shows vertically offset (+1) dI/dV spectra corresponding
to the edge states of the 5 ML base island shown in Figure 5-19.
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Figure 5-21 shows a comparison between the 5 ML base edge states of (a) Bi1-xSbx islands and that
of (b) pure Bi (110) islands, reproduced from45. The major dI/dV features are aligned by red dashed
lines, which show a reasonable agreement.
stripe edges in ±0.4 V bias range. In addition to the low intensity of ‘α’, all the five dI/dV spectra show
differences in the positions of the key dI/dV features, rendering it difficult to judge data set’s
reproducibility.
Figure 5-21 (a-b) shows a comparison between the representative dI/dV spectra of 5 ML base
edge states of Bi1-xSbx and pure Bi (110) islands (reproduced from Ref45), both of which are acquired in
the same bias range of ±1 V. Figure 5-21 (a) is the same plot as shown previously in Figure 5-20 (a) and
Figure 5-21 (b) shows the reproduced45 plot of 5 ML edge states of pure Bi (110) islands. Red dashed
lines drawn on top of each of the plots indicate positions of the major features for both of the dI/dV
spectra plots. Three major features (+0.1, +0.5 and +0.7) V are identified in the positive bias region
and three major features (-0.3, -0.6 and -0.8) V in the negative bias region as well in both the plots. As
demonstrated by the red lines, a reasonable agreement is noted in the positions of the major features
of 5 ML edge states of pure Bi and Bi1-xSbx islands, although a more detailed investigation is required
and will be pursued in the future.
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5.5.3 3 ML edge states
The 3 ML bases of Bi1-xSbx islands did not show the presence of distinct and identifiable edge
states, a result consistent with the discussion about the low conductance along the 3 ML edges as
described earlier in the conductance maps (section 5.2.1). The reason for low conductance along the
3 ML base edge states is not well understood at the moment and will be addressed in future CITS
measurements.

5.6 Anomalous states
Apart from the typical edge states, additional electronic states have been observed in the CITS
conductance maps of a select few Bi1-xSbx islands. The additional states tend to localize inside the 5 ML
bases and in close proximity to the 7 ML stripe edges. To understand the characteristics of the
additional states, CITS datasets acquired in different bias ranges on a select few Bi1-xSbx islands are
discussed in the next two sections.
5.6.1 Anomalous states in ±0.4 V bias range
Figure 5-22 (a-b) shows one such 50 K CITS result acquired on a Bi0.76Sb0.24 island with a 5 ML
base. It is clarified here that the data set is the same one as shown earlier in Figure 5-19 (b). Figure
5-22 (a) shows the island’s topography, comprising one straight 7 ML stripe (bottom right corner) on
top of a flat 5 ML base. A green line is drawn across the island topography in (a) to indicate the region
from where the STS intensity map (shown later in Figure 5-24 (a)) and bias dependent line profiles
(shown later in Figure 5-27) are extracted and analysed.
Figure 5-22 (b) shows the corresponding conductance map (120 mV) of the island in which a
distinct additional state (red arrow) is identified. The 5 ML base edge states are difficult to distinguish
from the higher background conductance of HOPG and are consistent with the conductance maps

Figure 5-22 (a) Topography of a 50 K CITS result obtained on a 5 ML base Bi0.76Sb0.24 island, in which
anomalous high conductance is observed in close proximity to the 7 ML stripe edge as seen in the
corresponding conductance map of (b) Imaging parameters: bias range (±0.4 V), setpoint current (1
nA).
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shown earlier in section 5.5.2. The 7 ML stripe edge states are observed to continue along the entire
length of the 7 ML stripe; although the edge state tends to extend further away from the stripe’s
topographic edge. This extent of edge states beyond the topographic edge is not well understood at
the moment and is not focused upon further here.
The darker region inside the island corresponds to lower conductance of the 5 ML base. It is
inside this region that the additional bright state (red arrow) is observed a few (~2) nm away from the
7 ML stripe edge. This additional state is called anomalous primarily because of the location, as it is
not associated with an edge and instead is localized inside the 5 ML base; an interesting result in itself.
5.6.2 Anomalous states in ±1 V bias range
Figure 5-23 (a-b) shows the topography and conductance map of a 50 K CITS dataset of a
Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, where (a) is the island’s topography and (b) is the corresponding conductance map.
The island topography has been shown earlier in Figure 5-19 and therefore, not described again. The
conductance map shows the presence of the typical 5 ML base and 7 ML stripes edge states, which
are consistent with the previous descriptions of 5.2.1. In addition to the typical edge states, an
additional, anomalous state (red arrow) is again observed inside the 5 ML base and in close proximity
to the 7 ML stripe edge. At first sight, the nature of the anomalous state of the (±1 V) CITS data set
appears similar to that observed in the data set of Figure 5-22 (a-b).
5.6.3 Location of the anomalous state
Figure 5-24 (a) shows the height profile corresponding to the green line drawn in Figure 5-22
(a) demonstrating the typical wedding cake like structure observed for Bi1-xSbx islands (Chapter 3). The

Figure 5-23 (a) Topography of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island, acquired during a 50 K CITS measurement in ± 1 V
bias range. (b) Shows the corresponding conductance map (120 mV) in which an anomalous
electronic state (red arrow) is observed in addition to the typical 5 ML and 7 ML edge states. Bias
range (±1 V), setpoint current (1 nA).
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dashed red line corresponds to the 5 ML base edge, the dashed green line to the location of the
anomalous state and the dashed black line to the 7 ML stripe edge. Figure 5-24 (b) shows the
corresponding STS intensity map to the red line of Figure 5-22 (a). Dashed lines in the STS intensity
map correspond to the corresponding states described in Figure 5-24 (a).
High conductance is observed along the 5 ML base edge (red dashed line), much of which is
indistinguishable from HOPG and is followed by the low conductance region of the 5 ML base up to 6
nm into the island. At this point inside the 5 ML base, higher conductance corresponding to the
anomalous state is observed. As seen in Figure 5-24 (b), the anomalous state (green dashed line) does
not correspond to any topographic feature in Figure 5-24 (a), indicating clearly that it is not associated
with an edge and therefore, has a different origin. Moving further along in the STS map, the
characteristic ‘α’ feature is identified again whose position corresponds with the 7 ML stripe edge
(black dashed line) and is consistent with the discussion of section 5.4.

Figure 5-24 (a) A height profile across the 5 ML base Bi0.76Sb0.24 island, showing the typical wedding
cake like structure (b) An STS intensity map corresponding to the height profile of (a).
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Figure 5-25 (a) Vertically offset (+0.2) dI/dV spectra extracted from the CITS dataset (±0.4 V) shown in
Figure 5-22 (b), where black represents 5 ML base, green represents HOPG, orange represents the 5
ML base edge state and red represents the anomalous state. (b) Vertically offset dI/dV spectra
extracted from the CITS dataset (±1V) shown in Figure 5-23 (b), where the different colours represent
the same regions as that described for (a). Each of the dI/dV spectra shown here are a result of
spatially averaged 8 individual curves.
The discussion is summarized by stating that the anomalous state is observed inside the 5 ML
base in both the CITS datasets and in close proximity to the straight 7 ML stripe edges (see Figure 5-23
(b) and Figure 5-24 (b)) for reference.

5.6.4 dI/dV spectra analysis
5.6.4.1 Anomalous state in ±0.4 V bias range

Figure 5-25 (a) shows a comparison between the dI/dV spectra [spatially averaged 8 individual
curves] extracted from the areas of interest (marked) in the CITS dataset shown in Figure 5-22 (a-b).
All the spectra are vertically offset (+0.2) for clarity and as seen clearly, the dI/dV spectra of HOPG
(green) shows the typical ‘V-shape’ reported for HOPG158, the 5 ML base dI/dV spectra (black) shows
a wider valley and is essentially devoid of any distinct dI/dV features. The dI/dV spectra of the 5 ML
base edge state (orange) shows a weak feature around +0.1 V, consistent with the earlier discussion
of Figure 5-20 (b) in section 5.5.2. In contrast, a weak dI/dV feature is observed at approximately +0.3
V for the anomalous state (red) with the rest of the spectra being largely featureless.
5.6.4.2 Anomalous state in higher bias range (±1 V)

Figure 5-25 (b) shows a comparison between the dI/dV spectra [spatially averaged 8 individual
curves] corresponding to the CITS data set acquired in ±1 V bias as shown in Figure 5-23 (a-b). All the
spectra are vertically offset (+0.2) for clarity and extracted from the regions marked by coloured
squares in Figure 5-23 (b). As can be seen clearly from the plot, the 5 ML base spectra (black) again
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Figure 5-26 (a) STM image of a step edge of Bi (111) 1 BL on Bi2Te3 (b) shows the corresponding
conductance map at +283mV (c) Bias dependant line profiles of the conductance map drawn along
line profile (blue) (d) STM image of a step edge between 1 BL of Bi (111) and 2 BL of Bi (111). (Vt = 1V,
It = 300pA). (e) STS map at +338mV corresponding to (d). (f) Profiles of STS maps together with a STM
line scan taken along the arrowed blue line in (d) Images reproduced from47.

shows a wide valley near the Fermi level as noted for the spectra in the ±0.4 V bias range. The HOPG
dI/dV spectra (green) shows the typical V-shape associated with HOPG and is again consistent with
the spectra of ±0.4 V CITS dataset (Figure 5-22). The 5 ML base edge state dI/dV spectra (orange) is
extracted from Figure 5-23, which has previously been shown to be similar and consistent with the
characteristics of 5 ML edge states of pure Bi (110) islands on HOPG. The anomalous state dI/dV
spectra (red) is essentially featureless, although two weak shoulders at approximately +0.4 and -0.5 V
are identified.
The low intensity of the dI/dV features for the anomalous state in either of the two bias ranges
discussed in this section renders it difficult to conclude about their dI/dV characteristics and
acquisition of more CITS datasets is considered necessary to reliably map anomalous states’
spectroscopic nature, although, a different analysis approach for the anomalous states is presented in
the next subsection by comparing the results reported47 for Bi (111) islands.
5.6.5 Comparison with literature
Yang et al47 report the observation of electronic states localized in close proximity to the edges
of Bi (111) islands, when grown on Bi2Te3. Figure 5-26 (a) shows the topography of a 1 BL Bi (111) layer
grown on Bi2Te3. A red dashed line marks the boundary of the Bi island and is used to correlate the
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location of the edge states observed in the conductance map of Figure 5-26 (b). The conductance map
(+283 mV) clearly demonstrates the presence of an edge state away from the island’s step edge and
is indicated by a blue arrow. As can be seen from the conductance map, the edge state does not align
with island’s step edge and is rather localized further inside the island, a result confirmed by the bias
dependent line profiles shown in Figure 5-26 (c). The red dots mark the position of the edge state
localized away from the island edge, which does not show any shifts in the peak position as a function
of bias, i.e. it is a bias independent edge state. The independent nature of the above described edge
states is argued in Ref47 as an experimental evidence for a protected edge state.
Observation of similar edge states is evidenced on a 2 BL Bi (111) island, when grown on a 1 BL
Bi (111) island as shown in Figure 5-26 (d-e). The results are confirmed by the corresponding bias
dependent line profiles shown in Figure 5-26 (f), in which two different types of edge states are
identified. The peak positions of the two edge states are indicated by blue and red dots. The edge
state marked by blue dots shows shifts in the peak positions as a function of bias, in contrast to the
edge state marked by the red dots, which shows no noticeable shift as a function of bias.
5.6.5.1 Bias dependent line profiles for Bi1-xSbx anomalous states

To analyse the characteristics of the anomalous state in more detail, bias dependent line
profiles, similar to that for Bi (111) islands shown in Figure 5-26 are extracted from the two CITS data

Figure 5-27 (a) Bias dependent (positive) line profiles plotted as a function of distance along the 5 ML
edge of the Bi0.76Sb0.24 island shown in Figure 5-22 and correspond to (15, 35, 75, 120, 250 and 350)
mV from bottom to top (b) Bias dependent (negative) line profiles plotted as a function of distance
along the 5 ML edge of the Bi0.76Sb0.24 island shown in Figure 5-22 and correspond to (-15, -35, -75, 120, -250, -350) mV from bottom to top. In both the plots, orange dots indicate 5 ML base edge states,
red dots indicate anomalous states and blue dots indicate the 7 ML stripe edge states. The black profile
in each of the two plots ((a) and (b)) represents height of the selected regions and are plotted on
right-hand side y axes.
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sets discussed earlier in this section. Figure 5-27 (a-b) shows the bias dependent line profiles, plotted
as a function of distance, corresponding to the green line in Figure 5-22 (a). Figure 5-27 (a) shows
positive bias line profiles and Figure 5-27 (b) shows bias dependent line profiles corresponding to the
negative bias range. The corresponding heights of the edges are plotted on the right hand side vertical
axes and denoted by black lines in each of the two plots. In both the plots, orange dots indicate 5 ML
base edge states, red dots indicate anomalous states and blue dots indicate the 7 ML stripe edge states
The line profiles corresponding to the positive bias (Figure 5-27 (a)) demonstrate that the
intensity of the anomalous state (red dot) remains high within the bias range [15 (grey) to 350 (purple)]
mV as compared to the intensity of 7 ML stripe edge states (blue dot), which demonstrates an increase
in the intensity up to 120 mV (red) and decreases up to 350 mV (purple). The intensity of the 5 ML
edge state is low up to 120 mV (red) and the conductance appears to submerge with the background
conductance of HOPG. The line profiles corresponding to 250 (light green) and 350 mV (purple), on
the other hand, demonstrate an increased conductance intensity, a result that is not well understood.
Importantly, no movement in the peak positions of the anomalous state is observed as a function of
bias, within the above-discussed bias range.
The line profiles corresponding to the negative bias (Figure 5-27 (b)) on the other hand
demonstrate weak intensity for the 7 ML edge state within the bias range [-15 (grey) to -350 (purple)]
mV, consistent with the dI/dV spectra described earlier in 5.2.2. The overall conductance intensity of
the anomalous state is observed to be low within the chosen bias range and diminishes completely at
-250 mV (light green). The conductance intensities of 5 ML base edge states remain considerably low
up to -120 mV (red) and thereafter, show a slight increase in the intensity around -250 mV (light green)
and -350 mV (purple) and the trend is not understood well.
Figure 5-28 (a-b) shows bias dependent line profiles corresponding to the green line drawn in
Figure 5-23. Figure 5-28 (a) shows positive bias line profiles and Figure 5-28 (b) shows negative bias
line profiles. The corresponding heights (black profile) of each of the edges is plotted on the secondary
vertical axes The line profiles corresponding to the positive bias in Figure 5-28 (a) demonstrate that
the intensity of the anomalous state is relatively low between 35 mV (dark green) and 75 mV (orange)
and thereafter, shows an increase in the intensity up to 350 mV (brown), eventually fading away
completely around 500 mV (maroon). The 7 ML stripe edge state again shows high intensity up to
approximately 120 mV (light blue), before submerging with the conductance of the 7 ML stripe,
rendering it difficult to distinguish. The 5 ML edge states, on the other hand, do not demonstrate a
clearly defined pattern. The intensity of the 5 ML edge states is higher as compared to the bulk 5 ML
region up to 350 mV (brown), although, it remains indistinguishable from the conductance of HOPG
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Figure 5-28 (a) Positive bias dependent line profiles plotted as a function of distance along the 5 ML
edge of the Bi0.87Sb0.13 island shown in Figure 5-23 and correspond to (35, 75, 120, 200, 250, 300,
350, 400, 450 and 500) mV from the bottom to the top. (b) Negative bias dependent line profiles
plotted as a function of distance along the 5 ML edge of the Bi0.87Sb0.13 island shown in Figure 5-23
and correspond to (-35, -75, -120, -200, -250, -300, -350, -400, -450 and -500) mV. In both the plots,
orange dots indicate 5 ML base edge states, red dots indicate anomalous states and blue dots
indicate the 7 ML stripe edge states. The black profile in each of the two plots ((a) and (b)) represents
the height of the selected region and are plotted on right-hand side y axes.
within the discussed bias range. The peak of the 5 ML edge state shows slight shifts and does not align
perfectly with the island edge.
The line profiles corresponding to the negative bias in Figure 5-28 (b) demonstrate that the
intensity of the anomalous state shows subtle variations and a clearly defined pattern is missing. The
line profiles up to -120 mV (light blue) show a weak conductance peak which tends to weaken further
with increasing bias, in addition to an extra peak whose intensity increases steadily up to -450 mV
(blue). The 7 ML edge states show a similar and consistent pattern with the lower bias (± 0.4 V) data
set of Figure 5-27 (a-b), where the conductance increases steadily up to -120 mV (light blue) and
decreases thereafter. The line profiles corresponding to 5 ML base edge states are more distinct as
the peaks can be distinguished clearly up to -250 mV (light green), although, without a clear pattern.
Higher-resolution CITS experiments and complimentary band structure calculations are
required to understand the nature of the anomalous states in a better manner. The primary focus of
future experiments will be on identifying the precise location of anomalous states and mapping their
evolution as a function of island’s topology. A significant focus will be on understanding the impact of
Sb content on the nature of the anomalous states of Bi1-xSbx islands.
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Figure 5-29 STM image of a 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island acquired at a low tip sample bias (+0.2 V).
Bright spots (black arrows) are observed inside the 5 ML stripe. Imaging parameters: (+0.2 V,1 nA).
The inset shows an image of the 5 ML stripe region marked by a white square, where the bright spots
can be identified easily.

5.7 Bright spots
This section discusses room temperature STM images and 50 K CITS results of Bi1-xSbx islands,
in which localized regions of peculiar brightness are identified inside the 5 ML regions (bases and
stripes). The presence of these bright regions is noted both in STM images and the CITS conductance
maps. The result is interesting as such peculiar bright regions do not appear in pure Bi (110) islands on
HOPG97-99 and are unique to Bi1-xSbx alloys. The next two sections describe the morphology and
distribution of bright spots.
5.7.1 Morphology and distribution of bright spots
Figure 5-29 shows a room temperature STM image of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a 3 ML high base.
The STM image is acquired with a tip-sample bias of +0.2V and a set point current of 1 nA. The 3 ML
high base island comprises a bulgy 5 ML stripe and three small 7 ML stripes (left corner). The edge of
3 ML base is fairly straight but the 5 ML stripe edges are irregular, which is a common feature (section
3.2.2.2) of 5 ML stripes on Bi1-xSbx islands. The 7 ML stripes, on the other hand, are more regular and
relatively straight.
The inset clearly shows that the 5 ML stripe has randomly distributed bright spots; two such
bright regions are indicated by black arrows. The low resolution of the STM image does not allow
measurement of the exact size and shape of the bright spots, although it is evident that the spots lack
a defined geometry. In addition, the brightness of the spots is not uniform and is similar to the varying
spread of LDOS around lattice defect sites149,159. It is interesting to note that the 3 ML base and the
three 7 ML stripes do not show any noticeable bright spots and they are primarily seen inside the 5
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Figure 5-30 (a-f) The presence of bright spots inside the 5 ML base of a Bi0.87Sb0.13 island is verified by
altering the tip-sample bias. Lower (+0.1 to +0.4) V tip-sample bias RT-STM images (a-d) show the
presence of bright spots which gradually disappear with increasing bias (+0.5 to +0.6) V (e-f). Setpoint
current: 1 nA.
ML stripe. The discussion on bright spots, therefore, is kept limited to 5 ML regions from here on and
their observation is verified by bias dependent imaging in the next section.
5.7.2 Bias dependence of bright spots
Figure 5-30 (a-f) shows RT-STM images acquired in quick succession on a Bi 0.87Sb0.13 island with
different tip sample bias values. The 5 ML island has an overall compact shape, with a flat base and
two straight 7 ML stripes on top. The large area of the 5 ML base allows for a reasonable analysis of
the bright spots. Figure 5-30 (a) shows the STM image acquired at a tip sample bias of +0.1 V. The
bright spots are present on both the sides of the 5 ML base.
As the tip sample bias is gradually increased, the intensity of the spots starts to decrease as seen
in the STM image acquired at +0.2 V (Figure 5-30 (b)), without a decrease in density of the spots. This
decrease in the intensity of the spots continues and is clearly evidenced in Figure 5-30 (c) and (d)
acquired at +0.3 and +0.4 V respectively. Moreover, the spots’ density appears to have reduced
considerably in (c) and (d). Figure 5-30 (e) and (f) show STM images acquired at higher bias values of
+0.5 V and +0.6 V respectively and clearly the bright spots are no longer seen. The experiment
therefore, illustrates that the observation of 5 ML bright spots in STM images is bias dependent and
an electronic effect.
A high LDOS centered around +0.1 V for the bright spots can be inferred from the
above-discussed results. Low temperature (50 K) CITS measurements are discussed in the next section
which further help in verifying this inference.
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Figure 5-31 (a) A 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island with a large 5 ML stripe and two 7 ML stripes on top. A
black square marks a region inside the 5 ML stripe, where 50 K CITS data set is acquired. (b)
Topography of the 5 ML region acquired during CITS acquisition. (c) Corresponding conductance map
at 160 mV showing bright spots. CITS parameters: (±0.3 V, 1 nA).

5.7.3 CITS measurements
Figure 5-31 (a) shows the topography of a large 3 ML base Bi0.87Sb0.13 island chosen for a 50 K CITS
measurement. The large area of the 5 ML stripe allows the possibility of performing higher resolution
CITS measurements (± 0.3 V) on a region with a high density of bright spots and a small region inside
the 5 ML stripe (black square) is focused upon. Figure 5-31 (b) shows the topography of the flat 5 ML
stripe region. The topography is acquired simultaneously during the CITS data set acquisition with a
tip sample bias maintained at -0.3 V and hence it is difficult to locate any bright spots. Figure 5-31 (c)
shows the corresponding conductance map at 160 mV in which distinct high conductance is observed
at different bright spots labelled as A, B, C, D, E and F.
All the six bright spots show a different spread of the LDOS and the observations are consistent
with their irregular morphology (Figure 5-29). The rest of the 5 ML stripe region shows comparatively
lower conductance as compared to that of the bright spots. A black square marks the bright spot A
and a red square marks a region inside the 5 ML stripe. The two squares highlight the regions from
where corresponding dI/dV spectra [spatially averaged 8 curves] are extracted and shown later in
Figure 5-35 (b). Four coloured lines are drawn across the different spots (B, C, D and E) and indicate
the spots from where STS intensity maps are extracted and shown later in Figure 5-33.
Figure 5-32 (a-f) shows conductance maps at different bias for the data set described earlier in
Figure 5-31 (b, c). The first two conductance maps at -120 mV and -35 mV are noisier as compared to
the other conductance maps and this is attributed to tip-sample interactions during the
measurements. The conductance maps at higher bias, although, clearly show that the brightness of
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Figure 5-32 Conductance maps at different bias corresponding to the CITS result on 5 ML spots shown
in Figure 5-31 (a-c). CITS parameters: (±0.3 V, 1 nA)

the spots peaks around 160 mV, complementing the results shown in section 5.7.2, highlighting the
high LDOS around +0.16 V for the bright spots. The next two sub sections confirm this result by
analyzing the representative dI/dV spectra and the corresponding STS intensity maps.
5.7.3.1 dI/dV spectra

Figure 5-33 (a) shows a comparison between the dI/dV spectra [spatially averaged 8 curves]
extracted from spot A (marked by a black square) in Figure 5-31 (c) and the dI/dV spectra [spatially
averaged 8 curves] extracted from the bulk 5 ML region (marked by a red square) in Figure 5-31 (c). A
strong dI/dV peak at approximately +0.16 V characterizes the spot’s dI/dV spectra. The dI/dV spectra
of the 5 ML base does not show any distinct features and is essentially featureless. The dI/dV peak at
approximately +0.16 V thus confirms the inference (high LDOS around 0.1 V) of sections 5.7.2 and
5.7.3. The dI/dV peak around +0.1 V for the bright spots has a stark similarity to the ‘α’ state discussed
earlier for the 7 ML stripe edges (section 5.2.2).
Figure 5-33 (b) compares the representative dI/dV spectra of bright spots with that of 7 ML stripe
edges (section 5.2.2). It is clear that that the two dI/dV spectra are similar to the dI/dV peak around
+0.1 V. The slight differences in the two spectra are the respective energy values at which the dI/dV
peak is observed. The next section discusses the reproducibility of the +0.1 V state associated with the
bright spots by comparing the corresponding STS intensity maps.
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Figure 5-33 (a) Comparison between the dI/dV spectra corresponding to a bright spot (black) with
the corresponding dI/dV spectra of the bulk 5 ML region (red) (b) Comparison of the dI/dV spectra
corresponding to a bright spot (black) and that of a 7 ML stripe edge (blue). The spectra in (b) are
vertically offset (+2) for clarity.

5.7.3.2 STS intensity maps

Figure 5-34 shows four STS intensity maps that correspond to the black lines drawn across the
bright spots (B, C, D and E) in Figure 5-31 (c). The length of each line is 5 nm, where a bright feature
between +0.1 and +0.2 V (high colour intensity) in all the maps corresponds to the peak in dI/dV
spectra around +0.16 V is identified. The regions away from the bright spots are considerably darker;

Figure 5-34 STS intensity plots corresponding to the different spots (B and C) marked in Figure 5-32
(c). A strong intensity at (+160 mV) is observed in all the maps.
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Figure 5-35 Number density of bright spots plotted for different concentrations of Bi 1-xSbx islands as
a function of the 5 ML area.

reminiscent of the low conductance of 5 ML regions (section 5.7.3.1). In addition, high conductance is
noted near the negative bias values (-0.3 V) in all four maps, however, these features are present in
all the CITS measurements for 5 ML regions and are not focused upon further from here on.
Red dashed lines are drawn in the four maps, highlighting the regions up to which the highest
intensity of conductance is observed. This representation indicates that a distinct feature appears for
the bright spots around +0.1 V. This difference in conductance intensities is attributed to local LDOS
perturbations around defect sites132,160. The results shown in this section establish that the bright spots
observed inside 5 ML regions of Bi1-xSbx islands are dependent on the tip sample bias (i.e. electronic
effect) and show a peak around +0.1 V in the dI/dV spectra; similar to that for the 7 ML stripe edges
(section 5.2.2). The next subsection builds on this knowledge and discusses the impact of Sb and the
5 ML area on the bright spots.
5.7.4 Concentration dependence
This section briefly shows the analysis on the evolution of bright spots for different Bi1-xSbx
concentrations as a function of the 5 ML area. The motivation for this analysis is primarily to
understand the role of Sb in the manifestation of bright spots. The approach involves statistical
analysis (number density) of the bright spots.
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Figure 5-36 Average number density of bright spots as a function of Sb content in Bi1-xSbx islands,
where the colours of the three datapoints is kept the same as that for different concentrations in
Figure 5-35.
5.7.4.1 Number Density

Figure 5-35 shows the number of bright spots per unit area (number density) for different
Bi1-xSbx concentrations as a function of the 5 ML region. Both, 5 ML stripes and bases are included in
this analysis and the data sets are extracted only from the STM images acquired with a low tip sample
bias (+0.2 V). The analysis shows that the number density increases slightly with increasing Sb content,
however, no clear and definitive dependence of the bright spots is observed as a function of the area
of 5 ML region.
The trend is summarized in Figure 5-36 which shows that the spot’s number density increases
by approximately a factor of 2 when the Sb concentration is increased by a factor of 4, but these
changes are barely larger than the uncertainties in the number densities and does not clearly indicate
the role of Sb in the cause of bright spots. The next section builds on this analysis and discusses the
relevant literature studies.
5.7.5 Discussion
This discussion aims to understand the appearance of bright spots in Bi1-xSbx islands by
comparing with the relevant literature. Two key STM results of the recently published159 work on
Bi2Se3 nanostructures are discussed.
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Figure 5-37 Topography of an undoped Bi2Se3 surface showing triangular shaped defect sites,
expected to be sub-surface Se vacancies. The intensity of the defect sites is not uniform and show a
variation from region to region. Inset shows a three dimensional STM image of one of the triangular
shaped defects. Image reproduced from159.

5.7.5.1 Vacancy defect sites: Un-doped Bi2Se3

Isolated and randomly distributed bright triangular regions were observed159 on the surface of
un-doped Bi2Se3, as seen in the STM image of Figure 5-37. The triangular defects have different
brightness which is argued159 to be the response of Se vacancy defect sites buried in different layers
beneath the top Bi2Se3 surface. The result at first sight, is similar to that observed for Bi1-xSbx bright
spots (section 5.7.1) as both the results demonstrate a random spatial distribution.
Figure 5-38 (a-d) shows STM measurements159 on a small region of the Bi2Se3 surface which is
populated with triangular defects with different intensities. Figure 5-38 (a) shows the topography in
which, analysis is concentrated upon two triangular defects of different intensities (white squares).
Figure 5-38 (b) shows the corresponding conductance map at 90 meV (bulk conduction band) in which
enhanced LDOS intensity is observed at both the triangular defect sites. Figure 5-38 (c) shows the
corresponding conductance map at -180 meV (bulk valence band) showing reduced LDOS intensity
around the two triangular defects, where, instead, additional LDOS features (resonance states)161 are
observed around the defects (marked). The last conductance map at -400 meV (bulk valence band)
shows that the LDOS intensity around the triangular defects is completely suppressed. It is argued in
Ref159 that the increase in LDOS intensity of the triangular defects inside the bulk conduction band
(Figure 5-38 (c)) renders the defects as positively charged. In addition, the compact shape of triangular
defects is used to infer the results as a local LDOS lattice perturbation6.
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Figure 5-38 (a) Topography of a small region on the Bi2Se3 surface, populated with triangular defects
of different intensities. (b-d) Selected conductance maps at different bias showing variation in
conductance around the defect sites. Image reproduced from159.
The varying LDOS intensities of the Se vacancy defects (STM images and conduction maps) for
Bi2Se3 are in principle, similar to the spatially varying LDOS intensities of Bi1-xSbx bright spots, indicating
that the vacancy type defects might be a probable cause of the Bi1-xSbx bright spots.
5.7.5.2 Sb4 Clusters: Sb doped Bi2Se3

The impact of Sb doping on the Bi2Se3 surface159 is shown in Figure 5-39 (a-d). The presence of
a bright protruding feature in the topography (Figure 5-39 (a)), assumed to be a Sb 4 cluster133,162,163 is
identified. As it can be seen, the shape of the Sb4 cluster is not compact like that of the triangular Se
vacancy defects discussed previously and is rather an extended defect. Figure 5-39 (b-d) show the bias
dependent conductance maps showing the LDOS intensity variation associated with the Sb4 cluster,
where (b) and (d) are the conductance maps acquired at 75 meV (bulk conduction band) and -440 meV
(bulk valence band) respectively. A careful look shows suppressed LDOS intensities are noted around
the vicinity of Sb4 cluster site in both the conductance maps of (b) and (d). It is clearly visible that there
are suppressed conductance intensities (dark blue) in (b) and (d) panels of Figure 5-39, which
correspond exactly with the Sb4 cluster site (light brown) shown in panel (a) of Figure 5-39.
Figure 5-39 (c) shows conductance map at -225 meV (inside bulk band) which is characterized
by a greater spatial LDOS spread around the Sb4 cluster and it is seen clearly that the conductance
intensity decreases with increasing distance from the cluster’s centre. This broad LDOS spread related
with Sb4 clusters is not well understood in Ref159, although it is argued to unlikely to be a lattice defect
induced LDOS perturbation.
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Figure 5-39 (a) Topograph of an Sb doped Bi2Se3 surface imaged with a bias of 400 mV and a setpoint
current of 70 pA. (b-d) Show corresponding conductance maps acquired at different bias. Image
reproduced from159.
The variation in LDOS intensity corresponding to the Sb4 clusters at different bias is similar to
that for Bi1-xSbx bright spots (Figure 5-31), but the difference lies in the shape and spatial extent of
LDOS. The spatial extent of LDOS for Sb4 clusters is greater as compared to the Se defect sites and to
the bright spots of Bi1-xSbx islands. This difference tentatively indicates that Sb4 clusters cannot be the
cause of Bi1-xSbx bright spots. In addition, Sb4 clusters occupy a larger area as compared to a single Sb
atom and therefore with increasing Sb content, a significant portion of Bi1-xSbx island area is expected
to be occupied by Sb4 clusters, which is not seen in the experimental results and it contradicts the
number density analysis (section 5.7.4.1). The discussion presented till now thus indicates that
vacancy like defect sites are a more probable and likely cause of bright spots in Bi 1-xSbx islands.
The discussion is concluded by stating that distinct bright spots are observed most prominently
in 5 ML regions (stripes and bases) of Bi1-xSbx islands in STM images. The non-observation of bright
spots inside 3 ML bases and 7 ML stripes is not understood well and is subject to further
experimentation and analysis. Bright spots are understood primarily to be an electronic effect (bias
dependent) and the number density analysis of spots hints towards a weak Sb dependence, therefore,
speculated to be a vacancy type defect. Vacancy defects with dangling bonds show pronounced LDOS
in STM images and conductance maps. The distinct peak in the dI/dV spectra of the bright spots is thus
attributed to dangling bonds around vacancy defect sites.

5.8 Summary
Observation of distinct edge states along the edges of Bi1-xSbx islands in 50 K CITS conductance
maps, in particular, along the straight and regular edges of 7 ML stripes prompted an in depth
characterisation by means of high resolution STM imaging and 50 K CITS measurements. In contrast,
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the facetted edges of the 7 ML stripes show an absence of edge states, a result speculated to arise out
of different atomic arrangements, similar to the results on armchair and zigzag type edges of
graphene136,157. The 7 ML stripe edge states show a distinct peak in the corresponding dI/dV spectra,
when acquired in the bias range of ±0.4 V, a result which is strikingly similar to the published45 results
on the edges of pure Bi (110) islands. In contrast, the 5 ML edge states demonstrated the presence of
a weak dI/dV peak around +0.1 V. The 3 ML bases on the other hand, did not show a clear evidence of
edge states. The observation of 7 ML edge states is interesting, although, a clear and definitive trend
as a function of Sb concentration could not be mapped and will be the focus upon of future CITS
experiments.
In addition to the typical edge states, an anomalous electronic state localized in close proximity
to the straight 7 ML stripe edges in a select few CITS results is identified as another key result as STM
studies in the past have revealed the presence of similar anomalous states, which are argued to be as
manifestations of standing waves23,164 or topologically protected edge states47 and thus merit future
experiments.
Apart from edge states, bright spots are observed inside the 5 ML stripes and bases of Bi1-xSbx
islands which are speculated to be vacancy type defect sites. 50 K CITS measurements show a dI/dV
peak around +0.1 V, similar to that observed for the straight 7 ML edges. Recent research
demonstrates the presence of topologically protected states around defect sites of Bi2Te3165 and
Bi1-xSbx (111)137 films, meriting future studies on Bi1-xSbx bright spots.
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Conclusions and outlook
The self-assembly of nanostructures on weakly interacting substrates like HOPG gives an

opportunity to study adatoms’ diffusion and aggregation and at the same time provides a rich platform
to engineer and study different nanostructure morphologies17. A balance between diffusion and
nucleation can be used to manipulate the final nanostructure geometries and prepare different
morphologies, for example the fingered, 3-dimensional Sb53 islands and ordered, 2-dimensional Bi52
islands on HOPG. This knowledge and experience52,53,99 of synthesizing different Bi and Sb island
morphologies was utilized to grow nanostructured islands of the 3-D topological insulator, Bi 1-xSbx on
HOPG. Motivated by the predictions12,41 and consequent experimental demonstrations10,11 of
topologically protected surface states in bulk Bi1-xSbx alloy films within a certain (0.07<x<0.22) Sb
concentration range, an (x) dependent (x=0.06, 0.13 and 0.24) study of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG was
pursued. The synthesis and characterisation (morphological and electronic) of Bi1-xSbx islands was
undertaken in a UHV-STM (Omicron VT AFM) system.
High resolution RT-STM images revealed that the morphology of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG is
similar to the that of pure Bi (110) islands98,99 on HOPG, i.e. the islands comprise a paired layer (BP91
like) structure, with similar islands heights. Apart from the overall similarity, there were a few
noticeable differences in the Bi1-xSbx island morphology, in particular, the irregular 5 ML stripe edges
and fingered 3 ML bases. It was observed that an additional 1 ML structure nucleated adjacent to the
irregular 5 ML stripe edges and on top of flat 3 ML bases for a select few Bi1-xSbx islands, a region
referred to as the (3+1) ML region. In addition, the probability of finding a (3+1) ML region increased
as a function of Sb concentration. The (3+1) ML will be studied in more detail by higher resolution CITS
measurements and corresponding band structure calculations in the future.
50 K CITS measurements performed on the paired layers (3, 5 and 7) ML of Bi1-xSbx islands
revealed a good agreement with the reported CITS results obtained98,124 on pure Bi (110) islands. The
dI/dV spectra analysis was complemented by spectral histograms123 which show the reproducibility of
the key features and distinguish them from experimental artefacts. Furthermore, dI/dV spectra of
each of the paired layers (3, 5 and 7) ML demonstrated no identifiable difference as the Sb content (x)
was tuned and varied between x=0.06 and x=0.24, in agreement with the corresponding DFT
calculated band structures.
The edges of Bi1-xSbx islands showed the presence of distinct edge states. The CITS conductance
maps acquired along the straight 7 ML stripe edges, in particular, showed edge states clearly at +120
mV. The facets of the 7 ML stripes, on the other hand, showed an absence of any edge states, a result
speculated to arise out of a different atomic arrangement.
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Figure 6-1 A schematic drawing showing the possible nanostructures that can be engineered by
growing materials (Bi1-ySby) sequentially on top of an already grown Bi1-xSbx island.

The edges of the 5 ML stripes and bases showed comparatively lower edge state intensity as
compared to that of the 7 ML stripe edges and the 3 ML base edge states could not be characterised.
Evidence for the evolution of edge states’ characteristics as a function of Sb concentration (x) for each
of the paired layers could not be mapped and will be a focus of future CITS measurements.
The distinct dI/dV peak around +0.1 V for the edge states on 7 ML stripes of Bi1-xSbx islands
showed remarkable agreement with the dI/dV peak (‘α’ state) reported45 in the experimental dI/dV
spectra of 2 ML and 4 ML high, pure Bi (110) islands, where, the ‘α’ state is argued to have topologically
non-trivial characteristics as evidenced in the corresponding band structure calculations. The similarity
between Bi1-xSbx and Bi edge states, therefore, makes a strong case for pursuing band structure
calculations for Bi1-xSbx nano-ribbons in the near future.
An additional electronic state, localized in close proximity to the straight 7 ML stripe edges were
also observed and the origin of these states needs further investigation. In addition, bright (high LDOS)
spots were observed inside the 5 ML stripes of Bi1-xSbx islands, a result speculated to arise out of
vacancy like defect sites, similar to Ref159.
Motivated by the experimental results of Bi1-xSbx islands on HOPG, future experiments will be
centred on addressing the challenges outlined in each of the three results chapters and considerable
focus will be on the synthesis and growth of hetero-structure islands. Such islands, in principle, can be
synthesized by sequential deposition of any alloy on any other already deposited alloy (Bi 1-xSbx) island.
As Bi1-xSbx islands grow via diffusion and aggregation, the second material deposited will
aggregate at the edges of already grown islands, which will result in the creation of stripes of materials
with dis-similar edges (red arrows, Figure 6-1, left). As new material lands on an existing island, it will
tend to aggregate and result in the formation of stripes. This will create layers of materials in which
the upper and lower surfaces are different (blue arrows, Figure 6-1, right). It is expected that the island
stripes of the second material on top of the first material will create profound differences in the edge
states due to coupling166 of the electronic states and thus open new avenues of research. Importantly,
coupling with the islands bases is expected to have an impact on the island’s edge states, therefore
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the states in the underlying island provides an important route to engineering new nanostructures
with interesting electronic properties43,167.
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